There are errors in this list simply because it is impossible to make a list like this error free. If you note an error please contact me so that I can correct the error. I have no idea why one cannot make a list like this error free.

This is a list of the two, three and four letter call signs Canada assigned to ships during the years radiotelegraph was in use. This is simply the list of those I have found and those I had to work with over the years. I have XJAG listed after radiotelegraph just to show that Canada is now assigning ship calls from those blocks of call signs. I have also listed the Orca, Kingston and CPF naval ships simply because I have them. They were created after radiotelegraph. Some of the Canadian naval ships were called Canadian but were actually commissioned as Royal Navy ships. I have included ships that were not registered in Canada but had Canadian crews. There are a few Canadian ships that I have been unable to identify. In other words this is a list of the ships I have found that were assigned these call signs over the years.

This list is in alphabetical order. The two and three letter call signs were the first in use from 1904 until 1923. The International Telecommunication Union had assigned sufficient blocks of these call signs to Canada over the years so that Canada could have assigned a four character call sign to every vessel of every size registered in Canada. But after World War II Canada copied the United States and issued a two or three letter prefix followed by four digits to the smaller vessels fitted with radio telephone only, although I found one vessel using a two letter four digit call sign in radio telegraph. There are an awful lot of these calls with a four digit suffix assigned today but they do not belong in this exercise.

The CCGS Nanook was a World War II naval landing craft and was assigned CG2056 as her call sign and was apparently used in radiotelegraph but I do not know who the operator was that operated this on 500 kHz. Her sister, another former landing craft, was CCGS Skua with call sign CGGD but not equipped for radiotelegraph. It makes no sense. Nanook was converted into a dormitory for northern stevedores and this may be the reason for radiotelegraph. Nanook was replaced with CCGS Narwhal with call sign CGBP designed as a dormitory ship for these stevedores but was never used as a northern dormitory. The government terminated the northern stevedores just before Narwhal was ready.

Canada assigning a special prefix in a call sign to indicate a certain fleet made no sense. These call signs were changed when a ship transferred from one fleet to another in Canada. I am convinced this was created during the days of rum-running because various government officials were on both sides of the legal fence and this made it possible for the rum-runner to
The police vessels were given a three letter prefix CGP indicating Canadian Government Police and this started before the creation of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Marine Section on April 1st, 1932 and continued on after it was created. It definitely made no sense for we who had to use these call signs.

There are several call signs that appear to be assigned to two different ships at the same time. I find it hard to believe that anyone who noticed this took the time to try and correct same.

For some unknown reason I have had an interest in this subject since I joined the navy’s radio branch and it has given me something to do since I retired. I managed to interview several of the first radio operators that used the three letter call signs. I’m deeply indebted to a number who have helped with this project. Lieutenant Commander David J. Freeman, retired, has been a very big help and he brought back lists of the World War II call signs from England for this project. I am probably the only one in the world who has a copy of Freeman’s book “Canadian Warship Names” nearly worn out from use. Lieutenant Commander B. H. Taylor, retired, was another big help with the air force marine craft and the list of those who helped is endless.

I simply started this list for something to do. I had no other reason to compose it. We communicated with several ships over the years using a call sign that had been assigned to more than one ship. I found this list rather amazing that there were so few call signs assigned to more than one ship. Several times during World War II when a warship was lost the call sign was assigned to the next ship to commission. For example when the corvette HMCS Charlottetown was sunk her CYRF call sign was assigned to the frigate HMCS Swansea and Swansea held the call sign until scrapped in 1966. There were call signs assigned where the same call sign was assigned to both naval and air force craft at the same time during World War II. When the Canadian Patrol Frigates commissioned in the 1990’s they were assigned the call signs CHAA to CHAL inclusive. It was soon realized that these call signs were assigned to Canadian radio stations in the broadcasting service and were soon changed to their present call signs. At least they changed those. Back in the 1930’s Canadian National Railway operated several broadcast radio stations for the general public and assigned a four letter call sign to each with a CN prefix from Morocco’s assigned list of call signs. Then there is the Canadian Broadcast Corporation that has been assigning three and four letter call signs with a CB prefix from Chile’s assigned list of call signs. It is amazing what we elect as our government officials and apparently it is common to all aspects of government. The agriculture minister that told farmers to allow their bulls with their cows during daylight only so the calves would be born during daylight is another good example. They claim it takes all kinds to make a world but one
wonders at times about those in charge. It also leaves one wondering why anyone would want to be in charge.

The radio telegraph operation with Canadian ships was not what it could or should have been. That terminology probably applies to many trades over the years, but this was definitely a mess in Canada. When I retired I had a large stack of letters that had been written to various officials pointing out the various Canadian ships that had sailed in violation of international laws. The reply to some of these letters made little if any sense. Some of these Canadian ships were fitted with radiotelegraph but did not use it. Many were not fitted and sailed as though they were fitted and using radiotelegraph.

It was a fascinating trade for the 90 years it was in use from about 1905 to about 1995. There is no exact date that this trade terminated.

Spurgeon G. Roscoe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Notes &amp; Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABD</td>
<td>DGS ABERDEEN</td>
<td>1912 call sign; buoy vessel based at Saint John, New Brunswick; became DGS ABERDEEN/VDG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGGC</td>
<td>HMCS BAYFIELD</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGGL</td>
<td>HMCS CANSO</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGGM</td>
<td>HMCS CARAQUET</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGJF</td>
<td>HMCS GUYSBOROUGH</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; sunk by U878; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGJJ</td>
<td>HMCS INGONISH</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGJQ</td>
<td>HMCS LOCKEPORT</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJT B</td>
<td>HMCS NENE</td>
<td>1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFC</td>
<td>HMCS LAURENTIAN</td>
<td>1917 – 1918 Patrol Vessel; former Canada Steamship Lines LAURENTIAN/CFC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>DGS ARLEUX</td>
<td>1919 – 1923 Fisheries Cruiser; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; became DGS ARLEUX/CGFX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>HMCS ARLEUX</td>
<td>1917 – 1919 Naval Patrol Trawler; became DGS ARLEUX/CFL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFM</td>
<td>HMCS ARMENTIERES</td>
<td>1918 – 1923 Naval Patrol Trawler; became HMCS ARMENTIERES/CGAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFN</td>
<td>DGS GIVENCHY</td>
<td>1919 – 1923 Fisheries Patrol Vessel; became DGS GIVENCHY/CGFB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CFN  HMCS GIVENCHY 1918 – 1919 Battle Class Trawler; became DGS GIVENCHY/CFN
CFO  HMCS ARRAS 1918 – 1926 Battle Class Trawler; became DGS ARRAS/CGFD
CFP  HMCS THIEPVAL 1918 – 1930 Battle Class Trawler; this was still her call sign when wrecked in 1930
CGAA HMCS ANTICOSTI 1989 – 1997 Reserve Navy Minesweeper; former Panamanian Tug JEAN TIDE/HP3369
CGAA HMCS CARIBOU 2007 Orca Class Patrol Boat
CGAB HMCS MORESBY 1989 – 1997 Reserve Navy Minesweeper; former Panamanian Tug JOYCE TIDE/HP3167
CGAB HMCS ORCA 2006 Orca Class Patrol Boat
CGAB HMCS SAGUENAY 1931 – 1934 River Class Destroyer; became HMCS SAGUENAY/CGBD
CGAC HMCS VILLE DE QUEBEC 1994 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAD HMCS TORONTO 1993 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAE HMCS REGINA 1994 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAF HMCS CALGARY 1995 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAF HMCS FESTUBERT 1926 – 1938 Battle Class Trawler; became HMCS FESTUBERT/CGBF; unable 3 letter call as trawler
CGAG HMCS MONTREAL 1994 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAH CCGS ANN HARVEY built 1987, Buoy Tender Search and Rescue Vessel; light icebreaker duties; based St. John’s, Newfoundland
CGAI HMCS WINNIPEG 1995 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAJ HMCS CHARLOTTETOWN 1995 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAK HMCS CHAMPLAIN 1928 – 1934 S Class Destroyer; former HMS TORBAY
CGAK HMCS ST. JOHN’S 1996 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAL HMCS OTTAWA 1996 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAL HMCS SKEENA 1931 – 1934 River Class Destroyer; became HMCS SKEENA/CGBK
CGAM HMCS ARMENTIERES 1923 – 1938 Training Vessel Minesweeper; became HMCS ARMENTIERES/CGBL
CGAM  HMCS RAVEN  2007 Orca Class Patrol Boat
CGAN  HMCS FREDERICTON  1994 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAP  HMCS HALIFAX  1992 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAR  HMCS VANCOUVER  1993 Halifax Class Patrol Frigate
CGAS  HMCS RENARD  2007 Orca Class Patrol Boat
CGAU  HMCS GLACE BAY  1996 Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel
CGAV  HMCS NANAIMO  1997 Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel
CGAV  HMCS VANCOUVER  1928 – 1934 S Class Destroyer; former HMS TOREADOR; became HMCS VANCOUVER/CGBM
CGAW  HMCS EDMONTON  1997 Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel
CGAX  HMCS SHAWINIGAN  1997 Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel
CGAY  HMCS YELLOWKNIFE  1998 Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel
CGAY  HMCS YPRES  1926 – 1938 Training Vessel; became HMCS YPRES/CGBN; unable the three letter call sign 1917 – 1920
CGAZ  HMCS WHITEHORSE  1998 Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel
CGBB  CCGS MONTCALM  built 1957, Medium Class Icebreaker
CGBB  HMCS BEAUHARNOIS  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CGBC  HMCS ROCKCLIFF  1944 – 1950 Algerine Class Minesweeper Training Vessel
CGBD  CGS A. T. CAMERON  1958 – 1982 Fisheries Research; based at St. John’s, Newfoundland; became ARCTIC RANGER/CGBD
CGBD  HMCS ANDREE DUPRE  1939 – 1945 Examination Vessel; former Tug ANDRE DUPRE
CGBD  HMCS SAGUENAY  1934 – 1945 River Class Destroyer; former HMCS SAGUENAY/CGAB
CGBF  CCGS ALEXANDER HENRY  built 1959, Great Lakes Icebreaker Buoy Tender
CGBF  HMC GV17  1942 – 1945 Gate Vessel; former HMCS FESTUBER/CGBF
CGBF  HMCS FESTUBERT  1938 – 1942 Training Ship; former HMCS FESTUBERT/CGAF; became HMC GV17/CGBF
CGBG  CCGS MIKULA built 1959, Coast Guard College Training Vessel; former LURCHER LIGHTSHIP NO. 4/CGBG (1959 – 1972)

CGBG  HMCS BORDER CITIES 1944 – 1946 Algerine Class Minesweeper

CGBJ  CCGS GRENVILLE built 1915, Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel, Great Lakes

CGBJ  HMCS CHAMPLAIN 1934 – 1936 S Class Destroyer; former HMCS CHAMPLAIN/CGAK

CGBJ  HMCS ST LAURENT 1937 – 1945 River Class Destroyer; former HMS CYGNET/GVKB

CGBK  CCGS JOHN A. MACDONALD built 1960, Heavy Icebreaker; based Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

CGBK  HMCS SKEENA 1934 – 1944 River Class Destroyer; former HMCS SKEENA/CGAL; wrecked Iceland

CGBL  HMCS ARMENTIERES 1939 – 1946 Examination Vessel Prince Rupert, British Columbia; former HMCS ARMENTIERES/CGAM

CGBL  CCGS THOMAS CARLETON 1960 – 1993 Icebreaking Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel; became CLEVELAND AMORY

CGBM  CCGS PORTE DAUPHINE 1955 – 1974 Great Lakes Research Vessel; former HMCS PORTE DAUPHINE/CGYL; became HMCS PORTE DAUPHINE/CZFL

CGBM  HMCS FRASER 1937 – 1940 River Class Destroyer; former HMS CRESCENT/GACX; sank June 25th, 1940

CGBM  HMCS HAMILTON 1941 – 1945 Town Class Destroyer; former HMS HAMILTON

CGBM  HMCS VANCOUVER 1934 – 1936 S Class Destroyer; former HMCS VANCOUVER/CGAV

CGBN  CCGS LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT built 1968, Heavy Icebreaker; based at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

CGBN  HMC GV1 1938 – 1940 Gate Vessel; sunk May 12th, 1940; former HMCS YPRES/CGBN

CGBN  HMCML094 1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became ERNEST G

CGBN  HMCS YPRES 1938 Training Vessel; became HMC GV1/CGBN; former HMCS YPRES/CGAY

CGBP  CCGS NARWHAL built 1963, Northern Service Depot Ship as accommodation for stevedores in the arctic

CGBP  HMCS VENTURE 1937 – 1939 Three Masted Sail Training vessel built along the lines of the famous fishing vessel BLUENOSE

CGBP  HMCS WOLF 2007 Orca Class Patrol Boat

CGBQ  CGS G. B. REED built 1962, Fisheries and Oceans patrol/research vessel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel Code</th>
<th>Ship Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Class/Type</th>
<th>History and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CGBQ</td>
<td>HMCS Ottawa</td>
<td>1938 – 1942</td>
<td>River Class destroyer; former HMS CRUSADER/GACV; sunk by U91 on September 13th, 1942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBQ</td>
<td>HMCS STORMONT</td>
<td>1943 – 1945</td>
<td>River Class Frigate; became Yacht CHRISTINA/ELLU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBR</td>
<td>CCGS VANCOUVER</td>
<td>built 1965</td>
<td>Weather Ship for Ocean Station P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBR</td>
<td>HMCS RESTIGOUCHE</td>
<td>1938 – 1945</td>
<td>River Class Destroyer; former HMS COMET/GVGZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBS</td>
<td>CCGS PARIZEAU</td>
<td>built 1967</td>
<td>Fisheries and Oceans Patrol Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBS</td>
<td>HMCS FUNDY</td>
<td>1938 – 1945</td>
<td>Bassett/Fundy Class Minesweeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBT</td>
<td>CCGS J. E. BERNIER</td>
<td>built 1967</td>
<td>Icebreaker Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBT</td>
<td>HMCS GASPE</td>
<td>1938 – 1945</td>
<td>Bassett/Fundy Class Minesweeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBV</td>
<td>CSS DAWSON</td>
<td>built 1967</td>
<td>Fisheries and Oceans Survey Ship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBV</td>
<td>HMCS GOOSE BAY</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBV</td>
<td>HMCS NANOOSE</td>
<td>1943 – 1945</td>
<td>Bassett Class Minesweeper; former HMCS NOOTKA/CGBV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBV</td>
<td>HMCS NOOTKA</td>
<td>1938 – 1943</td>
<td>Bassett/Fundy Class Minesweeper; became HMCS NANOOSE/CGBV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBW</td>
<td>CGS VECTOR</td>
<td>built 1967</td>
<td>Fisheries and Oceans Survey Ship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBW</td>
<td>HMCS COMOX</td>
<td>1938 – 1945</td>
<td>Bassett/Fundy Class Minesweeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBX</td>
<td>CCGS TRACY</td>
<td>built 1967</td>
<td>Icebreaking Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBX</td>
<td>HMCS GANANOQUE</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS GANANOQUE/CZDN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBY</td>
<td>CGS TANU</td>
<td>built 1968</td>
<td>Fisheries and Oceans Survey Ship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBY</td>
<td>HMCS GODERICH</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS GODERICH/CZJD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBZ</td>
<td>CCGS NORMAN MCLEOD ROGERS</td>
<td>built 1967</td>
<td>Icebreaker Supply and Buoy vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBZ</td>
<td>HMCS KELOWNA</td>
<td>1942 – 1945</td>
<td>Bangor Class minesweeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC</td>
<td>DGS LAURENTIAN</td>
<td>1917 – 1923</td>
<td>Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel; became DGS LAURENTIAN/CGSQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGCA</td>
<td>HMCS CAVALIER</td>
<td>1974 – 1991</td>
<td>Ville Class Tug; former HMCS LISTERVILLE/CGCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGCA</td>
<td>HMCS GRIZZLY</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Orca Class Patrol Boat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CGCB  CGS/CSS ACADIA 1945 – 1970’s Research Vessel; former HMCS ACADIA/CGFS; became Museum at Halifax, Nova Scotia

CGCC  CCGS MARTHA L. BLACK built 1985, Icebreaker based on the West Coast

CGCD  HMCS CLIFTON 1944 – 1946 Norton Class Tug; became CNAV/CFAV CLIFTON/CGQF

CGCF  CCGS RALLY 1963 – 1982 Search and Rescue Cutter; became HMCS RALLY/CYQF

CGCF  CSS FORT FRANCES 1958 – 1974 Oceanographic Survey Ship when on loan to Bedford Institute; former CNAV FORT FRANCES/CGKP

CGCG  ANY OR ALL CANADIAN COAST GUARD SHIPS assigned in 1962 and was never used as designed

CGCG  DGS GRENVILLE built 1915, Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel

CGCG  HMCS GLENDEVON 1945 – 1946 Glen Class Tug; became CNAV GLENDEVON/CGQG

CGCI  HMCS CHICOUTMI 2001 Victoria Class Submarine; former HMS UPHOLDER/GABR

CGCJ  CCGS WALTER E. FOSTER built 1954, Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel

CGCJ  HMCS GLENDON 1945 – 1946 Glen Class Tug; became CNAV GLENDON/CGQJ

CGCK  CCGS KAPUSKASING 1948 – 1958 Survey Ship; former HMCS KAPUSKASING/ CYZV

CGCL  CSS BAFFIN built 1956, Survey Ship; based at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

CGCM  CCGS ALEXANDER MACKENZIE built 1950, Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel

CGCN  HMCS GLENLIVET II 1944 – 1946 Glen Class Tug; became CFAV/CNAV GLENLIVET II/CGQK

CGCP  CCGS C. P. EDWARDS built 1946, Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; former China Coaster OTTAWA MAYHILL

CGCQ  CCGS MONTMORENCY built 1957, Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel

CGCS  CCGS SEA BEACON built 1952, Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel

CGCT  CCGS WOLFE built 1959, Medium Class Icebreaker

CGCV  CCGS TUPPER built 1959, Icebreaking Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel

CGCV  RCAF ARISTOCRAT 1940 – 1944 98 foot wooden Supply Vessel

CGCW  CCGS CAMSELL built 1959, Icebreaker Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel; based on West Coast for the Western Arctic
CGC

CGCX  CCGS GEORGE R. PEARKS built 1986, heavy Icebreaker based on the West Coast for the Western Arctic

CGCY  HMCS COUGAR 2008 Orca Class Patrol Boat

CGCZ  CGS HOWAY 1946 Fisheries Patrol Vessel; former HMCS MACDONALD/CGPF; on register 1979

CGCZ  HMCS MOOSE 2008 Orca Class Patrol Boat

CGDB  CNAV/CFAV LOGANVILLE 1946 – 1991 Ville Class Tug; former HMCS LOGANVILLE/CGDB

CGDB  HMCS ANDRE DUPRE 1939 – 1945 Examination Vessel; former Tug ANDRE DUPRE

CGDB  HMCS LOGANVILLE 1945 Ville Class Tug; became CNAV/CFAV LOGANVILLE/CGDB

CGDC  CGS CYGNUS 1959 – 1981 Fisheries Patrol Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia

CGDC  HMCS ASBESTOS 1944 – 1945 Corvette

CGDD  HMCS RIVIERE DU LOUP 1943 – 1945 Corvette

CGDF  CGS W. N. TWOLAN built 1962, National Harbours Board Tug

CGDF  HMCS ASSINIBOINE 1939 – 1945 River Class Destroyer; former HMS KEMPENFELT/GACK

CGDG  CSS HUDSON built 1963, Bedford Institute Survey Ship

CGDG  HMCS TRENTONIAN 1943 – 1945 Corvette; sunk by U1004 on February 22nd, 1945

CGDJ  CCGS JOHN CABOT 1964 – 1993, Icebreaker Cable Repair; became MV JOHN CABOT/VCGM

CGDJ  HMCS ALDER LAKE 1945 Lake Class Minesweeper; Never commissioned

CGDJ  HMCS EILEEN 1940 Patrol Vessel

CGDK  CFAV PLAINSVILLE 1946 – 1991 Ville Class Tug

CGDK  CGS E. E. PRINCE built 1966, Fisheries Patrol Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia

CGDK  HMCS HAIDA 1943 – 1950 Tribal Class Destroyer; became HMCS HAIDA/CGJD

CGDL  CCGS NICOLET built 1966, Sounding Vessel

CGDL  HMC HDC15 World War II Harbour Craft

CGDL  HMCS WEST YORK 1944 – 1945 Corvette

CGDM  CGS CHEBUCTO built 1966, Fisheries Patrol Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia

CGDM  HMC HDC16 World War II Harbour Craft
CGDN  CCGS QUADRA built 1966, West Coast Weather Ship for station P
CGDN  HMC HDC17 World War II Harbour Craft
CGDP  CCGS PROVO WALLIS built 1969, Buoy Vessel; based at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
CGDP  HMCS PATHFINDER 1941 – 1945 Tender to HMCS STAR/CZL; former yacht PATHFINDER
CGDQ  CCGS ALERT built 1969, Search and Rescue Vessel; based at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
CGDQ  HMCS AMBLER 1940 – 1945 Armed Yacht; former Yacht AMBLER
CGDR  CCGS BARTLETT built 1969, Supply Vessel; based at St. John’s, Newfoundland
CGDR  HMCS MACSIN 1940 – 1945 Examination Vessel
CGDS  CCGS GRIFFON built 1970; Great Lakes Icebreaker
CGDS  HMCS LISGAR 1940 – 1945 Tug; former Department of Public Works Tug LISGAR
CGDT  CCGS AMUNDSEN 2003 Icebreaker; former CCGS SIR JOHN FRANKLIN/CGDT
CGDT  CCGS FRANKLIN 1979 – 1980 Icebreaker; became CCGS SIR JOHN FRANKLIN/CGDT
CGDT  CCGS SIR JOHN FRANKLIN 1980 – 2003 Icebreaker; became CCGS AMUNDSEN/CGDT; former CCGS FRANKLIN/CGDT
CGDT  HMCS DRUMMONDVILLE 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class minesweeper
CGDV  HMCS SWIFT CURRENT 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class minesweeper; became HMCS SWIFT CURRENT/CGVB
CGDW  CGS CYGNUS built 1981, Fisheries Patrol Vessel based at Halifax, Nova Scotia
CGDW  HMCS RED DEER 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class minesweeper; became HMCS RED DEER/CGRC
CGDX  CCGS DES GROSEILLIERS built 1982, heavy Icebreaker based at Quebec City, Quebec
CGDX  HMCS MEDICINE HAT 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS MEDICINE HAT/CZGF
CGDY  HMCS VEGREVILLE 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGDZ  HMCS GRANDMERE 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGEC  HMCS BURRARD 1974 – 1991 Ville Class Tug
CGFB  DGS BRANT built 1928 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; scrapped 1966 (DGS BRANT may have been assigned this call sign after 1946)
CGFB DGS GIVENCHY 1923 – 1939 Fisheries Patrol Vessel; became HMCS GIVENCHY/CGFB
CGFB HMCS GIVENCHY 1939 – 1940 Depot Ship; became HMCS GIVENCHY II/CGFB
CGFB HMCS GIVENCHY II 1940 – 1943 Floating Barracks Vancouver, British Columbia; sold 1946
CGFD CGS SOOKE POST listed ITU 1950 West Coast Patrol Boat no further info
CGFD CGS STEWART POST listed ITU 1950 West Coast Patrol Boat no further info
CGFD DGS ARRAS 1926 – 1939 Fisheries Cruiser based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; former HMCS ARRAS/CFO; became HMCS ARRAS/CGFD
CGFD HMC GV15 1941 – 1946 Gate Vessel; former HMCS/DGS ARRAS/CGFD
CGFD HMCS ARRAS 1939 – 1941 Patrol Vessel; former DGS ARRAS/CGFD; became HMC GV15/CGFD
CGFJ DGS OCEAN EAGLE 1938 – 1946 Ocean Tug; built 1919 as ST ARVANS; became MV AIGLE D’OCEAN (1946 – 1967)
CGFK CGS KITIMAT built 1972, Fisheries and Oceans Patrol Vessel; West Coast Research Vessel
CGFK DGS NEWINGTON 1923 – 1937 West Coast Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; Sold
CGFL CGS LAURIER 1946 Fisheries Patrol Vessel; former HMCS LAURIER/CGPC; became Pleasure Craft LAURIER II/CGFL
CGFM DGS MALASPINA 1923 – 1939 Fisheries Protection; became HMCS MALASPINA/CGFM
CGFM HMCS MALASPINA 1939 – 1945 Training Vessel for Royal Roads; former DGS MALASPINA/CGFM
CGFO CFAV RIVERTON 1989 Support Vessel; former SMIT LLOYD 112/PHQG
CGFP CGS ATLIN POST 1975 West Coast Research Vessel
CGFP DGS CARTIER 1923 – 1939 Research Vessel Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island; became HMCS CARTIER/CGFP; (1910 – 1923 call sign unknown)
CGFP HMCS CARTIER 1939 – 1941 Auxiliary Patrol Vessel; became HMCS CHARNY/CGFP
CGFP HMCS CHARNY 1941 – 1945 Training Ship; former HMCS CARTIER/CGFP
CGFP HMCS POGO 1980 – 1996 Patrol Boat; tender to HMCS CARLETON/CZJ; former launch for HMCS LABRADOR/CGVM
CGFQ DGS WILLIAM J. STEWART 1932- 1936 Hydrographic Vessel; became HMCS WILLIAM J. STEWART/CGFQ
CGFQ HMCS WILLIAM J. STEWART 1939 – 1945 no further detail
CGFR  CGS CYGNUS 1945 – 1959 Fisheries Patrol Vessel; based Halifax, Nova Scotia; former HMCS MELVILLE/CYQD
CGFS  DGS ACADIA 1923 – 1939 Research Vessel; became HMCS ACADIA/CGFS
CGFS  HMCS ACADIA 1939 – 1945 Auxiliary Patrol and Training Vessel; became CGS ACADIA/CGCB
CGFV  HMCS NITINAT 1939 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former Department of Fisheries Vessel NITINAT/CGFV
CGFX  DGS ARLEUX 1923 to 1939 Fisheries Cruiser at Halifax, Nova Scotia; former DGS ARLEUX/CFL; became HMCS ARLEUX/CGFX
CGFX  HMC GV16 1942 – 1945 Gate Vessel; former HMCS ARLEUX/CGFX
CGFX  HMCS ARLEUX 1939 – 1942 Minesweeper; became HMC GV16/CGFX
CGGB  ARCTICIA built 1964; Fishing Vessel; The Minister of Fisheries, Ottawa; became NAVIMAR UN/CGGB
CGGB  HMCS EASTORE 1944 – 1946 Supply Vessel; former U.S. Army Vessel; became CNAV EASTORE/CGQB
CGGC  HMCS LAYMORE 1945 – 1946 Mine Recovery Vessel; became CNAV LAYMORE/CGQD
CGGD  CCGS SKUA built 1946; Northern Supply Vessel; the former D.O.T. 75; former Naval LCT-8 landing craft
CGGF  CCGS SIR WILLIAM ALEXANDER 1959 – 1986 Icebreaking Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel
CGGF  HMCS WHITETHROAT 1944 – 1946 Mine Layer; became CNAV WHITETHROAT/CGQM
CGGG  CCGS CAPE FREELS 1962 – 1976 Fisheries Patrol Vessel; based at St. John’s, Newfoundland; caught fire and sank while on patrol no loss of life
CGGJ  HMCS EASTWOOD 1944 – 1946 Wood Class Tug; became CNAV EASTWOOD/CGQN
CGGK  HMCS GREENWOOD 1944 – 1946 Wood Class Tug; became CNAV GREENWOOD/CGQP
CGGM  CCGS LABRADOR built 1953, Icebreaker; former HMCS LABRADOR/CGVM
CGGN  CCGS SIR HUMPHREY GILBERT built 1959; Icebreaker based at St. John’s, Newfoundland
CGGN  CCGS HERON
CGGN  HMCS LAKEWOOD 1944 – 1945 Wood Class Tug; became CNAV LAKEWOOD/CGQR
CGGP  CCGS STONETOWN 1950 – 1967 Ocean Station P Weather Ship; former HMCS STONE TOWN/CYWY (note difference in spelling)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Class or Purpose</th>
<th>Former Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CGGP</td>
<td>HMCS OAKWOOD</td>
<td>1944 – 1947</td>
<td>Wood Class Tug; became CNAV OAKWOOD/CGQS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGGQ</td>
<td>CCGS ST. CATHERINES</td>
<td>1950 – 1967</td>
<td>Ocean Station P Weather Ship; former HMCS ST CATHERINES/CGLS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGGQ</td>
<td>HMCS WILDWOOD</td>
<td>1944 – 1946</td>
<td>Wood Class Tug; became CNAV WILDWOOD/CGQQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGGR</td>
<td>CCGS ST. STEPHEN</td>
<td>1950 – 1967</td>
<td>Ocean Station P Weather Ship; former HMCS ST STEPHEN/CYZY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGGZ</td>
<td>CGS FLAMINGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGHL</td>
<td>CCGS HENRY LARSON</td>
<td>built 1986</td>
<td>Heavy Icebreaker based at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJB</td>
<td>HMCS COMBAT</td>
<td>1940 – 1941</td>
<td>Patrol Vessel; became RCAF COMBAT/CGJB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJB</td>
<td>HMCS ROCKCLIFFE</td>
<td>1944 – 1950</td>
<td>Algerine Class Minesweeper/Training Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJB</td>
<td>RCAF COMBAT</td>
<td>1941 54 foot</td>
<td>wood Supply Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJC</td>
<td>HMCS ANTIGONISH</td>
<td>1944 – 1946</td>
<td>River Class Frigate; became HMCS ANTIGONISH/CGJC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJC</td>
<td>HMCS ANTIGONISH</td>
<td>1957 – 1966</td>
<td>Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS ANTIGONISH/CGJC: broken up in Japan 1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJC</td>
<td>HMCS COQUITLAM</td>
<td>1944 – 1945</td>
<td>Llewellyn Class Minesweeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJC</td>
<td>HMCS MONCTON</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJD</td>
<td>HMCS ALLAVERDAY</td>
<td>1940 – 1944</td>
<td>Auxiliary; former Fish Packer ALLAVERDAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJD</td>
<td>HMCS CROSSBOW</td>
<td>1976 – 1995</td>
<td>Patrol Boat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJD</td>
<td>HMCS HAIDA</td>
<td>1952 – 1963</td>
<td>Tribal Class Destroyer Escort; former HMCS HAIDA/CGDK; now museum at Toronto, Ontario</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJF</td>
<td>CFAV/CNAV GLENEVIS</td>
<td>1946 – 1977</td>
<td>Glen Class Tug; former HMCS GLENEVIS/CGJF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJF</td>
<td>HMCS GLENEVIS</td>
<td>1944 – 1946</td>
<td>Glen Class Tug; became CFAV/CNAV GLENEVIS/CGJF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJF</td>
<td>HMCS SANTA MARIA</td>
<td>1940 – 1944</td>
<td>Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel SANTA MARIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJG</td>
<td>HMCS ADVERSUS</td>
<td>1976 – 1996</td>
<td>Reserve Naval Training Vessel; former RCMP ADVERSUS a 65 foot Detachment Class Patrol Craft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJG</td>
<td>HMCS CRUSADER</td>
<td>1951 – 1960</td>
<td>Algonquin Class Destroyer Escort; former HMCS CRUSADER/CGKQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGJG</td>
<td>HMCS SASKATOON</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CGJI  HMCS BRANDON 1999 Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel

CGJI  HMCS ST CROIX 1958 – 1990 Restigouche Class Destroyer Escort

CGJJ  HMCS BEACON HILL 1944 – 1954 River Class Frigate; became HMCS BEACON HILL/CGJJ

CGJJ  HMCS BEACON HILL 1957 – 1967 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS BEACON HILL/CGJJ

CGJJ  HMCS SUMMERSIDE built 1998, Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel

CGJK  HMCS SAN TOMAS 1940 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel SAN TOMAS

CGJK  CCGS SIR WILFRED LAURIER built 1987 Icebreaking supply and buoy vessel

CGJK  HMCS ASH LAKE 1945 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned

CGJL  HMCS ASSINIBOINE 1956 – 1988 St Laurent Class Destroyer Escort

CGJL  HMCS MEANDER 1939 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former yacht MEANDER

CGJM  CFAV LAWRENCEVILLE 1974 Ville Class Tug

CGJM  HMCS BEECH LAKE 1946 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned

CGJM  HMCS MITCHELL BAY 1939 – 1944 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former fishing vessel MITCHELL BAY

CGJN  HMC HDC18 1942 – 1945 Patrol Boat; former HMCS IMPERATOR/CGJN

CGJN  HMCS IMPERATOR 1939 – 1942 Patrol Boat; became HMC HDC18/CGJN

CGJN  YMT12 Post World War II Harbour Craft

CGJP  CNAV GLENDYNE 1946 – 1957 Glen Class Tug; former HMCS GLENDYNE; sank while escorting HMCS MAGNIFICNET/CZCD

CGJP  HMCS CAPELLA 1939 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel CAPELLA

CGJP  HMCS GLENDYNE 1945 – 1946 Glen Class Tug; became CNAV GLENDYNE/CGJP

CGJQ  HMCS TAKLA 1939 – 1944 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former fishing vessel TAKLA

CGJR  HMCS COLUMBIA 1959 – 1994 Restigouche Class Destroyer Escort

CGJR  HMCS MONTREAL 1943 – 1945 River Class Frigate

CGJS  HMCS SIGNAL 1940 – 1944 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former fishing vessel SIGNAL

CGJT  HMCS KENTVILLE 1954 – 1957 Training Vessel; Bangor Class Minesweeper for Korean War; 1957 transferred Turkish Navy as BARTIN/TBDS
CGJT  HMCS MARGARET I  1939 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel MARGARET I
CGJV  CCGS EDWARD CORNWALLIS  built 1986; Multi-tasked vessel
CGJV  HMCS BIRCH LAKE  1946 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned
CGJV  HMCS CAPE BEALE  1939 – 1944 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former fish packer CAPE BEALE
CGJW  CCGS ILE ST. OURS  built 1985; Small Buoy Tender
CGJW  HMC HC99  1942 – 1945 Harbour Craft; former HMCS SPARTAN III/CGJW
CGJW  HMCS SPARTAN III  1941 – 1942 Harbour Craft; became HMC HC99/CGJW
CGJX  HMC HC95  1942 – 1945 Harbour Craft; former HMCS SALTPETRE/CGJX
CGJX  HMC HSL231  1952 – 1958 High Speed Launch; former RCAF MALECITE/VXCR
CGJX  HMCS KINGSTON  1996 Kingston Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vessel or Mine Warfare Vessel
CGJX  HMCS SALTPETRE  1941 – 1942 Harbour Craft; became HMC HC95/CGJX
CGJY  CCGS SIR WILFRED GRENFELL  built 1985; Search and Rescue Vessel
CGJY  HMCS GRIZZLEY  1941 – 1944 Armed Yacht; former Yacht MICHIGONNE
CGJZ  HMCS COUGAR  1940 – 1945 Armed Yacht; former Yacht BREEZN’ THRU/WBEG
CGKB  CNAV LA HAVE  1956 – 1964 Coastal Survey Ship
CGKB  HMCS ANnapolis  1964 – 1998 Annapolis Class Destroyer
CGKB  HMCS CANColum  1940 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former American Can Company Vessel CANCOLUM
CGKC  CFAV PARKSVILLE  1974 Ville Class Tug
CGKC  HMCS DUNVER  1943 – 1946 River Class Frigate
CGKD  CFAV LISTERVILLE  1974 Ville Class Tug
CGKD  HMCS SKIDEGATE  1938 – 1942 Training Vessel; former yacht OCHECAC
CGKE  HMCS DETector  1976 – 1988 Training Vessel; former RCMP DETECTOR a 65 foot Detachment Class Patrol Vessel based at Saint John, New Brunswick
CGKF  HMCS CEDAR LAKE  1945 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned
CGKF  HMCS JOAN W II  1940 – 1944 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former fishing vessel
CGKG  HMCS CRANBROOK  1944 – 1945 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CGKG</td>
<td>HMCS KOOTENAY</td>
<td>1959–1995</td>
<td>Restigouche Class Destroyer Escort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKH</td>
<td>HMCS GASPE</td>
<td>1953–1957</td>
<td>Bay Class Minesweeper; transferred to Turkey as TRABZON/TCRX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKH</td>
<td>YMT8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post World War II Harbour Craft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKJ</td>
<td>HMCS WOLF</td>
<td>1940–1945</td>
<td>Armed Yacht; former Yacht BLUE WATER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKK</td>
<td>HMCS ATHOLL</td>
<td>1943–1945</td>
<td>Corvette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKK</td>
<td>HMCS KINGFISHER</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Seaward Defence Vessel; cancelled before constructed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKL</td>
<td>HMCS VANISLE</td>
<td>1940–1944</td>
<td>Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel VANISLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKL</td>
<td>YMT10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post World War II Harbour Craft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKM</td>
<td>HMCS CHERRY LAKE</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Lake Class Minesweeper; cancelled never commissioned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKM</td>
<td>HMCS MARAUDOR</td>
<td>1939–1944</td>
<td>Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel MARAUDOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKN</td>
<td>CFAV CORMORANT</td>
<td>1975–1977</td>
<td>Fleet Diving Support Vessel; became HMCS CORMORANT/CGKN; former Italian fishing vessel ASPA QUARTO/IKIP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKN</td>
<td>HMCS CORMORANT</td>
<td>1978–1997</td>
<td>Fleet Diving Support Vessel; former CFAV CORMORANT/CGKN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKN</td>
<td>HMCS WEST COAST</td>
<td>1940–1944</td>
<td>Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel WEST COAST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKP</td>
<td>CNAV FORT FRANCES</td>
<td>1958–1974</td>
<td>Oceanographic Survey Ship; former HMCS FORT FRANCES/CZJQ; became CSS FORT FRANCES/CGCF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKP</td>
<td>HMCS LEOLA VIVIAN</td>
<td>1940–1945</td>
<td>Patrol Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKQ</td>
<td>HMCS CRUSADER</td>
<td>1945–1946</td>
<td>Algonquin Class Destroyer Escort; former HMS CRUSADER/GVJS; became HMCS CRUSADER/CGJG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKR</td>
<td>HMCS B. C. LADY</td>
<td>1941–1944</td>
<td>Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKR</td>
<td>HMCS ELM LAKE</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKR</td>
<td>YMT9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post World War II Harbour Craft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKS</td>
<td>HMCS DRUMMONDVILLE</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Bangor Class Minesweeper; former HMCS DRUMMONDVILLE/CGDT; Became FORT ALBANY/VOVC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKS</td>
<td>RCAF SNOW PRINCE</td>
<td>1941–1944</td>
<td>66 foot wood Supply Vessel; built in 1937</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKT</td>
<td>HMCS SCRETA</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>High Frequency Direction Finding Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGKV</td>
<td>HMCS FIR LAKE</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CGKW  HMC HC90  1940 Harbour Craft; former motor launch PAPOOSE/CGKW
CGKW  YMT6  Post World War II Harbour Craft
CGKX  HMCS GOLDCREST  YAC-701 post World War II naval yacht
CGKX  HMCS PRESTONIAN  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS PRESTONIAN/CGXC
CGKY  HMCS CAPILANO  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CGKY  HMCS QUINTE  1954 – 1964 Bay Class Minesweeper
CGKY  HMCS SERVICE  1978 – 1995 Tender to HMCS CHIPPAWA/CKD
CGKZ  HMCS CAP DE LA MADELEINE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS CAP DE LA MADELEINE/CZJM
CGKZ  HMCS GRILSE  1961 – 1969 Submarine; former USS BURRFISH/NYVD
CGLB  HMCS ELK  1940 – 1945 Armed Yacht; former Yacht ARCADIA/KFZL
CGLC  HMCS LAVALEE  1944 – 1945 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper
CGLD  HMCS VISON  1940 – 1945 Armed Yacht; former Yacht AVALON (1931 – 1940)
CGLE  HMCS BONAVENTURE  1957 – 1970 Light fleet aircraft carrier; former HMS POWERFUL
CGLF  HMCS BEAVER  1940 – 1944 Armed Yacht; former Yacht AZTEC/WSCP
CGLG  HMCS CARLPLACE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CGLH  HMCS STETTLER  1954 – 1966 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS STETTLER/CYWW
CGLJ  HMCS PROVIDER  1942 – 1946 Fairmile Depot Ship; went to the Peruvian Navy as MARUBA
CGLK  HMCS CARIBOU  1940 – 1945 Armed Yacht; former Yacht ELFREDA/WGDN
CGLL  HMCS COATICOOK  1944 – 1949 River Class Frigate
CGLM  HMCS LYNX  1940 – 1942 Armed Yacht; former MV RAMONA; converted to a fruit carrying merchant vessel
CGLM  HMCS OKANAGAN  1968 – 1998 Submarine
CGLN  HMCS CAPTOR  1976 – 1993 Training Vessel; former RCMP CAPTOR a Detachment Class Patrol Vessel
CGLN  HMCS HUSKY  1940 – 1945 Armed Yacht; former Yacht XAMA II
CGLO  HMCS LOON  1955 – 1970 Seaward Defence vessel
CGLP  CFAV MERRICKVILLE  1974 Ville Class Tug
CGLP  HMCS RENARD  1940 – 1944 Armed Yacht; former Yacht WINCHESTER; condemned on August 1st, 1944
CGLQ  HMCS MOOSE  1940 – 1945 Armed Yacht; former Yacht CLEOPATRA/WOAX
CGLR  HMCS REINDEER  1940 – 1945 Armed Yacht; former Yacht MASCOTTE
CGLS  HMCS RACCOON  1940 – 1942 Armed Yacht; former Yacht HALONIA/WDEP; sunk by U165 September 7th, 1942
CGLS  HMCS ST. CATHERINES  1943 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became CCGS ST CATHERINES/CGGQ; Ocean Station P Weather Ship
CGLT  HMCS CLEOPATRA  1940 – 1945 Patrol Vessel
CGLU  HMCS INCH ARRAN  1959 – 1965 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS INCH ARRAN/CGQG
CGLV  HMCS ANNA MILDRED  1940 – 1945 Patrol Vessel
CGLW  HMC HC137  1943 – 1945 Harbour Craft; former HMCS VENNING/CGLW
CGLW  HMCS NIPIGON  1945 – 1957 Bangor Class Minesweeper; for Korean War; transferred to Turkey as BAFRA/TBDV; former HMCS NIPIGON/CGRM
CGLW  HMCS VENNING  1941 – 1943 Harbour Craft; became HMC HC137/CGLW
CGLX  CNAV MONT JOLI  1946 – 1947 Auxiliary Vessel; former HMCS MONT JOLI/CGLX; sold 1947
CGLX  HMCS MONT JOLI  1940 – 1946 Examination Vessel; became CNAV MONT JOLI/CGLX
CGLY  HMCS ZOARCES  1940 – 1945 Examination Vessel at Saint John, New Brunswick; former Department of Fisheries Vessel ZOARCES
CGLZ  HMCS NANAIMO  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGMB  RCMP FRENCH  1945 – 1960 162 foot Commissioner Class Patrol Vessel; former HMCS TRANSCONA/CYQR; scrapped 1961
CGMF  RCMP IRVINE  1945 – 1962 162 foot Commissioner Class Patrol Vessel; former HMCS NORANDA/CYQJ; became MIRIANI; sank Montego Bay 1971
CGMG  RCMP MACBRIEN  1945 – 1959 162 foot Commissioner Class Patrol Boat; former HMCS TROIS RIVIERES/CYQN; scrapped 1960
CGMJ  RCMP MACLEOD  1945 – 1950 162 foot Commissioner Class Patrol Boat; former HMCS BROCKVILLE/CYQP; became HMCS BROCKVILLE/CYQP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CGMM</td>
<td>RCMP FORT PIT 1946 – 1959 112 foot Fort Class Patrol Vessel; former HMC ML 119/CYVC; became Yacht SONDRA II sank St. Croix, Virgin Islands 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMP</td>
<td>ANY OR ALL ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE SHIPS Assigned on April 1st, 1932 when Marine Section formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMQ</td>
<td>HMCS FORT STEELE 1973 – 1994 Reserve naval training vessel; former RCMP FORT STEELE/CGMQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMR</td>
<td>RCMP FORT STEELE 1958 – 1973 118 foot Fort Class Patrol Vessel based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; became HMCS FORT STEELE/CGMQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMS</td>
<td>RCMP VICTORIA 1956 – 1970, 92 foot Fort Class Patrol Boat based on the West Coast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMU</td>
<td>HMCS STANDOFF 1980 – 1997 Reserve Naval Training Vessel; former RCMP STANDOFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMV</td>
<td>RCMP ACADIAN 1976 65 foot Detachment Class Patrol Vessel; became HMCS ACADIAN/CGNH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMW</td>
<td>CCGS DARING 1972 – 1985 Search and Rescue vessel; former RCMP WOOD/CGMW; based at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMW</td>
<td>RCMP WOOD 1958 – 1972, 178 foot Commissioner Class Patrol Boat; became CCGS DARING/CGMW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNB</td>
<td>HMCS ALBERNI 1941 – 1944 Corvette; sunk by U480 August 21st, 1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNC</td>
<td>CFAV MARYSVILLE 1974 Ville Class Tug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNC</td>
<td>HMCS EASTVIEW 1944 – 1946 River Class Frigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGND</td>
<td>CNAV ST ANTHONY 1957 – 1958 Saint Class Ocean Tug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGND</td>
<td>HMCS DAUPHIN 1941 – 1945 Corvette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNE</td>
<td>HMCS RAINBOW 1968 – 1974 Submarine; former USS ARGONAUT/NYDH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNF</td>
<td>CFAV GLENDYNE 1975 Glen Class Tug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNF</td>
<td>HMCS EDMUNDSTON 1941 – 1945 Corvette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNG</td>
<td>HMCS GLACE BAY 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNH</td>
<td>HMCS ACADIAN 1976 – 1996 Reserve Naval Training Vessel; based at Saint John, New Brunswick; former RCMP ACADIAN/CGMV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGNJ</td>
<td>HMCS ANnapolis 1940 – 1945 Town Class Destroyer; former USS MACKENZIE/NEVX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CGNJ  HMCS MARGAREE 1957 – 1992 St Laurent class destroyer escort
CGNK  HMCS COLUMBIA 1940 – 1944 Town Class Destroyer; former USS HARADEN/NEXZ
CGNL  HMCS NIAGRA 1940 – 1945 Town Class Destroyer; former USS THATCHER/NESV
CGNM  HMCS ST. CLAIR 1940 – 1945 Town Class Destroyer; former USS WILLIAMS/ENT
CGNN  HMCS NORTH LAKE 1943 – 1945 Tug; former U. S. Navy Tug
CGNP  HMCS HICKORY LAKE 1945 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned
CGNP  HMCS ST. CROIX 1940 – 1943 Town Class Destroyer; former USS MCCOOK/NIGB; sunk by U305 September 20th, 1943
CGNQ  HMCS ONONAGA 1967 – 2000 Submarine
CGNQ  HMCS ST. FRANCIS 1940 – 1945 Town Class Destroyer; former USS BANCOFT/NAJQ
CGNR  HMCS PRESERVER 1942 – 1945 Fairmile Depot Ship; became ORGENOS/OBPC
CGNS  HMCS REVELSTOKE 1941 – 1950 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper; became HMCS REVELSTOKE/CZCM
CGNS  ANY OR ALL ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY SHIPS assigned around 1950 and the Navy used this as designed continuously
CGNS  HMC MTB251 World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGNT  HMC MTB252 World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGNT  HMCS LEVIS 1941 Corvette; sunk by U74 September 19th, 1941
CGNT  HMCS LEVIS 1944 – 1946 River Class Frigate; retained the name and call sign of HMCS LEVIS/CGNT Corvette sunk in 1941
CGNV  HMC MTB253 World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGNV  HMCS THORLOCK 1944 – 1945 Corvette
CGNV  HMCS TRINITY 1954 – 1957 Bay Class Minesweeper; transferred to Turkey as TERME/TBFP
CGNW  HMC MTB254 World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGNW  HMCS GIFFARD 1943 – 1945 Corvette; former HMS BUDDLEIA
CGNX  HMC MTB255 World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGNX  HMCS HESPELER 1944 – 1945 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS GUILDFORD CASTLE
CGNY  HMC MTB256  World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGNY  HMCS KINCARDINE  1944 – 1946 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS TAMWORTH CASTLE
CGNZ  HMC MTB257  World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGNZ  HMCS ORANGEVILLE  1944 – 1946 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS HEDINGHAM CASTLE
CGPB  HMCS HALLOWELL  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CGPB  RCMP BAROFF  Pre World War II patrol vessel; former World War I U.S. Navy Submarine Chaser
CGPC  HMCS LAURIER  1939 – 1946 Patrol and Examination Vessel; former RCMP LAURIER/CGPC; became CGS LAURIER/CGFL
CGPC  RCMP BRULE  1946 – 1959 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC20 a World War II Harbour Craft
CGPC  RCMP LAURIER  1936 – 1939 Class “A” Cruiser; became HMCS LAURIER/CGPC
CGPD  HMC HC50  1939 – 1945 Harbour Craft; former RCMP ACADIAN/CGPD
CGPD  RCMP ACADIAN  1939 Class “B” Cruiser; became HMC HC50/CGPD
CGPD  RCMP CARNDUFF  1946 – 1959 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC25 a World War II Harbour Craft
CGPF  HMCS MACDONALD  1939 – 1945 Patrol Boat; former RCMP MACDONALD/CGPF; became CGS HOWAY/CGCZ
CGPF  RCMP CHILCOOT  1946 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC29 a World War II Harbour Craft
CGPF  RCMP MACDONALD  1936 – 1939 Class “A” Cruiser; became HMCS MACDONALD/CGPF
CGPG  RCMP CUTKNIFE  1946 – 1957 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC19 a World War II Harbour Craft
CGPJ  CGS BAYHOUND  Customs Patrol Vessel prior to the RCMP Marine Section, April 1st, 1932
CGPK  CGS PREVENTOR  Customs Patrol Vessel prior to the RCMP Marine Section, April 1st, 1932
CGPK  RCMP GRENFALL  1946 – 1959 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC33 a World War II Harbour Craft
CGPL  HMCS FLEUR DE LIS  1939 – 1945 Examination Vessel; former RCMP FLEUR DE LIS/CGPL; scrapped 1952
CGPL  RCMP FLEUR DE LIS  1929 – 1939 Class “A” Cruiser; became HMCS FLEUR DE LIS/CGPL
CGPL  RCMP LITTLE BOW  1946 – 1958 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC40 a World War II Harbour Craft

CGPM  HMCML092  1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became SUZETTE NO. 1

CGPM  RCMP MOOSOMIN  1946 – 1958 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC32 a World War II Harbour Craft

CGPN  CGS PATROL BOAT NO 4  Customs Patrol Vessel prior to the RCMP Marine Section; known as “Stumble Inn”; former U.S. Submarine Chaser

CGPN  HMCML089  1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became COASTAL QUEEN

CGPN  RCMP SHAUNAVON  1946 – 1955 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC26 a World War II Harbour Craft

CGPP  RCMP SLIDEOUT  1946 – 1960 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC30 a World War II Harbour Craft

CGPQ  HMCS INTERCEPTOR  1939 – 1945 Patrol Craft based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; former RCMP INTERCEPTOR/CGPQ

CGPQ  RCMP INTERCEPTOR  1939 Class “B” Cruiser; became HMCS INTERCEPTOR/CGPQ

CGPQ  RCMP TAGISH  1946 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC24 a World War II Harbour Craft

CGPR  HMCS MASAWASKA  1939 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former RCMP MADAWASKA/CGPR

CGPR  RCMP MADAWASKA  1939 Class “B” Cruiser; became HMCS MADAWASKA/CGPR

CGPS  HMCS CHALEUR  1939 – 1945 Examination Vessel; former RCMP CHALEUR/CGPS

CGPS  RCMP BIG BEND  1946 – 1955 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC27 a World War II Harbour Craft

CGPS  RCMP CHALEUR  1932 – 1939 Class “B” Cruiser based at Charlottetown, P.E.I., 1932 – 1935; became HMCS CHALEUR/CGPS

CGPT  HMCS SCATARIE  1939 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former RCMP SCATARIE/CGPT

CGPT  RCMP SCATARIE  1939 Class “B” Cruise; became HMCS SCATARIE/CGPT

CGPT  RCMP STANDOFF  1946 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC39 a World War II Harbour Craft

CGPV  RCMP ULNA  1939 Class “A” Cruiser; looked like a sailing yacht
CGPW  HMCS ALACHASSE  1940 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former RCMP ALACHASSE/CGPW; 1945 – 1957 in use by Marine Industries and scrapped 1957

CGPW  RCMP ALACHASSE  1931 – 1939 Class “A” Cruiser; became HMCS ALACHASSE/CGPW

CGPW  RCMP WILLOW BUNCH  1946 Detachment Class Patrol Boat; former HMC HDPC6 a World War II Harbour Craft

CGPX  HMCS ADVERSUS  1939 – 1941 Examination Vessel; former RCMP ADVERSUS/CGPX; lost in storm December 20th, 1941

CGPX  RCMP ADVERSUS  1931 – 1939 Class “A” Cruiser; became HMCS ADVERSUS/CGPX

CGPY  HMC HC37  1942 – 1945 Harbour Craft; former RCMP CAPTOR/CGPY

CGPY  HMCS CAPTOR  1939 – 1942 Naval Patrol Vessel; former RCMP CAPTOR/CGPY; became HMC HC37/CGPY; escorted PRINCESS HELENE/VGKL

CGPY  RCMP CAPTOR  1939 Class “B” Cruiser; became HMCS CAPTOR/CGPY

CGPZ  RCAF DETECTOR  1939 – 1945 Bombing Range Boat; former RCMP DETECTOR/CGPZ

CGPZ  RCMP DETECTOR  1939 Class “B” Cruiser; became RCAF DETECTOR/CGPZ

CGQA  CNAV/CFAV BEAMSVILLE  1949 – 1994 Ville Class Tug; former HMCS BEAMSVILLE/CGQA

CGQA  HMCS BEAMSVILLE  1944 Ville Class Tug; became CNAV/CFAV BEAMSVILLE/CGQA

CGQB  CNAV EASTORE  1946 – 1964 Supply Vessel; former HMCS EASTORE/CGGB

CGQB  CNAV/CFAV QUEENSVILLE  1946 – 1991 Ville Class Tug

CGQB  HMCS SHEDIAC  1941 – 1945 Corvette

CGQC  CNAV LAYMORE  1946 – 1968 Mine Recovery Vessel; former HMCS LAYMORE/CGGC

CGQC  HMCS KOOTENAY  1943 – 1945 Destroyer; former HMS DECOY/GVKL

CGQD  CFAV GLENDALE  1975 Glen Class Tug

CGQD  HMCS MATAPEDIA  1941 – 1945 Corvette

CGQF  CNAV/CFAV CLIFTON  1946 – 1976 Norton Class Tug; former HMCS CLIFTON/CGCD

CGQF  HMCS ARVIDA  1941 – 1945 Corvette

CGQG  CNAV GLENDEVON  1946 – 1964 Glen Class Tug; former HMCS GLENDEVON/CGCG

CGQG  HMCS INCH ARRAN  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS INCH ARRAN/CGLU
CGQJ CNAV GLENDON 1946 – 1964 Glen Class Tug; former HMCS GLENDON/CGCJ
CGQJ HMCS WASKESIU 1943 – 1946 River Class Frigate
CGQK CFAV/CNAV GLENLIVET II 1946 – 1977 Glen Class Tug; former HMCS GLENLIVET II/CGCN
CGQK HMCS CHAMBLY 1940 – 1945 Corvette
CGQL CNAV/CFAV RIVERTON 1946 – 1979 Norton Class Tug; former HMCS RIVERTON/CGQL; became TECHNO-ST-LAURENT scrapped January 2016
CGQL HMCS NAPANEE 1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGQL HMCS RIVERTON 1944 – 1946 Norton Class Tug; became CNAV/CFAV RIVERTON/CGQL
CGQM CNAV WHITETHROAT 1946 – 1967 Oceanographic Vessel; former HMCS WHITETHROAT/CGGF
CGQM HMCS COLLINGWOOD 1940 – 1945 Corvette
CGQN CNAV EASTWOOD 1946 – 1979 Wood Class Tug; former HMCS EASTWOOD/CGGJ
CGQN HMCS ORILLIA 1940 – 1945 Corvette
CGQO CFAV GLENEVIS 1976 Glen Class Tug
CGQP CNAV/CFAV GREENWOOD 1946 – 1977 Wood Class Tug; former HMCS GREENWOOD/CGGK
CGQP HMCS RIMOUSKI 1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGQP HMCS RIMOUSKI 1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGQQ CFAV/CNAV WILDWOOD 1946 – 1991 Wood Class Tug; former HMCS WILDWOOD/CGGQ
CGQQ HMCS LEASIDE 1944 – 1945 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS WALMER CASTLE
CGQR CNAV LAKEWOOD 1946 – 1965 Wood Class Tug; former HMCS LAKEWOOD/CGGN
CGQR HMCS COBALT 1940 – 1945 Corvette
CGQS CNAV OAKWOOD 1947 – 1977 Wood Class Tug; former HMCS OAKWOOD/CGGP
CGQS HMCS KENOGAMI 1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGQT HMCS ALGOMA 1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGQT HMCS SIDNEY 1976 – 1996 Reserve Naval Training Vessel; former RCMP SJDENY
CGQV HMCS MAHONE 1946 – 1958 Bangor Class Minesweeper; former HMCS MAHONE/CGRP; for Korean War; transferred to Turkey BEYLERBEYI/TBLI
CGQV  HMCS WETASKIWIN  1940 – 1945 Corvette
CGQW  HMCS AGASSIZ  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGQX  HMCS CHILLIWACK  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGQY  HMCS KAMLOOPS  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGQZ  HMCS QUESNEL  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGRA  HMCS NICHOLSON  1976 – 1992 Reserve Naval Training Vessel; former RCMP NICHOLSON based Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island
CGRB  HMCS GEORGIAN  1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGRC  HMCS JOLIETTE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CGRC  HMCS RED DEER  1950 – 1959 Bangor Class Minesweeper; Korean War but not used for that war; former HMCS RED DEER/CGDW
CGRD  HMCS COWICHAN  1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGRE  HMCS LANARK  1956 – 1965 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS LANARK/CGWX
CGRF  HMCS MALPEQUE  1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS MALPEQUE/CGYF
CGRG  HMCS OTTAWA  1943 – 1945 Destroyer; former HMS GRIFFIN/GXF
CGRG  HMCS PRESERVER  1970 Protecteur Class Operational Support Ship
CGRH  CFAV GLENBROOK  1976 Glen Class Tug
CGRH  HMCS SARNIA  1951 Bangor Class Minesweeper; former HMCS SARNIA/ CYZL; for Korean War; 1958 transferred Turkey BUYUKDERE/TBLK
CGRJ  HMCS UNGAVA  1941 – 1946 Bangor Class Minesweeper; sold for scrap 1946
CGRK  HMCS CLAYOQUOT  1941 – 1944 Bangor Class Minesweeper; sank on December 24th, 1944 by U806 off Sambro Lightship, Nova Scotia
CGRL  HMCS QUATSINO  1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGRM  HMCS NIPIGON  1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS NIPIGON/CGLW; for Korea; transferred Turkey BAFRA/TBDV
CGRN  HMCS THUNDER  1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGRP  HMCS JAMES BAY 1954 – 1964 Bay Class Minesweeper
CGRP  HMCS MAHONE 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS MAHONE/CGQV
CGRQ  HMCS CHIGNECTO 1941 – 1946 Bay Class Minesweeper
CGRQ  HMCS PORT HOPE 1952 Bangor Class Minesweeper; Korean War but not used for that war; former HMCS PORT HOPE/CYZJ
CGRR  HMCS KOKANEE 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CGRS  HMCS OUTARDE 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGRT  HMCS WASAGA 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGRV  CNAV LANGARA 1957 – 1976 Supply Vessel
CGRV  HMCS MINAS 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS MINAS/CZDH
CGRW  HMCS QUINTE 1941 – 1946 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGRX  HMCS CHEDABUCTO 1941 – 1943 Bangor Class Minesweeper; sank October 21st, 1943 after collision with Cable Ship LORD KELVIN/GDMN
CGRX  HMCS LARCH LAKE 1945 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned
CGRY  HMCS MIRAMICHI 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGRZ  HMCS BELLECHASE 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper
CGS  DGS QUADRA built 1912; Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel on the West Coast DO NOT AGREE WITH CALL SIGN
CGSB  CCGS PIERRE RADDISON built 1978; Icebreaker Supply and Buoy Vessel
CGSB  DGS CITADELLE built 1932; Fire Tug based at Montreal, Quebec until 1962; scrapped in 1966
CGSC  DGS CHESTERFIELD built 1928; Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel
CGSD  DGS DOLLARD 1923 – 1961 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; former DGS DOLLARD/VDO
CGSE  CFAV SECHELT 1991 Torpedo Recovery Vessel and Diving Tender
CGSF  DGS MURRAY STEWART 1918 – 1946; Marine Agency Tender; three letter call sign unknown
CGSF  HMCS MURRAY STEWART 1942 – 1945 Examination Vessel at Saint John, New Brunswick; former/became DGS MURRAY STEWART/CGSF
CGSG  CGS SAFEGUARDER built 1929; Minister of Marine, Quebec; Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; former SAFEGUARD/CGSG

CGSI  CFAV SIKANNI 1991 – Torpedo Recovery Vessel

CGSJ  CCGS SIMON FRASER built 1960; Icebreaking Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel

CGSJ  RCAF ARRESTEUR 1939 – 1946 Eastern Air Command, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia; former RCMP ARRESTEUR/CGSJ

CGSJ  RCMP ARRESTEUR 1939 Class “B” Cruiser; became RCAF ARRESTEUR/CGSJ

CGSK  DGS/CCGS SAUREL 1929 – 1967 Icebreaker based at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island; scrapped 1968

CGSL  DGS/CGS LADY LAURIER 1923 – 1960 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; former DGS LADY LAURIER/VDF

CGSM  CCGS D’IBERVILLE built 1952 Icebreaker; scrapped in 1982

CGSM  DGS MONTCALM 1923 – 1942 Icebreaker based at Quebec; former DGS MONTCALM/VDJ; to Russia in 1942

CGSN  CCGS N. B. MCLEAN 1930 – 1977 Heavy Icebreaker; lasted 47 years

CGSN  CCGS PARTRIDGE ISLAND built 1985; Buoy vessel based at Saint John, New Brunswick

CGSO  CFAV SOOKE 1991 Torpedo Recovery Vessel Diving Tender

CGSP  DGS ARANMORE 1923 – 1948 Lighthouse Supply vessel; former DGS ARANMORE/VDQ; sunk off Haiti

CGSQ  CCGS SIMCOE built 1962; Icebreaking Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel

CGSQ  DGS/CGS LAURENTIAN 1923 – 1947 Buoy Vessel based at Saint John, New Brunswick; former DGS LAURENTIAN/CGC

CGSR  CCGS PARRY 1946 - 1969; West Coast Hydrographic Survey vessel; former HMCS TALAPUS/CYWL

CGSR  HMCS FRENCH 1939 – 1945 Examination Vessel; former RCMP FRENCH/CGSR; became LE FRANCAIS; lost in hurricane August 15th, 1953

CGSR  RCMP FRENCH 1938 – 1939 Class “A” Cruiser; became HMCS FRENCH/CGSR

CGSS  CCGS C. D. HOWE built 1950; Arctic Service vessel

CGST  CFAV STIKINE 1991 Torpedo Recovery Vessel

CGST  DGS ESTEVAN 1923 West Coast Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; former DGS ESTEVAN/VDN
| CGSV | DGS ST. HELIERS built 1919; Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; sold 1960 |
| CGSW | CCGS EDWARD CORNWALLIS 1949 – 1986 lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel |
| CGSW | DGS DRUID built 1902; Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel; former DGS DRUID/VDH; still afloat 1967 as MV EVA |
| CGSY | CGS LADY GREY built 1906, Icebreaker; former DGS LADY GREY/VDL; sank in 1955 |
| CGSZ | CGS ERNEST LAPOINTE built 1940, Icebreaker |
| CGSZ | DGS MIKULA 1923 – 1937 Icebreaker; built in 1916 as J. D. HAZEN sold Russia and came back to Canada in 1923 |
| CGTB | HMCS BURLINGTON 1941 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper |
| CGTC | HMCS COPPER CLIFF 1944 – 1945 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS HEVER CASTLE |
| CGTC | HMCS STE THERESE 1955 – 1967 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS STE THERESE/CYTC |
| CGTD | HMCS SHAWINIGAN 1941 – 1944 Corvette; sank November 24th, 1944 by U1228 |
| CGTE | HMCS PICKLE 1953 – 1979 Sail training vessel |
| CGTF | HMCS BARRIE 1941 – 1945 Corvette |
| CGTG | HMCS BOWMANVILLE 1944 – 1946 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS NUNNEY CASTLE |
| CGTH | HMCS CAPE SCOTT 1959 – 1970 Cape Class Escort Maintenance Ship; former HMS BEACHY HEAD |
| CGTJ | CNAV/CFAV SACKVILLE 1953 – 1982 Survey Vessel; became museum at Halifax, Nova Scotia |
| CGTJ | HMCS SACKVILLE 1941 – 1944 Corvette; became HMCS SACKVILLE/CJTG |
| CGTJ | HMCS SACKVILLE 1944 – 1953 Loop Layer Depot Ship; became CNAV/CFAV SACKVILLE/CJTG |
| CGTK | CFAV GLENSIDE 1977 Glen Class Tug |
| CGTK | HMCS MONCTON 1942 – 1945 Corvette |
| CGTL | HMCS SUMMERSIDE 1941 – 1945 Corvette |
| CGTM | HMCS LOUISBURG 1941 – 1943 Corvette; sank February 6th, 1943 |
| CGTM | HMCS LOUISBURG 1943 – 1945 Corvette; (both Louisburg’s had the same call sign and pendant number) |
| CGTN | HMCS CORMORANT 1956 – 1963 Seaward Defence vessel |
| CGTN | HMCS PICTOU 1941 – 1945 Corvette |
CGTP  HMCS BADDECK  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGTQ  HMCS BUCTOUCHE  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGTR  HMCS AMHERST  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGTS  HMCS BRANDON  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGTT  HMCS ARNPRIOR  1944 – 1946 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS RISING CASTLE
CGTV  HMCS LUNENBURG  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGTW  HMCS SHERBROOKE  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGTX  HMCS CHIGNECTO  1953 – 1954 Bay Class Minesweeper; transferred to the French Navy as LA BAYONNAISE/FATN
CGTX  HMCS CHIGNECTO  1957 – 1998 Bay Class Minesweeper
CGTX  HMCS DUNVEGAN  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGTY  HMCS SOREL  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGTZ  HMCS CAMROSE  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGUM  CCGS SIR WILLIAM ALEXANDER  1987 Icebreaking Supply and Buoy Vessel
CGVA  HMCS VICTORIA  2000 Victoria Class Submarine; former HMS UNSEEN/GACB
CGVB  HMCS CHICOUTIMI  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVB  HMCS SWIFT CURRENT  1951 Bangor Class Minesweeper; former HMCS SWIFT CURRENT/CGDV; transferred to Turkey as BOZCAADA/TCJE; scrapped 1971
CGVC  HMCS HUMBERSTONE  1944 – 1945 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS NORHAM CASTLE
CGVD  HMCS DAWSON  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVF  HMCS SASKATOON  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVF  HMCS VICTORIAVILLE  1959 – 1966 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS VICTORIAVILLE/CZDK; became HMCS GRANBY Diving Tender
CGVG  HMCS TILLSONBURG  1944 – 1946 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS PEMBROKE CASTLE
CGVJ  HMCS LETHBRIDGE  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVK  HMCS PRESCOTT  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVL  HMCS SUDBURY  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVM  HMCS GALT  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVM  HMCS LABRADOR  1954 – 1957 Icebreaker and Arctic Patrol Vessel; became CCGS LABRADOR/CGGM
CGVN  HMCS MOOSE JAW  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVP  HMCS BATTLEFORD  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVQ  HMCS DRUMHELLER  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVR  HMCS THE PAS  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVS  HMCS FORT WILLIAM  1951 Bangor Class Minesweeper; for Korea; transferred to Turkey as BODRUM/TCBQ; former HMCS FORT WILLIAM/CYZK
CGVS  HMCS ROSTHERN  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVT  HMCS MORDEN  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVV  HMCS SASKATCHEWAN  1943 – 1946 Destroyer; former HMS FORTUNE/GVGV
CGVW  HMCS KAMSACK  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVX  CFAV FIREBIRD  1978 Fire Rescue Vessel
CGVX  HMCS OAKVILLE  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGVY  HMCS CHARLOTTETOWN  1944 – 1947 River Class Frigate
CGVY  HMCS WEYBURN  1941 – 1943 Corvette; mined and sunk off Gibraltar February 22nd, 1943
CGVY  YMT11  Post World War II Harbour Craft
CGVZ  HMCS TRAIL  1941 – 1945 Corvette
CGWB  HMCS FORT ERIE  1956 – 1965 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS FORT ERIE/CGWY
CGWB  HMCS PUGWASH  1943 – 1945 Tug; former Department of Public Works Tug PUGWASH
CGWC  HMCS HUNTSVILLE  1944 – 1946 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS WOLVESEY CASTLE; became WELLINGTON KENT/VOTL
CGWD  HMC HSL234  1952 – 1958 High Speed Launch; former RCAF MONTAGNAIS/VXCS; became Yacht MONTAGNAIS
CGWD  HMCS SANKATY  1940 – 1945 Mine Layer, Loop Layer and Maintenance Vessel; former Ferry SANKATY
CGWF  HMC HC60  1942 – 1945 Harbour Craft; former HMCS MARLIS/CGWF
CGWF  HMCS GATINEAU  1959 – 1996 Restigouche Class Destroyer Escort
CGWF  HMCS MARLIS  1940 – 1942 Harbour Craft; became HMC HC60/CGWF
CGWG  CFAV FIREBRAND  1978 Fire Rescue Vessel
CGWG  HMCS LASALLE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CGWJ  HMCS REO II  1941 – 1945 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former Rum Runner; became REO II/VOPT
CGWK  HMCS STANDARD COASTER  1942 – 1946 Auxiliary Minesweeper & Coil Skid Towing Vessel; former coaster STANDARD COASTER
CGWL  HMCS STAR XVI  1941 – 1945 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former Norwegian Whale Catcher STAR XVI
CGWM  HMCS ATHABASKAN  1943 – 1944 Destroyer; torpedoed by German Destroyer T29 and sank in Bay of Biscay April 29, 1944
CGWM  HMCS ATHABASKAN  1948 – 1950 Tribal Class Destroyer; became HMCS ATHABASKAN/CYWM
CGWM  HMCS SUDEROY I  1940 – 1941 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former Norwegian Whale Catcher SUDEROY I
CGWN  HMCS CAYUGA  1947 – 1964 Tribal Class Destroyer Escort
CGWN  HMCS SUDEROY II  1940 – 1941 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former Norwegian Whale Catcher SUDEROY II
CGWP  HMCS SKEENA  1957 – 1993 St Laurent Class Destroyer Escort
CGWP  HMCS SUDEROY IV  1941 – 1945 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former Norwegian Whale Catcher SUDEROY IV
CGWQ  HMCS SUDEROY V  1941 – 1945 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former Norwegian Whale Catcher SUDEROY V
CGWR  HMCS SUDEROY VI  1941 – 1945 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former Norwegian Whale Catcher SUDEROY VI
CGWR  HMCS WOLF  1954 – 1956 the former Fairmile Motor Launch HMC ML062/CGYZ
CGWS  HMC GV12  1940 – 1945 Gate Vessel
CGWT  HMCS CASCAPIEDA  1943 – 1944 Tug; former HMCS ST ANNE/CGWT
CGWT  HMCS ST. ANNE  1939 – 1943 Tug; former Bathurst Power and Paper Company Tug ST ANNE; became CASCAPIEDA/CGWT
CGWV  HMCS LA HULLOISE 1944 – 1953 River Class Frigate; became HMCS LA HULLOISE/CGWV
CGWV  HMCS LA HULLOISE 1957 – 1965 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS LA HULLOISE/CGWV
CGWW  HMCS PETROLIA 1944 – 1946 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS SHERBORNE CASTLE
CGWX  HMCS LANARK 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS LANARK/CYRE
CGWY  HMCS FORT ERIE 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS FORT ERIE/CGWB
CGWY  HMCS MIRAMICHI 1954 Bay Class Minesweeper; transferred to France as LA LORIENTAISE/FBAB
CGWY  HMCS MIRAMICHI 1957 – 1998 Bay Class Minesweeper
CGWZ  HMCS LAUZON 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS LAUZON/CYVH
CGXB  HMCML086 1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MONTERY
CGXB  RCAF O. K. SERVICE V 1940 – 1944 112 foot Supply Vessel; returned to owners in 1944; listed as O.K. SERVICE/CYBG in 1947
CGXC  HMCS GATINEAU 1943 – 1946 Destroyer the former HMS EXPRESS/GVMM
CGXC  HMCS PRESTONIAN 1953 – 1956 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS PRESTONIAN/CGXK; became Norwegian TROLL/LBCV
CGXD  HMCS NORTH SHORE 1942 – 1945 Tug; former U. S. Navy Tug
CGXD  RCAF ELAINE W 1941 – 1946 79 foot Supply Vessel
CGXE  HMCS KENORA 1957 Bangor Class Minesweeper; for Korea; former HMCS KENORA/CYZH; transferred to Turkey as BANDIRMA/TBDU
CGXF  HMCS PRINCE RUPERT 1943 – 1946 River Class Frigate
CGXG  HMCS MATANE 1943 – 1946 River Class Frigate
CGXG  HMCS ST LAURENT 1955 – 1974 St Laurent Class Destroyer Escort
CGXJ  HMCML087 1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became TZIGANE
CGXJ  RCAF MICMAC 1940 – 1943 84 foot Supply Vessel
CGXK  HMCML090 1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became LOUVICOURT
CGXK  RCAF SCOTER 1938 – 1946 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat
CGXL  HMCML093 1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Donelma Securities Limited, Toronto; burned and sank on May 25th, 1946
CGXL  RCAF BITTERN 1940 36-foot Aircraft Crash Boat based at Vancouver, British Columbia
CGXM  HMCML096 1942–1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold Marine Industries, Montreal
CGXM  RCAF CORMORANT 1940 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat
CGXN  HMCS RESOLUTE 1954–1964 Bay Class Minesweeper
CGXN  HMCS VALLEYFIELD 1943–1944 River Class Frigate; sunk by U548 50-miles southeast of Cape Race, Newfoundland
CGXP  HMCML097 1942–1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Marine Industries, Montreal
CGXP  RCAF GREBE 1940 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat
CGXQ  HMCML098 1942–1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became CORITA
CGXQ  RCAF GADWELL 1940 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat
CGXR  HMCML099 1942–1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became DIPEDON
CGXR  HMCS CAPE BRETON 1953–1964 Cape Class Escort Maintenance Ship; former HMS FLAMBOURGH HEAD
CGXR  RCAF SHOVELLER 1940–1953 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat
CGXS  HMCML101 1942–1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became EDMAR
CGXS  RCAF SEKANI 1940 84 foot Supply Vessel
CGXT  HMCML102 1942–1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became QUETZAL
CGXT  RCAF HAIDA 1941–1946 82 foot Supply Vessel
CGXV  HMCML100 1942–1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Francis Farwell, Hamilton, Ontario
CGXV  RCAF KAGOME General Utility Vessel that served until 1943
CGXW  HMCML103 1942–1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became One-O-THREE and LADY SIMONE
CGXX  HMCS GROU 1943–1946 River Class Frigate
CGXY  HMCS HURON 1943–1963 Tribal Class Destroyer
CGXY  HMCS HURON 1972–Iroquois Class Destroyer
CGXZ  HMCS OUTREMONT 1943–1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS OUTREMONT/CGZV
CGYB  HMC MTB258 World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGYB  HMCS SAINT JOHN  1943 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CGYC  HMCS HAWKESBURY  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CGYD  HMC MTB259  World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGYD  HMCS KALAMALKA  1944 – 1945 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper
CGYF  HMC MTB260  World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGYF  HMCS DAERWOOD  1944 1945 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper
CGYF  HMCS MALPEQUE  1959 Bangor Class Minesweeper; former HMCS MALPEQUE/CGRF; for Korean War but not used
CGYG  HMCS ROSSLAND  1944 – 1945 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper
CGYH  HMCS HERRING GULL  1956 Seaward Defence Vessel cancelled before constructed
CGYJ  HMCS ST JOSEPH  1944 – 1945 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper
CGYJ  HMC MTB261  World War II Motor Torpedo Boat
CGYK  HMCML050  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became STANBA I
CGYL  HMCML051  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became RADEL II
CGYL  HMCS PORTE DAUPHINE  1952 – 1955 Gate Vessel; became CCGS PORTE DAUPHINE/CGBM
CGYM  HMCML052  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became CYRIUS
CGYN  HMCML053  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; turned over to Marine Industries. Montreal, Quebec
CGYP  HMCML054  1941 – 1944 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Captain E. J. Weaver, Sorel, Quebec
CGYQ  HMCML055  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; turned over to Marine Industries. Montreal, Quebec
CGYR  HMCML056  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became ESSO AYACUCHO
CGYS  HMCML057  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; turned over to Marine Industries. Montreal, Quebec
CGYT  HMCML058  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became KATHERINE G.
CGYV  HMCML059  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Consolidated Shipbuilding Corporation, New York
CGYW  HMCML060  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to B. O. Bissette, St. John, Quebec
CGYX  HMCML061  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became ESSO CONCORDIA
CGYY  HMCS NORSYD  1943 – 1945 Corvette
CGYZ  HMCML062  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became HMCS WOLF/CGWR
CGYZ  HMCS MACKENZIE  1962 – 1993 Mackenzie Class Destroyer Escort
CGZB  HMCML063  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to General J. C. Escobar, Montreal, Quebec
CGZB  HMCS BUCKINGHAM  1954 – 1965 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS BUCKINGHAM/CZDZ
CGZC  HMCML113  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became LAVERNIERE
CGZD  HMCML064  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became SIX FOUR
CGZF  HMCML065  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became AUDREY A
CGZG  HMCML114  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; transferred to RCMP never commissioned as FORT SELKIRK; became AMY MAE hauling lobsters
CGZH  HMCS BLUE HERON  1956 Seaward Defence vessel; became RCMP BLUE HERON/CGZH
CGZH  RCMP BLUE HERON  1957 – 1968, 92 foot Fort Class Patrol Boat based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; former HMCS BLUE HERON/CGZH
CGZJ  HMCML066  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became EARLMAR
CGZK  HMCML067  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became STRANGER II
CGZL  CNAV/CFAV ST JOHN  1956 – 1971 Saint Class Ocean Tug
CGZL  HMCML068  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MARINE FREIGHT NO. 1
CGZM  HMCML069  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became CASA MLA
CGZN  HMCML070  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became COAST RANGER
CGZP  HMCML071  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became GULF-WING
CGZP  HMCS NIPIGON  1964 – 1998 Annapolis class destroyer escort
CGZQ  HMCML072  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Acme Boat and Salvage Company, New York, U.S.A.
CGZR  HMCML073  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Acme Boat and Salvage Company, New York, U.S.A.

CGZR  HMCS COWICHAN  1953 – 1954 Bay Class Minesweeper; transferred to French Navy as LA MALOUINE/FATK

CGZR  HMCS COWICHAN  1957 – 1997 Bay Class Minesweeper

CGZS  HMCS BRANTFORD  1942 – 1945 Corvette

CGZT  HMCS MIDLAND  1941 – 1945 Corvette

CGZV  HMCS OUTREMONT  1955 – 1965 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS OUTREMONT/CGXZ

CGZV  HMCS TIMMINS  1942 – 1945 Corvette

CGZW  HMCS VANCOUVER  1942 – 1945 Corvette

CGZX  HMCS NEW WESTMINSTER  1942 – 1945 Corvette

CGZY  HMCS DUNDAS  1942 – 1945 Corvette

CGZZ  HMCS LONGEUIL  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate

CKS  SS CANADIAN VOYAGEUR  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM 1919 – 1936)

CKT  SS CANADIAN PIONEER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM 1919 – 1936)

CT  DGS CANADA  1905 – 1908 Armed 3rd Class Cruiser; Fisheries Protection & Customs Work; treated as Canada’s first warship; became DGS CANADA/MCT

CTD  DGS CANADA  1912 Canada’s first warship before the creation of the navy in 1910 (I DO NOT AGREE WITH CALL SIGN); see CT, MCT and VDC

CYBG  OK SERVICE V  built 1940, 112-foot Supply Vessel; returned to owners in 1944; call sign first appears in ITU in 1947; still registered 1979; former CGXB

CYBJ  SILVER ISLE  built 1963, Mohawk Navigation, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

CYBM  JOHN O. MCKELLAR  built 1952, Misener Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo; became ELMGLEN/CYBM

CYBP  CAPE NELSON  built 1966; Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products, Halifax, Nova Scotia

CYBQ  HECATE PRINCE  built 1943, Minesweeper/Fish Packer; B.C. Packers Ltd., Vancouver; former USS YMS 449/NCUP, COSBUR/CYBQ, CLOVERLEAF/CYBQ

CYBR  RODCO
CYBS  IMPERIAL LACHINE  built 1963, Tanker, Imperial Oil Limited
CYBX  CAPE CANSO  Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products, Halifax, Nova Scotia
CYBY  ABOUND  Fishing Vessel
CYCB  HMCS CORNER BROOK  2001 Victoria Class Submarine; former HMS URSULA/GACC
CYCC  BANKS ISLAND  Fishing Vessel
CYCJ  J. EDOUARD SIMARD  built 1961, Les Chantiers Davis, Coastal Tanker; became LE CHENE NO. 1/CYCJ (Oak Tree)
CYCJ  LE CHENE NO.1/CYCJ  built 1961, Coastal Tanker; former EDOUARD SIMARD/CYCJ (Oak Tree)
CYCM  B. A. PEERLESS  built 1952, Tanker; became COASTAL CANADA/CYCM
CYCM  COASTAL CANADA  built 1952, Tanker; former B. A. PEERLESS/CYCM; became GULF CANADA/CYCM
CYCM  GULF CANADA  built 1952, Gulf Oil Limited, Tanker; former B. A. PEERLESS/CYCM, COASTAL CANADA/CYCM
CYCQ  CARIBOU REEFER  1963 – 2013 Refrigerator Cargo, Newfoundland to Gloucester, Massachusetts
CYCR  MAPLE RIDGE  built 1943, Work Boat/Tug; former GENERAL COTTON/CYCR, HECATE STRAITS/CYCR; became REGAL SPIRIT/CYCR
CYCT  GORDON C. LEITCH  built 1952, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former JAMES MORRIS/CYCT
CYCT  JAMES MORRIS  built 1952, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; became GORDON C. LEITCH/CYCT
CYCY  LADY ROSE  built 1937, West Coast Ferry
CYDB  SEA BREEZE III
CYDC  WESTERN WARRIOR  Fishing Vessel
CYDD  WESTERN GIRL  Fishing Vessel
CYDG  CHARLES DICK  built 1922, National Sand and Material, Great Lakes
CYDP  BLACK RIVER  built 1896, Quebec and Ontario Transport, Great Lakes
CYDR  THERESA I  Fishing Vessel
CYDT  THUNDER BAY  became STADACONA/CYDT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Built Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYDV</td>
<td>VICTOR F Fishing Vessel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYDW</td>
<td>MOUNT BLAIR</td>
<td>built 1949, Newfoundland Coastal Trade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYDY</td>
<td>ELIZABETH HINDMAN</td>
<td>built 1921, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former GEORGE HINDMAND/CYDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYDZ</td>
<td>IMPERIAL VERDUN</td>
<td>built 1963, Tanker, Imperial Oil Limited; became SILLERY/CYDZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYFF</td>
<td>D. C. EVEREST</td>
<td>built 1952, American Can Company of Canada, Great Lakes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYFP</td>
<td>FORT RAMEZAY</td>
<td>built 1963, Cargo Vessel; Marine Agency Inc., Montreal, Quebec; became SCARPATI 1/HP6301, FANTASTICO/HQJ7; lost Florida March 1993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYFQ</td>
<td>MARABELL</td>
<td>built 1943, Mother Vessel for Sport Fishing; Sealand of the Pacific Limited, Victoria, British Columbia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYFR</td>
<td>GENERAL CALDWELL</td>
<td>built 1940, West Coast Tug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYFT</td>
<td>POINT GREY BELL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYFY</td>
<td>PIC R</td>
<td>built 1897, Strahearn Terminals Limited, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former PIC RIVER/CYFY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYFY</td>
<td>PIC RIVER</td>
<td>built 1897, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; became PIC R/CYFY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYGR</td>
<td>QUEBECOIS</td>
<td>built 1962, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Cargo vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYGV</td>
<td>ALASKA PRINCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYGY</td>
<td>ALPACA NO 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJC</td>
<td>QUEEN OF ESQUIMALT</td>
<td>built 1963, British Columbia Ferry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJF</td>
<td>GULF TRANSPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJJ</td>
<td>QUETICO</td>
<td>built 1961, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former WHITEFISH BAY/CYJJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJJ</td>
<td>WHITEFISH BAY</td>
<td>built 1961, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; became QUETICO/CYJJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJP</td>
<td>LIQUILASSIE</td>
<td>built 1943, L. B. Tanker, Great Lakes Tanker; former TEMBLADOR/HPLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJT</td>
<td>YANKCANUCK</td>
<td>built 1963, Chemco Equipment, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJV</td>
<td>MARIDAN C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJW</td>
<td>BAIE ST PAUL</td>
<td>built 1963, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYJX</td>
<td>NORTHLAND PRINCE</td>
<td>built 1946, West Coast Cargo Vessel; Northland Navigation; former NORTHLAND PRINCE II/CYJX; sold Mexico wrecked 1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CYJZ  BLUENOSE II built 1963, 2013, Two Masted Schooner; Nova Scotia’s Ambassador; a replica of BLUENOSE depicted on the Canadian 10 cent coin

CYKB  FOUNDATION VIGOUR built 1962, Tug, Foundation Company; became POINT VIGOUR/CYKB

CYKB  POINT VIGOUR built 1962, Tug, Eastern Canada Towing; former FOUNDATION VIGOUR/CYKB

CYKN  BEECHY HEAD Fishing Vessel

CYKP  BLACK BAY built 1962, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes

CYKQ  INLAND

CYKS  MADELEINE built 1959, Passenger/Cargo Vessel, Montreal to Magdalen Islands, Cooperative de Transport de Marine, Grindstone; former CTMA/CYKS

CYKT  P. M. CROSBIE

CYKV  MANCOX

CYLB  ELGIN

CYLD  M.I.L. 495 built 1923, Barge, Canada Steamship Lines, Montreal; former FAIRMOUNT/CYLD

CYLF  GRAINMOTOR

CYLK  HASTINGS

CYLP  FOUNDATION VICEROY built 1962, Tug, Foundation Maritime Limited; became FEUILLE D’ERABLE/CYLP (The Canadian Flag Forever)

CYLX  ENGLISH RIVER built 1961, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

CYLY  TRANS ST. LAURENT built 1963, Quebec Ferry, Dingwall Shipping

CYMD  CANADIAN MARINER built 1963, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former NEWBRUNSWICKER/CYMD, GRANDE HERMINE/CYMD

CYMD  GRANDE HERMINE built 1963, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; became NEWBRUNSWICKER/CYMD

CYMD  HMCS PENETANG 1954 – 1956 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS PENETANG/CYTL; became Norwegian DRAUG/LBDC

CYMD  NEWBRUNSWICKER built 1963, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; became CANADIAN MARINER/CYMD

CYMF  B C P 50 Fishing Vessel

CYML  IRVING OURS POLAIRE built 1963, Kent Line, Tanker (Irving Polar Bear)
CYMP  WESTWHALE 8 built 1953; Fishing Vessel; former TOSHI MARU NO 22

CYMS  BELLAVENTURE 2 built 1963, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes East Coast Cargo Vessel; former FORT ST LOUIS/CYMS

CYMS  FORT ST LOUIS built 1963, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes East Coast Cargo Vessel; became BELLAVENTURE 2/CYMS

CYMW  QUEEN OF VANCOUVER built 1962, British Columbia Ferry; former CITY OF VANCOUVER/CYMW

CYNB  TRANSBAY

CYNND PACIFIC CHALLENGE former WESTWHALE 7/CYN; became JACQUELINE W/CYN

CYNF  J. K. MCKENZIE built 1928, Tug, McKenzie Barge and Derrick Company Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

CYNF  J. K. MCKENZIE built 1928, Tug, McKenzie Barge and Derrick Company Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

CYNJ  IRVING STREAM built 1952, Kent Lines, Saint John, New Brunswick; former IRVING BROOK/HPBM; became IRVING STREAM/ZCEI

CYNL  CAPE BRETON MINER built 1964, Upper Lakes Shipping, Bulk Carrier; former CAPE BRETON MINER/CYNL, CONVEYOR/5LGT

CYNQ  SEA FOX II

CYNNS  CECILIENE

CYNT  HMCS MARIE THERESE 1939 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former M. F. THERESE

CYPB  FEDERAL HUSKY

CYPG  ATLANTIC GAIRDNER built 1967, Fishing Vessel; Ocean Maid Foods Limited, St, Andrews, New Brunswick

CYPN  FELICIA built 1923, Tug, Exposition Marine de St-Joseph de la Rive, St-Joseph de la Rive, Quebec

CYPN  FELICIA built 1923, Tug, Exposition Marine de St-Joseph de la Rive, St-Joseph de la Rive, Quebec

CYPN  FELICIA built 1923, Tug, Exposition Marine de St-Joseph de la Rive, St-Joseph de la Rive, Quebec

CYPNS  Bette Ann built 1935, Tug/Yacht, Christopher R. M. Locke, Vancouver, British Columbia; former CELNOR/CYPS

CYQB  HMCS COURTENAY 1942 – 1945 Bangor Class minesweeper

CYQC  HMCML115 1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Upper Lakes and St. Lawrence Transportation Company, Toronto

CYQD  HMCS MELVILLE 1941 – 1945 Diesel Bangor Class minesweeper; became CGS CYGNUS/CGFR

CYQD  HMCS QU’APPELLE 1963 – 1992 Mackenzie Class Destroyer Escort
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYQE</td>
<td>CNAV/CFAV SONGHEE</td>
<td>1944 – 1960 Torpedo Recovery Vessel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQF</td>
<td>HMCS RALLY</td>
<td>1982 – 1992 Patrol Boat; former CCGS RALLY/CGCF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQF</td>
<td>HMCS GRANBY</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class minesweeper; became HMCS GRANBY/CYQX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQF</td>
<td>HMCS MOOSE</td>
<td>1954 – 1956 B Type Fairmile Motor Launch; former HMC ML111/CZGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQG</td>
<td>HMCS HALIFAX</td>
<td>1941 – 1945 Corvette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQG</td>
<td>HMCS RAPID</td>
<td>1982 – 1992 Patrol Boat; former CCGS RAPID/CG2232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQI</td>
<td>HMCS FORTUNE</td>
<td>1954 – 1964 Bay Class Minesweeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQJ</td>
<td>HMCS NORANDA</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class minesweeper; became RCMP IRVINE/CGMF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQK</td>
<td>HMCS DIGBY</td>
<td>1953 – 1956 Bangor Class Minesweeper Training Vessel; former HMCS DIGBY/CYQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQK</td>
<td>HMCS LACHINE</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became LACHINE/VYNS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQL</td>
<td>HMCS DIGBY</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS DIGBY/CYQK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQM</td>
<td>HMCS TRURO</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Diesel Bangor Class Minesweeper; became GULF MARINER/VYVM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQN</td>
<td>HMCS TROIS RIVIERES</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Diesel Bangor Class Minesweeper; became RCMP MACBRIEN/CGMG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQP</td>
<td>HMCS BROCKVILLE</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became RCMP MACLEOD/CGMJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQP</td>
<td>HMCS BROCKVILLE</td>
<td>1951 – 1958 Training Vessel; former RCMP MACLEOD/CGMJ; scrapped 1961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQQ</td>
<td>HMCML112</td>
<td>1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became RCMP FORT WALSH/CGMR; wrecked on Scatarie Island, Nova Scotia, September 28th, 1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQR</td>
<td>HMCS TRANSCONA</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became RCMP FRENCH/CGMB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQS</td>
<td>HMCS ESQUIMALT</td>
<td>1942 – 1945 Diesel Bangor Class Minesweeper; sunk by U190 April 16th, 1945 off Halifax, Nova Scotia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQT</td>
<td>HMCS CALGARY</td>
<td>1941 – 1945 Corvette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQT</td>
<td>HMCS RACCOON</td>
<td>1956 B Type Fairmile Motor Launch; former HMC ML079/CYRT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQV</td>
<td>HMCS FREDERICTON</td>
<td>1941 – 1945 Corvette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQW</td>
<td>HMCS REGINA</td>
<td>1942 – 1944 Corvette; sunk by U667 off England September 8th, 1944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQX</td>
<td>HMCS GRANBY</td>
<td>1953 – 1966 Bangor Class Minesweeper Deep Diving Tender; former HMCS GRANBY/CYQF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Dates</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQX</td>
<td>HMCS LA MALBAIE</td>
<td>1942 – 1945</td>
<td>Corvette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQY</td>
<td>HMC ML116</td>
<td>1943 – 1945</td>
<td>Fairmile Motor Launch; became HMCS REINDEER/CYQY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQY</td>
<td>HMCS REINDEER</td>
<td>1954 – 1957</td>
<td>B Type Fairmile Motor Launch; former HMC ML116/CYQY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYQZ</td>
<td>HMCS WOODSTOCK</td>
<td>1942 – 1946</td>
<td>Corvette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRB</td>
<td>HMCS KITCHENER</td>
<td>1942 – 1945</td>
<td>Corvette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRC</td>
<td>HMCML117</td>
<td>1943 – 1945</td>
<td>Fairmile Motor Launch; transferred to RCMP as FORT STEELE but was not commissioned; sold to L. A. Shackleton, Quebec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRD</td>
<td>HMCS VILLE DE QUEBEC</td>
<td>1942 – 1945</td>
<td>Corvette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRE</td>
<td>HMCS SASKATCHEWAN</td>
<td>1963 – 1994</td>
<td>Mackenzie Class Destroyer Escort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRF</td>
<td>HMCS CHARLOTTETOWN</td>
<td>1941 – 1942</td>
<td>Corvette; sunk by U517 St. Lawrence River September 11th, 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRF</td>
<td>HMCS SWANSEA</td>
<td>1943 – 1953</td>
<td>River Class Frigate; became HMCS SWANSEA/CYRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRF</td>
<td>HMCS SWANSEA</td>
<td>1957 – 1966</td>
<td>Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS SWANSEA/CYRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRG</td>
<td>HMCS PORT ARTHUR</td>
<td>1942 – 1945</td>
<td>Corvette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRJ</td>
<td>HMCS SHULAMITE</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Examination Vessel; former Newfoundland government vessel SHULAMITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRK</td>
<td>HMCS MARVITA</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Examination Vessel; former Newfoundland Government Vessel MARVITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRL</td>
<td>HMCS BANTIE</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRM</td>
<td>HMCML074</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Fairmile Motor Launch; became ALOMA III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRN</td>
<td>HMCML075</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Acme Boat and Salvage Company, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRO</td>
<td>HMCS YUKON</td>
<td>1963 – 1994</td>
<td>Mackenzie Class Destroyer Escort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRP</td>
<td>HMCML076</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Acme Boat and Salvage Company, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRQ</td>
<td>HMCML077</td>
<td>1941 – 1945</td>
<td>Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Consolidated Shipping Corporation, Sorel, Quebec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRR</td>
<td>HMCS MAPLE LAKE</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CYRS  HMCML078  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became ESSO CARDINAL

CYRT  HMCML079  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became Lady Enit; taken back by Navy and became HMCS RACCOON/CYQT

CYRV  HMCML080  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became ALMETA QUEEN

CYRW  HMCML081  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became ESSO TAPARITA

CYRX  HMCML082  1941 – 1944 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold to Stanley C. Alexander, Gaspe, Quebec

CYRY  HMCML118  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became FRANLISS III

CYRZ  HMCML083  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became LAZY MARINER

CYSR  ANY OR ALL ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE MARINE CRAFT assigned during World War II only

CYTB  HMCML084  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became NELVANA

CYTC  HMCS STE THERESE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS STE THERESE/CGTC

CYTD  HMCML085  1941 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; sold United Boat Service Corporation, New York

CYTF  HMCS MAGOG  1944 – 1944 River Class Frigate; damaged by U1223 St. Lawrence River October 14th, 1944

CYTG  HMCS SEA CLIFF  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate

CYTJ  HMCS ORKNEY  1944 – 1946 River Class Frigate

CYTK  HMCS POUNDMAKER  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate

CYTL  HMCS PENETANG  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS PENETANG/CYMD

CYTL  HMCS UNGAVA  1954 – 1957 Bay Class Minesweeper; sold to Turkey as TEKIRDAG/TBFR

CYTM  HMCS PORT COLBORNE  1943 – 1945 River Class Frigate

CYTN  HMCS WENTWORTH  1943 – 1945 River Class Frigate

CYTP  HMCS NEW GLASGOW  1943 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS NEW GLASGOW/CYXV

CYTQ  HMCS NEW WATERFORD  1944 – 1953 River Class Frigate; became HMCS NEW WATERFORD/CYXV

CYTQ  HMCS NEW WATERFORD  1958 – 1966 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS NEW WATERFORD/CYQT
CYTR  HMCS CHEBOGUE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CYTS  HMCS SPRINGHILL  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CYTT  HMCS ROYALMOUNT  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CYTV  HMCS JONQUIERE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS JONQUIERE/CZJZ
CYTV  HMCS PROTECTEUR  1969 Protecteur Class Operational Support Ship
CYTW  HMCS NORTH BAY  1943 – 1945 Corvette; became GALLOWAY KENT/VOQM
CYTX  HMCS OWEN SOUND  1943 – 1945 Corvette
CYTY  HMCS CAPE BRETON  1943 – 1946 River Class Frigate
CYTZ  HMCS KIRKLAND LAKE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CYTZ  HMCS OAK LAKE  1944 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned
CYVB  HMCS LINDSAY  1943 – 1945 Corvette
CYVB  HMCS PORTE DE LA REINE  1952 – 1996 West Coast Gate Vessel
CYVC  HMCML119  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became RCMP FORT PITT/CGMM; Yacht SONDRA II sank St. Croix, Virgin Islands 1989
CYVD  HMCS PARRY SOUND  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CYVF  HMCS FRONTENAC  1943 – 1945 Corvette
CYVG  HMCS PETERBOROUGH  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CYVH  HMCS LAUZON  1953 – 1963 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS LAUZON/CGWZ
CYVJ  HMCS BELLEVILLE  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CYVK  HMCS SMITHS FALLS  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CYVL  HMCS PINE LAKE  1945 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned
CYVL  HMCS SEA CLIFF  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
CYVM  HMCS FORT FRANCES  1944 – 1945 Algerine Class Minesweeper; became HMCS FORT FRANCES/CZJQ
CYVN  HMCS INGERSOLL  1943 Corvette; cancelled
CYVN  HMCS MICMAC  1945 – 1964 Tribal class destroyer escort
CYVO  HMCS PORTE QUEBEC  1952 – 1996 West Coast Gate Vessel Training Vessel
CYVP  HMCS COBOURG  1944 – 1945 Corvette; became DUNDAS KENT
CYVQ  HMCS WHITBY  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CYVR  HMCS ST LAMBERT  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CYVS  HMCS SAULT STE MARIE  1943 – 1958 Algerine Class Minesweeper Training Ship
CYVT  HMCS WINNIPEG  1943 – 1959 Algerine Class Minesweeper; became Belgian A. F. DUFOUR/ORJD
CYVV  HMCS RUNNYMEDE  1944 – 1946 River Class Frigate
CYVW  HMCS ST. BONIFACE  1943 – 1946 Algerine Class Minesweeper
CYVX  HMCS PORTAGE  1943 – 1958 Algerine Class Minesweeper
CYVY  HMCS KAM  1943 – 1944 Tug
CYVZ  HMCS WALLACEBURG  1943 – 1967 Algerine Class Minesweeper; became Belgian GEORGES LECOINTE/ORJB

CYWB  HMC HSL232  1952 – 1958 High Speed Launch; former RCAF TAKULI/VXDG
CYWB  HMCS ANDAMARA  1941 – 1946 Patrol Vessel
CYWC  HMCML120  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became the Yacht MARYLAND INDEPENDENCE/WCY9690
CYWD  HMCS BLUENOSE  1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel BLUENOSE
CYWE  HMCS FUNDY  1954 Bay Class Minesweeper transferred to the French Navy as DUNKERQUOISE/FATL
CYWE  HMCS FUNDY  1956 – 1996 Bay Class Minesweeper
CYWF  HMCS DALEHURST  1944 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former HMCS GLENDALE V/CYWF
CYWF  HMCS GLENDALE V  1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel GLENDALE V; became HMCS DALEHURST/CYWF
CYWG  HMCS LIL II  1940 – 1945 Patrol Vessel
CYWJ  CNAV EHKOLI  1950 – 1991 Nenamook Class Patrol Vessel; former HMCS EHKOLI/CYWJ
CYWJ  HMCS EHKOLI  1941 – 1949 Nenamook Class Patrol Vessel; became CNAV EHKOLI/CYWJ
CYWJ  HMCS PORTE ST JEAN  1952 – 1996 Gate Vessel Training Vessel
CYWK  CNAV/CFAV ENDEAVOUR built 1965, Armed Forces Auxiliary, Oceanographic Research Vessel

CYWK  HMCS NENAMOOK 1941 – 1946 Patrol Vessel

CYWL  HMCS TALAPUS 1941 – 1946 Patrol Vessel; became CCGS PARRY/CGSR

CYWM  HMCS ATHABASKAN 1950 – 1966 Tribal Class Destroyer Escort; former HMCS ATHABASKAN/CGWM

CYWM  CNAV KUITAN 1946 Auxiliary Vessel; former HMCS KUITAN/CYWM

CYWM  HMCS KUITAN 1941 – 1946 Patrol Vessel; became CNAV KUITAN/CYWM

CYWN  CNAV LEELO 1947 Auxiliary Vessel; former HMCS LEELO/CYWN

CYWN  HMCS LEELO 1941 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; became CNAV LEELO/CYWN

CYWP  HMCS MOOLOCK 1941 – 1946 Patrol Vessel

CYWP  HMCS ORIOLE Sail training vessel 1954 until the present time on the West Coast

CYWQ  HMCS FIFER 1941 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former Yacht FIFER

CYWR  HMCS CANFISCO 1943 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel CANFISCO

CYWS  HMCS HOWE SOUND 1 1943 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel HOWE SOUND 1

CYWS  HMCS PORTE ST LOUIS 1952 – 1996 Gate Vessel Training Vessel

CYWT  HMCS SMITH SOUND 1942 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel SMITH SOUND

CYWV  HMCS CORDOVA 1952 – 1957 Minesweeper; former USS YMS-420/NPYX

CYWV  HMCS FLORES 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former American Can Company Vessel CANCOLIM II

CYWV  HMCS POPLAR LAKE 1946 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned

CYWW  HMCS STETTLER 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate, became HMCS STETTLER/CGLH

CYWX  HMC HSL233 1952 – 1958 High Speed Launch; former RCAF ABNAKI/VXCB

CYWX  HMCS SEA FLASH 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel SEA FLASH

CYWY  HMCS STONE TOWN 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became CCGS STONETOWN/CGGP west coast weather ship (note the spelling difference)

CYWZ  HMC HSL208 1952 – 1958 High Speed Launch; former RCAF NOOTKA/VXCT

CYWZ  HMCS TORDO 1939 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel TORDO
HMCS VALDES 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel DEPARTURE BAY II
HMCS COUGAR 1953 – 1956 the former Fairmile Motor Launch HMC ML104/CZGQ
HMCS BARKLEY SOUND 1942 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel
HMCS BILLOW 1942 – 1950 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel BILLOW
HMCS SPRUCE LAKE 1946 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned
HMCS SURF 1942 – 1943 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel ARAISHO
HMCS SEINER 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel SEINER
HMCS WESTERN MAID 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel WESTERN MAID
HMCS FOAM 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former LOYAL II
HMCS CHAMISS BAY 1942 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel CHAMISS BAY
HMCS SPRAY 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former HATTA VII
HMCS EARLY FIELD 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel
HMCS COMOX 1954 – 1957 Bay Class Minesweeper; transferred to the Turkish Navy as TIREBOLU
HMCS CREST 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel MAY S
HMCS CAMENITA 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel CAMENITA
HMCS MORESBY III 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel
HMCS COMBER 1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel C.S.C. II
HMCS NEW GLASGOW 1954 – 1967 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS NEW GLASGOW/CYTP
HMCS SEA WAVE 1942 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel CHATHAM S
HMCS SPRINGTIME V 1942 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel SPRINGTIME V
HMCS STRATHADAM 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
HMCS KIRKLAND LAKE 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate
HMCS MERRY CHASE 1942 – 1946 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel MERRY CHASE and still fishing in 1985
HMCS LLEWELLYN 1942 – 1946 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper; became HMCS LLEWELLYN/CYZB
CYZB  HMCS LLEWELLYN  1949 – 1951 Tender; former HMCS LLEWELLYN/CYZB

CYZC  HMCML121  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch, became INSHORE FISHERMAN, DENIS D; broken up 1972 (Museum Weymouth, Nova Scotia has nice model)

CYZC  HMCS ST. PIERRE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate

CYZD  HMCS LLOYD GEORGE  1942 – 1959 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper

CYZF  HMCS MIDDLESEX  1944 – 1946 Algerine Class Minesweeper; struck Island and lost off Halifax 1946

CYZG  CNAV OSHAWA  1958 – 1966 Oceanographic Research Vessel; former HMCS OSHAWA/CYZG

CYZG  HMCS OSHAWA  1944 – 1958 Algerine Class Minesweeper; became CNAV OSHAWA/CYZG

CYZJ  HMCS PORT HOPE  1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS PORT HOPE/CGRQ

CYZK  HMCS FORT WILLIAM  1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS FORT WILLIAM/CGVS

CYZL  HMCS SARNIA  1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS SARNIA/CGRH

CYZM  HMCS STRATFORD  1942 – 1946 Bangor Class Minesweeper

CYZN  HMCS WESTMOUNT  1945 – 1946 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS WESTMOUNT/CZCP

CYZP  HMCS KENORA  1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS KENORA/CGXE

CYZQ  HMCS MILLTOWN  1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS MILLTOWN/CZCR

CYZR  HMCS KENTVILLE  1942 – 1957 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS KENTVILLE/CGJT

CYZS  HMCS MULGRAVE  1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper

CYZT  HMCS BLAIRMORE  1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper; became HMCS BLAIRMORE/CZFI

CYZV  HMCS KAPUSKASING  1944 – 1946 Algerine Class Minesweeper; became CGS KAPUSKASING/CGCK

CYZV  HMCS KAPUSKASING  1949 – 1972 Coastal Escort and Training Vessel; former CGS KAPUSKASING/CGCK

CYZW  HMCS TORONTO  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS TORONTO/CZGL

CYZX  HMCS MIMICO  1944 – 1945 Corvette
HMCS ST. STEPHEN 1944 – 1950 River Class Frigate; became Department of Transport Weather Ship ST STEPHEN/CGGR

HMCS THETFORD MINES 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate

CNAV/CFAV GLEN Side 1946 – 1977 Glen Class Tug; former HMCS GLEN Side/CZCB

HMCS GLEN Side 1944 – 1946 Glen Class Tug; became CFAV/CNAV GLEN Side/CZCB

HMCS CRESCENT 1945 – 1953 Crescent Class Destroyer; former HMS CRESCENT/GVJP

HMCS CRESCENT 1955 – 1966 Algonquin Class Destroyer Escort; former HMCS CRESCENT/CZCC

HMMS MAGNIFICENT 1948 – 1957 Light Fleet Aircraft Carrier; former HMS MAGNIFICENT

HMMS ONTARIO 1945 – 1958 Cruiser; former HMS MINOTAUR

HMMS PROVIDER 1963 – 1998 Provider Class Operational Support Ship

HMMS SANS PEUR 1939 – 1947 Armed Yacht; former Yacht SANS PEUR

HMMS BRAS D’OR 1968 – 1972 Fast Experimental Hydrofoil; now a museum in Quebec

HMMS QUEBEC 1952 – 1956 Cruiser; former HMMS UGANDA/CZCK

HMMS UGANDA 1944 – 1947 Cruiser; former HMS UGANDA; renamed QUEBEC/CZCK

CNAV/CFAV NIMPKISH 1944 – 1991 Torpedo Recovery Vessel; former RCAF NIMPKISH

HMMS WARRIOR 1946 – 1948 Light Fleet Aircraft Carrier; former HMS WARRIOR/GGDY

CNAV REVELSTOKE 1956 Naval Auxiliary Vessel; former HMMS REVELSTOKE/CZCM

HMMS REVELSTOKE 1950 – 1953 Llewellyn Class Minesweeper; former HMMS REVELSTOKE/CGNS

HMMS WESTMOUNT 1958 Minesweeper for Korean War not used for that war; former HMMS WESTMOUNT/CYZN; became BORNOVA/TBLF Turkish Navy

HMMS MILLTOWN 1942 – 1945 Bangor Class Minesweeper for Korean War but not used for that war; former HMMS MILLTOWN/CYZQ

HMMS MALLARD 1956 – 1970 Seaward Defence Vessel

HMMS OTTAWA 1956 – 1992 St. Laurent Class Destroyer escort

HMMS THUNDER 1953 – 1954 Bay Class Minesweeper; transferred to France as LA PAIMPOLAISE/FATM

HMMS THUNDER 1957 – 1997 Bay Class Minesweeper
CZDB  HMCS LOYAL I  1942 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel LOYAL I
CZDC  HMCML122  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MV MALIBOU TYEE
CZDD  HMCS SUSSEXVALE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS SUSSEXVALE/CZFM
CZDE  HMCS RESTIGOUCHE  1958 – 1994 Destroyer Escort
CZDF  HMCML123  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MV MALIBOU MARLIN
CZDG  HMCS DEPARTURE BAY  1942 – 1944 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel DEPARTURE BAY
CZDH  HMCS MINAS  1955 Training Vessel; former HMCS MINAS/CGRV (was to be used in Korean War but cancelled)
CZDJ  HMCS MASTODON  1942 – 1946 Auxiliary Tanker
CZDK  HMCS VICTORIAVILLE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS VICTORIAVILLE/CGVF
CZDL  HMCML124  World War II Fairmile Motor Launch; became HMCS ELK/CZDL
CZDL  HMCS ELK  1953 – 1954 B Class Fairmile Motor Launch; former HMC ML124/CZDL
CZDM  HMCS WILLOW LAKE  1946 Lake Class Minesweeper; never commissioned
CZDN  HMC HC115  World War II Harbour Craft
CZDN  HMCS GANANOQUE  1959 Bangor Class Minesweeper for Korean War but not used for that war; former HMCS GANANOQUE/CGBX
CZDO  CFAV QUEST  1969, Armed Forces Auxiliary, Oceanographic Research Vessel
CZDQ  HMCML125  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MV CAMPANA
CZDR  HMCML126  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MV PRINCESS MALIBOU
CZDS  HMCML127  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MV CHIEF MALIBOU
CZDS  HMCS CHALEUR  1954 Bay Class Minesweeper; transferred to French Navy as LA DIEPPOISE/FATO
CZDS  HMCS CHALEUR  1957 – 1998 Bay Class Minesweeper
CZDT  HMCML128  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MV PRINCESS LOUISA INLET
CZDV  HMCML129  1944 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MV HUNTRESS
CZDW  CFAV BLUETHROAT  1955 – 1990, Minelayer Auxiliary Vessel
CZDW  HMCS GLENLEA  1943 – 1945 Glen Class Tug
CZDX  HMCS GLENORA 1943 – 1945 Glen Class Tug

CZDY  HMCS GLENMONT 1943 – 1945 Glen Class Tug

CZDZ  HMCS BUCKINGHAM 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; became HMCS BUCKINGHAM/CGZB

CZFD  CNAV GLENBROOK 1946 – 1977 Glen Class Tug; former HMCS GLENBROOK/CZFD

CZFD  HMCS GLENBROOK 1944 – 1946 Glen Class Tug; became CNAV GLENBROOK/CZFD

CZFG  HMCS FRASER 1957 – 1994 St. Laurent Class Destroyer Escort

CZFI  HMCS BLAIRMORE 1951 Bangor Class Minesweeper; former HMCS BLAIRMORE/CYZT; Korean War; became BEYCOZ Turkish Navy

CZFL  HMCS PORTE DAUPHINE 1974 – 1995 Gate Vessel; former CCGS PORTE DAUPHINE/CGBM

CZFM  HMCS SUSSEXVALE 1955 – 1966 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS SUSSEXVALE/CZDD

CZFP  HMCS ARCTIC TERN 1956 Seaward Defence Vessel; cancelled before constructed

CZFQ  HMCS OJIBWA 1965 – 1998 Submarine; former HMS ONYX

CZFT  CFAV ST CHARLES 1957 – 1964 Saint Class Ocean Tug

CZFX  HMCS SAGUENAY 1956 – 1990 St Laurent Class Destroyer Escort

CZFZ  CNAV SCATARI 1957 – 1960 Small Tug; former RCAF MALAHAT/VXCQ

CZGC  HMCS GLENADA 1943 – 1945 Glen Class Tug

CZGC  HMCS IROQUOIS 1946 Tribal Class Destroyer; became HMCS IROQUOIS/CZGD

CZGD  HMCS IROQUOIS 1942 – 1946 Tribal Class Destroyer; became HMCS IROQUOIS/CZGC

CZGD  HMCS IROQUOIS 1949 – 1962 Tribal Class Destroyer Escort; former HMCS IROQUOIS/CZGC

CZGD  HMCS IROQUOIS 1972 Iroquois Class Destroyer

CZGF  HMC HSL S09 World War II High Speed Launch

CZGF  HMC M A/S Boat No. 9 probably the same High Speed Launch as HMC HSL S09/CZGF

CZGF  HMCS MEDICINE HAT 1957 Bangor Class Minesweeper; former HMCS MEDICINE HAT/CGDX for Korean War; transferred Turkey as BIGA; scrapped 1963

CZGG  HMCS FERGUS 1944- 1945 Corvette; became HARCOURT KENT

CZGJ  HMCS CHAUDIERE 1959 – 1974 Destroyer Escort; sunk as an artificial reef in British Columbia 1991
CZGJ  HMCS FOREST HILL  1943 – 1945 Corvette
CZGK  HMCS LONG BRANCH  1944 – 1945 Corvette; became REXTON KENT/VOPX
CZGL  HMCS ST THOMAS  1944 – 1945 Castle Class Corvette; former HMS SANDGATE CASTLE
CZGL  HMCS TORONTO  1953 – 1956 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS TORONTO/CYZW; became the Norwegian Ship GARM/LBCK
CZGM  HMCML088  1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became EIGHTY-EIGHT
CZGN  HMC HSL235  1952 – 1958 High Speed Launch; former RCAF HURON/VXCN
CZGN  HMCML091  1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became NINE-ONE
CZGP  HMCML095  1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became RODCO
CZGQ  HMCML104  1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became HMCS COUGAR/CYXC
CZGR  HMCML105  1942 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became DUC D’ORLEANS
CZGS  HMCML106  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became HMCS BEAVER/CZGS
CZGS  HMCS BEAVER  1954 – 1957 B Class Fairmile Motor Launch; former HMC ML106/CZGS
CZGT  HMCML107  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; loaned to the Quebec Provincial Government
CZGV  HMCML108  1943 – 1944 Fairmile Motor Launch; became MACHIGONNE II
CZGV  HMCS SANDPIPER  1956 Seaward Defence Vessel; cancelled before constructed
CZGW  HMCML109  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became QUETZAL II
CZGX  HMCML110  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became ROSELINE
CZGY  HMCML111  1943 – 1945 Fairmile Motor Launch; became HMCS MOOSE/CYQF
CZGZ  HMCS GUELPH  1944 – 1945 Corvette
CZJB  CNAV/CFAV HEATHERTON  1946 – 1970 Ton Class Tug; former HMCS HEATHERTON/CZJB; Became HMCS HEATHERTON/CZJB
CZJB  HMCS HEATHERTON  1944 – 1946 Norton Class Tug; became CNAV/CFAV HEATHERTON/CZJB
CZJB  HMCS HEATHERTON  1972 Tug for Reserve Training; former CNAV/CFAV HEATHERTON/CZJB
CZJC  HMCS BEAVERTON  1944 – 1945 Norton Class Tug
CZJD  HMCS GODOERIC  1959 Bangor Class Minesweeper; Korean War but not used for that war; former HMCS GODOERIC/CGBY
CZJD  HMCS NORTON 1943 – 1945 Norton Class Tug
CZJF  CFAV DUNDALK 1943 – 1977 Armed Forces Auxiliary Oiler
CZJG  CFAV DUNDURN 1943 – 1977 Armed Forces Auxiliary Oiler
CZJJ  HMCS LACHUTE 1944 – 1945 Corvette; became COLON in the Dominican Republic Navy; blown ashore destroyed 1979 hurricane David
CZJK  HMCS CHAUDIERE 1943 – 1945 Destroyer; former HMS HERO/GXTQ
CZJL  HMCS QU’APPELLE 1944 – 1946 Destroyer; former HMS FOXHOUND/GVGY
CZJM  HMCS CAP DE LA MADELEINE 1959 – 1965 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS CAP DE LA MADELEINE/CGKZ
CZJM  HMCS MERRITTONIA 1944 – 1945 Corvette
CZJN  HMCS STELLARATON 1944 – 1945 Corvette
CZJO  HMCS TUNA 1977 Admiral’s Yacht based at Halifax, Nova Scotia
CZJP  HMCS STRATHROY 1944 – 1945 Corvette
CZJQ  HMCS FORT FRANCES 1945 – 1946 Algerine Class Minesweeper; became CNAV FORT FRANCES/CGKP
CZJR  CNAV NEW LISKEARD 1958 – 1969 Oceanographic Survey Ship; former HMCS NEW LISKEARD/CZIR
CZJR  HMCS NEW LISKEARD 1944 – 1958 Algerine Class Minesweeper; became CNAV NEW LISKEARD/CZIR
CZJS  HMCS NOOTKA 1946 – 1953 Tribal Class Destroyer; became HMCS NOOTKA/CZJS
CZJS  HMCS NOOTKA 1954 – 1964 Tribal Class Destroyer Escort; former HMCS NOOTKA/CZJS
CZJS  YMT2 Post World War II Harbour Craft
CZJV  HMCS TERRA NOVA 1959 – 1997 Restigouche Class Destroyer Escort (Scrapped Pictou, Nova Scotia 2009)
CZJX  HMCS ALGONQUIN 1944 – 1946 World War II Fleet Class Destroyer; former HMS VALENTINE/GESW
CZJX  HMCS ALGONQUIN 1953 – 1970 Tribal Class Destroyer Escort; former HMCS ALGONQUIN/CZJX
CZJX  HMCS ALGONQUIN 1973, 280-Class Destroyer
CZJY   HMCS SIOUX 1944 – 1946 Algonquin Class Destroyer; former HMS VIXEN
CZJY   HMCS SIOUX 1950 – 1963 Algonquin Class Destroyer Escort; former HMCS SIOUX/CZJY
CZJZ   HMCS JONQUIERE 1954 – 1966 Prestonian Class Frigate; former HMCS JONQUIERE/CYTV
CZKB   HMC LST301 World War II Landing Craft
CZKC   HMC LST35 World War II Landing Craft
CZKD   HMC LST302 World War II Landing Craft
CZKF   HMC LST303 World War II Landing Craft
CZKG   HMC LST304 World War II Landing Craft
CZKJ   HMC LST319 World War II Landing Craft
CZKK   HMC LST33 World War II Landing Craft
CZKL   HMC LST320 World War II Landing Craft
CZKM   HMC LST321 World War II Landing Craft
CZQC   HMCS KOOTENAY 1943 – 1945 River Class Destroyer; former HMS DECOY/GVKL (1932 – 1943)
CZWR   HMCS WINDSOR 2003 Victoria Class Submarine; former HMS UNICORN/GACD
DRD    CGS DRUID 1912 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia (I DO NOT AGREE WITH THIS CALL SIGN)
ELYJ   IRVING GLEN 1955 – 1979 Tanker; Kent Line; registered Liberia Canadian crew; became IRVING GLEN/ZFNW; became IRVING GLEN/C6NW
GBHH   IRVING BIRCH Tug, Based at Saint John, New Brunswick; retained her British registry Canadian crew
GBJH   HMCS ETTRICK 1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; former HMS ETTRICK/GBJH in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel
GCPA   HMCS PATRICIAN 1920 – 1928 M Class Destroyer; former HMS PATRICIAN
GCSO   HMCS PATRIOT 1920 – 1927 M Class Destroyer; former HMS PATRIOT
GDMN   LORD KELVIN Cable Ship, based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; retained British registry Canadian crew
GFCD   SS CHIGNECTO PARK World War II park ship; Registered in the United Kingdom
GFCJ   SS TARONGA PARK World War II park ship; Registered in the United Kingdom
SS CATARAGUI PARK  World War II park ship; Registered in the United Kingdom

JOHN W. MACKAY  Cable Ship; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; retained British registry Canadian crew

HMCS MEON  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

A. V. KASTNER  1987 – 2009 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered U.K. Canadian crew; became A. V. KASTNER/ZCAM9

HMCS MAYFLOWER  1941 – 1945 Corvette; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

CYRUS FIELD  Cable Ship; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; retained British registry Canadian crew

GYPSUM KING  1927 – 1962 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered United Kingdom Canadian crew

HMCS ARROWHEAD  1941 – 1945 Corvette; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

HMCS BITTERSWEET  1941 – 1945 Corvette; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

HMCS EYEBRIGHT  1941 – 1945 Corvette in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

HMCS FENNEL  1941 – 1945 Corvette; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

HMCS BITTERSWEET  1941 – 1945 Corvette; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

HMCS SNOWBERRY  1940 – 1945 Corvette; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

HMCS TRILLIUM  1941 – 1945 Corvette; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

GYPSUM KING  1976 – 2003 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered U.K. Canadian crew; became GYPSUM KING/ZCAN2

GYPSUM BARON  1976 – 2007 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered U.K. Canadian crew; became GYPSUM BARON/ZCAN3

GYPSUM EMPRESS  1956 – 1985 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered Panama Canadian crew; became GYPSUM EMPRESS/GHZF

GYPSUM DUCHESS  1956 – 1986 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered Panama Canadian crew; became GYPSUM DUCHESS/GHZE

IMPERIAL ST LAWRENCE  built 1957, Tanker, Imperial Oil Limited; registered Panama Canadian crew; became IMPERIAL ST LAWRENCE/ZCDC

GYPSUM COUNTESS  1961 – 1989 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered Panama Canadian crew; became GYPSUM COUNTESS/GHZK
HPVT   GYPSUM QUEEN  1947 – 1975 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered Panama Canadian crew; became GYPSUM QUEEN/GHYY

HPVU   GYPSUM PRINCE  1947 – 1975 Bulk Ore Carrier; Gypsum Transportation; registered Panama Canadian crew; became GYPSUM PRINCE/GHYX

LR    DGS LADY LAURIER  1905-1908 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; became DGS LADY LAURIER/MLR

LRD    DGS LADY LAURIER  1912 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel based at Halifax, Nova Scotia (I DO NOT AGREE WITH CALL SIGN)

MCT    DGS CANADA  1908 – 1912 Armed 3rd Class Cruiser; Fisheries Protection & Customs Work; treated as Canada’s first warship; became DGS CANADA/VDC

MFML   FOUNDATION JOSEPHINE  Foundation Tug (this company was sold in 1968 and became Eastern Canada Towing); registered in the United Kingdom

MLD    DGS MONTCALM  1912 Icebreaker based at Quebec (I DO NOT AGREE WITH CALL SIGN)

MLR    DGS LADY LAURIER  1908-1912 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; became LADY LAURIER/VDF

MTD    DGS MINTO  1912 Ferry from Pictou, Nova Scotia to Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island (I DO NOT AGREE WITH CALL SIGN)

MWRB   HMCS LOCH ALVIE  1944 – 1945 Loch Class Frigate; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

MWRQ   HMCS MONNOW  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

MWRZ   HMCS TEME  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

MXFK   HMCS RIBBLE  1944 – 1945 River Class Frigate; in commission as a Royal Navy Vessel

MZR    SS CITY OF SYDNEY  1912 steamer hauling coal for Black Diamond Line, Sydney, Nova Scotia

OZBM   RITVA DAN  built 1961, Cargo Vessel, J. Lauritzen, Copenhagen, Denmark; became KAKAWI/VGDP

RGR    DGS EARL GRAY  1912 Canada’s first icebreaker sold to Russia in 1914 as HMCS EARL GRAY/VDI

SEWN   STENA NORDICA  Newfoundland Ferry

STD    DGS STANLEY  1912 Ferry from Pictou, Nova Scotia to Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island

VCBD   BAIE COMEAU 2  built 1973, Quebec and Ontario Transport, General Cargo; former MONTE ALMANZOR/EEEY

VCBG   GULF IVY  built 1938, Tug, Gulf Tug and Barge, Vancouver; former KAM/VCBG; became SEASPA

EXPLORER/VCBG
VCBG  SEASPAN EXPLORER built 1938, Seaspan International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former GULF IVY/VCBG; became SWIFTSURE X/VCBG

VCBJ  SEAFOAM V built 1938, Tug, Thompson Navigation Limited, Campbell River, British Columbia; former DAMAR/VCBJ, LA PORTE/VCBJ

VCBK  ABITIBI built 1938, West Coast Passenger Ship

VCBL  ESTA DESGAGNES built 1982, Chemical Tanker, Desgagnes Group, Quebec

VCBL  NORTH GASPE built 1938, Passenger/Cargo, Clarke Steamship Co. Ltd., Quebec; damaged by submarine U-203 1942

VCBL  SEAFORT ATLANTIC

VCBM  W. J. IVAN PURVIS built 1938, Lake Superior Tug

VCBN  NIPIGON

VCBQ  ARCTIC SHIKO built 1983, Tug Supply Vessel that made a West to East passage of the Arctic in 1983; Fednav Limited, Montreal, Quebec

VCBT  CAPE ROGER built 1977, Fisheries Canada, Fisheries Patrol Vessel

VCBW  POINT MELFORD Tug, Eastern Canada Towing; (formed in 1971 and took over from the Foundation Company now owned by Svitzer)

VCBX  IMPERIAL VANCOUVER probably built in the 1920’s, Tanker, Imperial Oil Limited

VCBZ  ALGOWEST built 1982, Self-Discharging Bulk Carrier, Algoma Central Marine, St. Catherines, Ontario; became PETER R. CRESSWELL/VCBZ

VCDB  SOLANDER built 1929, Fishing Vessel, Ahousat Freight Services Limited, Ahousat, Ontario

VCDC  EASTERN SHELL built 1962, Shell Canadian Tankers, Coastal Tanker; former W. HAROLD REA/VCDC

VCDD  IMPERIAL SKEENA built 1970, Imperial Oil, Coastal Tanker

VCDK  GILLSPRAY built 1939, Tug/Yacht, Gilley Brothers Limited, New Westminster, British Columbia

VCDM  YOUNG HUSTLER NO 1 built 1977, Tug, Cyril A. Porter, Richmond, British Columbia

VCDR  ONTADOC built 1975, Cargo Vessel, N. M. Paterson & Sons Limited, Thunder Bay Ontario; became MELISSA DESGAGNES/VCDR

VCDS  POINT TUPPER Tug, Eastern Canada Towing; (formed in 1971 and took over from the Foundation Company now owned by Svitzer)
VCDT ALGOPORT built 1979, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes (Sank 2009 under tow to China for repairs)
VCDX OCEAN MASTER built 1960, Tug, Rivtow Marine Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia
VCFB GEORGE HINDMAN Great Lakes Cargo; became MELDRUM BAY/VCFB
VCFF MADELEINE See CYKS – what is correct?
VCFK TYEE I built 1944, Fishing Vessel, G. A. W. Ryan and Company Limited, Nanaimo, British Columbia
VCFN CANMAR KIGIORIAK built 1979, Dome Petroleum, Icebreaker Supply Ship
VCFP CHEMBARGE NO 1
VCFP MAURICE DESGAGNES 1972 – 1980 Freighter, Desgagnes Company, Quebec; sank March 12, 1980; former VAASA PROVIDER/OGJH built 1963
VCFW MURRAY BAY built 1963, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo
VCFX KLASSEN built 1961, Small General Cargo Vessel, Gemini Marine Service Limited
VCFY HUDSON TRANSPORT built 1962, Halco, Great Lakes Tanker (Destroyed by fire December 25th, 1981)
VCFZ KINGDOC built 1963, N. M. Paterson and Sons, Cargo Vessel
VCGB GEORGIAN BAY built 1954, Cargo Vessel, Canadian Shipbuilding and Engineering Limited, Collingwood, Ontario
VCGJ J. W. MCGIFFIN built 1972, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo vessel
VCGK QUEEN OF THE ISLANDS built 1963, British Columbia Ferry
VCGM JOHN CABOT built 1964, Coast Guard and Northern Electric Icebreaking Cable Ship; former CCGS JOHN CABOT/CGDJ
VCGP DEXTER II built 1928, Tug, Mayfair Enterprises, Vancouver; former VIKING SCOUT/VCGP, HYAK II/VCGP, JESSIE NO. 7/VCGP
VCGQ COMEAUDOC built 1960, N. M. Paterson and Sons, Great Lakes Cargo; former MURRAY BAY/VCGQ
VCGW KLONDIKE built 1969, The British Yukon Navigation Company, West Coast Cargo Vessel
VCGX QUEEN OF THE ISLANDS West Coast Ferry that replaced VCGK
VCGY PACIFIC PILOT There is several but all have a number after the name and no match for this

VCGZ GASPE TRANSPORT built 1972, Halco, Coastal Tanker; former ARSENE SIMARD/VCGZ; became ENERCHEM AVANCE/VCGZ

VCJB SS WHITEROCK PARK World War II park ship

VCJC SPRUCEDALE

VCJC SS CORNISH PARK World War II park ship

VCJC SUNHERMINE built 1965, Boreal Navigation Inc. General Cargo; former INISHOWEN HEAD/GPFE, CAST BEAVER/GPFE; became CATALINA/VCJC

VCJD SS GOLDSTREAM PARK World War II park ship

VCJD SWEDEROPE

VCJF BRICOLDOC

VCJG CHEMBARGE NO 3

VCJG GADUS PETREL built 1973, Comeau Seafood’s, Refrigerator Fishing Trawler; former SEAFRIDGE PETREL/GRUV, GADUS PETREL/LFUD

VCJJ ARCTIC ENDEAVOUR built 1944, Cargo Vessel, Mayhaven Shipping Limited, Halifax, Nova Scotia; former JOHN BISCOE/VCJJ

VCJJ SS CHAMPLAIN PARK World War II park ship

VCJK SS HAMPSTEAD PARK World War II park ship

VCJL E. B. BARBER built 1953, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes

VCJL SS ALEXANDRA PARK World War II park ship

VCJM CANADIAN ENTERPRISE built 1979, Self-Discharging Bulk Carrier, Algoma Central Marine, St. Catharines, Ontario

VCJM SS MISSION PARK World War II park ship

VCJN PRINCE NOVA built 1964, Northumberland Ferries, Ferry Caribou, Nova Scotia, to Wood Island, Prince Edward Island

VCJP SS PORTLAND PARK World War II park ship

VCJQ H1060 built 1964, Kent Line, Tanker; former M. J. BOYLEN/VGWT; former H1060/ZCEK
VCJR  R. G. SANDERSON built 1903, Goderich Elevator and Transit, Great Lakes Cargo; former MANTADOC/VCJR
VCJS  BMD NO 400 Fishing Vessel
VCJS  SS SEVEN OAKS PARK World War II park ship
VCJV  DUNURE built 1944, Cargo Vessel, Puddister Shipping Limiter, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former KINGFISHER/VCJV
VCJV  SS SUNSET PARK World War II park ship
VCJW  LOUIS R. DESMARAI built 1977, Canada Steamships, Cargo Vessel
VCJW  SS OAKMOUNT PARK World War II park ship
VCJX  SS QUEENSBOROUGH PARK World War II park ship
VCJY  SS WENTWORTH PARK World War II park ship
VCKB  SS BALDWIN PARK World War II park ship
VCKC  BATES PASS Fishing Vessel
VCKC  SS ASHBY PARK World War II park ship
VCKD  CARTIERCLIFFE HALL built 1959, Halco, Great Lakes Ore Carrier, former RUHR ORE/5MDV; became WINNIPEG/VCKD
VCKD  SS EVANGELINE PARK World War II park ship
VCKF  LORAINE K II built 1926, Tug/Yacht, Gulf Georgia Towing Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former GABRIOLA/VCKF; became GABIOLA/VCKF
VCKG  ROCKET built 1901, Tug, Jack Purvis, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario
VCKJ  GENERAL MONTCLALM built 1929, Dredge, Sceptre Dredging Limited, Montreal, Quebec
VCKJ  SS WESTVIEW PARK World War II park ship
VCKK  LANGDALE QUEEN built 1903, West Coast Ferry
VCKK  SS WINONA PARK World War II park ship
VCKM  RALPH MISENER built 1968, Scott Misener Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel
VCKM  SS MONTEBELLO PARK World War II park ship
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VCKN</th>
<th>LAKE WINNIPEG</th>
<th>built 1943, Nipigon Transport, Cargo vessel registered at Edmonton, Alberta; former NIVOSE/FPZA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VCKQ</td>
<td>JEAN PARISIEN</td>
<td>built 1977, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCKR</td>
<td>TRANSTREAM</td>
<td>became WITSUPPLY/VCKR and sank off Colombia in 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCKV</td>
<td>SS ROCKLAND PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCKW</td>
<td>H1070</td>
<td>built 1966, Kent Line, Tanker; former H1070/ZCEJ; former H1070/VXZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCKW</td>
<td>SEA KING I</td>
<td>built 1911, Tug, Island Tug and Barge Limited, Victoria, British Columbia; former OLIVE M/VCKW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCKW</td>
<td>IRVING WOOD</td>
<td>built 1952, Kent Line, Tanker; became IRVING WOOD/ZCEH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCKW</td>
<td>SS HAMILTON PARK</td>
<td>World War II Park ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCKW</td>
<td>SS WELLINGTON PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLB</td>
<td>NEWFOUNDLAND COAST</td>
<td>built 1934, Cargo Vessel, Newfoundland Marine Service Limited, North Sydney, Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLC</td>
<td>PATERNSON</td>
<td>built 1954, General Cargo, N. M. Paterson and Sons Limited, Thunder Bay, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLC</td>
<td>SS FRONTENAC PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship; became VICTORIA COUNTY/VCLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLC</td>
<td>VICTORIA COUNTY</td>
<td>1946, Acadia Overseas Freighters Limited; former FRONTENAC PARK/VCLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLF</td>
<td>S. FOY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLG</td>
<td>PICTON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLK</td>
<td>MEAFORD</td>
<td>built 1906, Cargo Vessel, Upper Lakes Shipping, Toronto, Ontario; former LASALLE/VCLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLK</td>
<td>SS WAVERLEY PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLL</td>
<td>NEWFOUNDLAND HAWK</td>
<td>built 1967; Fishing Vessel; Lake Group Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLL</td>
<td>SS SIMCOE PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLM</td>
<td>ARCTIC</td>
<td>built 1978, Canada Steamships, Bulk Ore Carrier (Hauled ore out of the Arctic to Europe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLN</td>
<td>MONTCLIFFE HALL</td>
<td>built 1959, Halco, Bulk Carrier; former EMS ORE/SMCO; became CARTIERDOC/VCLN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLP</td>
<td>STEELCLIFFE HALL</td>
<td>built 1959, Halco, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Built Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLS</td>
<td>FEDERAL HUMBER</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLV</td>
<td>FORT CHAMBLY</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLV</td>
<td>SS GASPIESIAN PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLW</td>
<td>SUNEMERILLON</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLX</td>
<td>CANADIAN TRANSPORT</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLY</td>
<td>CONGAR</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMB</td>
<td>POINT GILBERT</td>
<td>Tug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMC</td>
<td>QUEEN OF TSAWWASSEN</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMC</td>
<td>SS ELGIN PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMD</td>
<td>HMCS RIPPLE</td>
<td>1942–1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMF</td>
<td>POINTE SEPT-ILES</td>
<td>Tug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMK</td>
<td>TALAPUS</td>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCML</td>
<td>R. B. GREEN</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMN</td>
<td>POINT VALIANT</td>
<td>Tug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMN</td>
<td>SS FAIRMOUNT PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMN</td>
<td>MONTAGUE STRAITS</td>
<td>1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMP</td>
<td>PINEDALE</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMS</td>
<td>ANY SHIP STATION OPERATED BY CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY</td>
<td>assigned before 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCMV</td>
<td>SS LAKESIDE PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VCMW  **GRYPHON** built 1921, Tug, Gulf of Georgia Towing Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former RADIO/VCMW; became MAGNA/VCMW

VCMW  **SS WESTDALE PARK** World War II Park Ship; became CANADIAN OBSERVER/VCMW; laid up at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia scrapped 1965

VCMX  **CANSO STRAITS** built 1926, Tug, Straits Towing Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former COYLE 1/VCMX, PACIFIC COASTER/VCMX

VCMX  **CANSO STRAITS** built 1926, Tug, Straits Towing Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; became SAMPSON/VCMX, AHAB/VCMX

VCMY  **WESTCOASTER** Pleasure Craft

VCMZ  **POINT CARROLL** Tug, Eastern Canada Towing (ECTUG); formed in 1971 and took over the Foundation Company; now owned by Svitzer

VCNB  **SPRUCEGLEN** 1924 – 1985 Cargo Vessel, P & H Shipping Limited; former REISS BROTHERS/VCNB, GEORGE D. GOBLE/VCNB, ROBERT S. PIERSON/VCNB

VCNB  **SS SELKIRK PARK** World War II park ship

VCNC  **KORALLE** built 1937, Cargo Vessel, Nova Salvage and Shipbreaking Limited, Coalburn, Nova Scotia

VCNC  **SS PRINCETON PARK** World War II park ship

VCNF  **RIVER TRANSPORT**

VCNG  **SS ALBERT PARK** World War II park ship

VCNK  **CANMAR EXPLORER IV** built 1945, Oil Drill Ship, Dome Petroleum Limited, Calgary, Alberta; former DALMAHOY

VCNN  **SS HIGHLAND PARK** World War II park ship

VCNP  **BOWDRILL 2** built 1983, Offshore Drill Rig, Bow Valley Husky Drilling, Calgary, Alberta

VCNP  **FEDERAL HUDSON** Only one found built in 2000 and registered in Hong Kong

VCNQ  **ILE AUX COUDRES** built 1954, Sceptre Dredging Limited, West Coast Cargo Vessel; former HUTCHCLIFFE HALL/VCNQ

VCNR  **QUEEN OF SIDNEY** built 1960, British Columbia Ferry; former SIDNEY/VCNR

VCNR  **SS RUPERT PARK** World War II park ship

VCNT  **LAKESHELL** built 1969, Tanker, Shell Tankers Limited, Toronto, Ontario
VCNV  CANADIAN AMBASSADOR built 1983, Cargo Vessel, Upper Lakes Shipping Limited, Calgary, Alberta

VCNV  EASTCLIFFE HALL 1954 – 1970 Cargo Vessel, Hall Corporation, sank with loss of life

VCNW  CAPTAIN IOANNIS S built 1973, Tug, Ocean Navigation, Quebec; became OCEAN DELTA/VCNW

VCNX  QUEEN OF NANAIMO built 1964, British Columbia Ferry

VCNX  SS CARTIER PARK World War II Park Ship; became CANADIAN VICTOR/VCNX; laid up at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, scrapped 1965

VCNZ  SS BELL PARK World War II park ship

VCPC  SEASPN MARINER built 1960, Tug, Seaspan International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ISLAND MARINER/VCPC

VCPC  SS CROMWELL PARK World War II park ship

VCPD  VIKING QUEEN built 1978, Fishing Vessel, Heggelund Fishing Company Limited, Sooke, British Columbia

VCPG  FEDERAL PIONEER built 1971, Federal Navigation, General Cargo Vessel; former CARL GORTHON/SGVN; became CECILIA DESGAGNES/VCPG

VCPK  ALGOBAY built 1978, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes; Forward portion replaced in China

VCPL  WESTERN STAR Fishing Vessel

VCPM  ISLAND ROVER built 1972, Yacht, Ronald Arthur Ree, Galiano Island, British Columbia

VCPN  LAKESHELL built 1969, Shell Tankers, Tanker; became W. M. VACY ASH/VCPN


VCPP  PARKDALE

VCPP  SS MAISSONEUVE PARK World War II Park Ship; became CANADIAN HIGHLANDER/VCPP; laid up at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia scrapped 1965


VCPQ  SS MULGRAVE PARK World War II park ship

VCPR  ANY SHIP STATION OF CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY assigned before 1930

VCPS  PACIFIC MATE built 1916, Yacht, Straits Towing Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ESCORT NO. 1/VCPS
VCPT  HMCS STANPOINT  1939 – 1946 Tug
VCPT  OTTERCLIFFE HALL  built 1969, Halco, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel
VCPT  ROYALTON  became PETER MISENER/VCPT
VCPV  ROY A JODREY  built 1965, Cargo Vessel, Algoma Central Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario; transferred to United States same name
VCPV  SS SUTHERLAND PARK  World War II Park Ship; became CANADIAN CONQUEROR/VCPV; laid up at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia scrapped 1965
VCPW  VALIANT  built 1891, Tug, Maritime Towing, Vancouver; former KILDONAN, POLAR KING/VCPW, CANSO STRAITS/VCPW, VOLANTE/VCPW
VCPX  ALGOLAKE  built 1977, Cargo Vessel, Algoma Central Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario
VCPZ  FERBEC  built 1966, Canada Steamships, General Cargo; former FUGAKU MARU/JFFM
VCQC  LAWRENCECLIFFE HALL  built 1965, Halco, Great Lakes Cargo; became DAVID K GARDINER/VCQC
VCQC  SS LORNE PARK  World War II Park Ship; became CANADIAN LEADER/VCQC; laid up at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia scrapped 1965
VCQG  LUMAAQ  built 1974; Fishing Vessel
VCQG  SS GARDEN PARK  World War II park ship
VCQJ  SS ARGYLE PARK  World War II park ship
VCQJ  VANDOC  built 1964 N. M. Paterson and Sons, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former SIR DENYS LOWSON/VCQJ
VCQK  MARINE EVANGELINE  built 1974, Canadian National Ferry Yarmouth, Nova Scotia to Portland, Maine; former DUKE OF YORKSHIRE/LNZU
VCQP  GULF OF ST LAWRENCE ICE PATROL VESSEL  assigned before 1930; only collective call in International Publications during World War II
VCQQ  FREDERICK CARTER  built 1967, Canadian National, Ferry from Nova Scotia to Newfoundland
VCQQ  SS SHAKESPEARE PARK  World War II park ship
VCQR  BERNIER  built 1983, Research Vessel, Petro Canada Limited, Calgary, Alberta
VCQS  FOUNDATION LILLIAN  built 1944, Foundation Tug; became HAIDA CHIEFTAN/VCQS
VCQS  HAIDA CHIEFTAN built 1944, Kingcome Navigation, Tug; former N. R. LANG/VCQS; ESCORT/VCQS, FOUNDATION LILLIAN/VCQS

VCQT  ST NICHOLAS Fishing Vessel


VCQX  SEA FERRING built 1936, Cargo Barge, Deidre Hamilton, Vancouver, British Columbia

VCRD  BM NO 1 built 1937, Scow, Packers Steamship Company Limited, Richmond, British Columbia

VCRG  MAUNA LOA NO I built 1951, Fishing Vessel, Cassiar Packing Company Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

VCRJ  IRVING ESKIMO built 1980, Kent Line, Tanker

VCRK  POINT HOPE built 1910, Yacht, Robert Jordan, Vancouver, British Columbia; former PROSPECTIVE/VCRK

VCRP  DOUGLASS HOUGHTON built 1899, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Upper Lakes Shipping Limited, Thunder Bay, Ontario

VCRR  MANOIR built 1930, Tug, Paul-Emile Caron, Louisville, Quebec

VCRT  HUDSON VENTURE built 1964; Jourdain Navigation Limited, General Cargo; former GONDUL/SFBX, SILVA/SFBX; became KANGUK/VCRT

VCRZ  IRVING NORDIC built 1980, Kent Line, Tanker

VCSB  SEDCO 710 built 1982, Jack-up Oil Rig, Sedpex In., Calgary, Alberta

VCSD  HOWARD L. SHAW built 1900, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Upper Lakes Shipping Limited, Thunder Bay, Ontario

VCSF  CAROLINE ROSE built 1940, Fishing Vessel, Thelma Buitenoyk, Owen Sound, Ontario

VCSG  JOHN ERICSSON

VCSJ  ARMAND IMBEAU built 1980, Passenger Vessel, Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation, Toronto, Ontario

VCSM  SOODOC built 1976, Cargo Vessel, N. M. Paterson and Sons Limited, Thunder Bay, Ontario

VCSP  PRAIRIE HARVEST built 1984, Cargo Barge, Canada Steamships, Montreal, Quebec; became ATLANTIC HURON/VCSP

VCSR  MATTEA built 1997, Oil Tanker, Canship Ugland Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VCSR  WINDOC Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, N. M. Paterson and Sons Limited, Thunder Bay, Ontario
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VCSS</td>
<td>ANY SHIP OWNED BY IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED assigned before 1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCSV</td>
<td>CAPE BEAVER</td>
<td>built 1980; Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products Limited, Halifax, Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCSW</td>
<td>CAPE LANCE</td>
<td>built 1980; Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products Limited, Halifax, Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCSX</td>
<td>CAPE FAME</td>
<td>built 1980; Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products Limited, Halifax, Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCSZ</td>
<td>CAVALLO</td>
<td>built 1979, Federal Navigation, Containership; former CAVALLO/GXOL; became CABOT/VCSZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTD</td>
<td>ALGOWOOD</td>
<td>built 1980, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTF</td>
<td>CAPE BRIER</td>
<td>built 1981; Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products Limited, Halifax, Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTG</td>
<td>IRVING OCEAN</td>
<td>built 1981, Kent Line, Tanker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTG</td>
<td>VICTORIOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTK</td>
<td>CANADIAN LEADER</td>
<td>built 1967, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former FEUX FOLLETS/VCTK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTM</td>
<td>FRANKCLIFFE HALL</td>
<td>built 1963, Halco, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; became HALIFAX/VCTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTP</td>
<td>A. A. HUDSON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTQ</td>
<td>ADRIATIC STAR</td>
<td>Fishing Vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTR</td>
<td>T. R. MCLAGAN</td>
<td>built 1954, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTS</td>
<td>ERIN T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTT</td>
<td>MARGARET MCKENZIE</td>
<td>built 1924, Tug, McKenzie Barge and Marine Ways Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former C &amp; S/VCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTV</td>
<td>LAKE WABUSH</td>
<td>built 1981, Nipigon Transport, Cargo vessel registered at Edmonton, Alberta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTW</td>
<td>BLUE PETER II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTX</td>
<td>MAPLECLIFFE HALL</td>
<td>built 1966, Halco, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; became LEMOYNE/VCTX, CANADIAN MARINER/VCTX; Lost Scatarie Island, Nova Scotia 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTY</td>
<td>MARINE TRANSPORT</td>
<td>built 1946, Cargo Vessel, Puddister Trading Company Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former C. OMER/VCTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCTZ</td>
<td>BARDICK</td>
<td>built 1928, Yacht, Bardick Yacht Charters Limited, North Vancouver, British Columbia; former BARBARA O’H/VCTZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VCVB  IMPERIAL WINDSOR built 1927, Tanker, Imperial Oil Limited; former WINDSOLITE/VCVB; became CARDINAL/VCVB

VCVC  GOLDEN SABLE built 1930, Steel Factors Limited, Coastal Tanker; former ACADIALITE/VCVC, IMPERIAL CORNWALL/VCVC

VCVD  CF TODD Fishing Vessel

VCVS  IMPERIAL SARNIA built 1948, Imperial Oil, Coastal Tanker

VCVV  QUEEN OF VICTORIA built 1962, British Columbia Ferry

VCWB  BOWDRILL 1 built 1976, Drill Rig, Bow Valley Offshore Drilling Limited, Calgary, Alberta

VCWG  SELKIRK SETTLER built 1983, Misener Transportation Limited, bulk carrier; became SPRUCEGLEN/VOSL

VCWJ  CANADA MARQUIS built 1983, Misener Transportation Limited, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; became BIRCHGLEN/VOTT

VCWK  SASKATCHEWAN PIONEER built 1983, Misener Transportation Limited, Bulk Carrier

VCWL  SUN EMERILLON built 1969, Boreal Navigation Inc.; General Cargo; former BORNELAND/SHYV, MESGAGNES/VCWL

VCWP  HMCS ROSS NORMAN 1940 – 1946 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former Ross Norman Shipping Company Coaster ROSS NORMAN/VCWP

VCWX  IRVING CANADA built 1981, Kent Line, Tanker

VCWX  PACIFIC YARDER

VCWZ  CANADIAN PIONEER built 1981, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

VCXB  CAPE BALLARD built 1981; Fishing Vessel; Scotia Trawler Equipment Limited, Lunenburg, Nova Scotia

VCXD  D. B. WELDON built 1907, General Cargo Vessel, Western Metals Corporation, Thunder Bay, Ontario; former SHELTER B/VCXD

VCXG  FORT LAUZON built 1964, General Cargo Vessel, Logistic Navigation Incorporated, Montreal

VCXG  GULF MACKENZIE built 1976, Gulf Oil Limited, Coastal Tanker
VCXL  ELKHOUND 1934 – 1943 Tanker, this was the first tanker owned by Irving Oil, Saint John, New Brunswick (Registered 1929 – 1948)

VCXL  QUEBEC built 1958, Freighter; former ALICE BOWATER/GBBA

VCXM  METRO SUN became HAMILTON ENERGY/VCXM

VCXQ  CONNOISSEUR built 1931, Fishing Vessel, William Church, Surrey, British Columbia; former WESTERN FLYER/VCXQ

VCXR  CHARNY

VCXR  SEAFORTH JARL built 1975, Anchor Handling Vessel, Seaforth Maritime Limited, Chester, Scotland

VCYB  UNION JACK built 1941, Yacht, West Wind Charter Limited, Burnaby, British Columbia; former BURNABY STRAITS/VCYB

VCYG  FRANK BRODERICK built 1965, Research Vessel, Northern Offshore Limited, Edmonton, Alberta

VCYJ  SEA SON built 1926, Seiner, Lawrence Edward, Vancouver, British Columbia; former DAIRYO/VCYJ

VCYK  SEA SPRAY I

VCYR  NANAIMO TILLICUM built 1924, Workboat, William Thompson, Garden Bay, British Columbia; former TARZAN II/VCYR

VCYT  PACIFIC QUEEN built 1940, Seiner, Canadian Fishing Company Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

VCYV  ANKER A built 1940, Fishing Vessel, Robert Melin, Prince Rupert, British Columbia

VCYY  SEAFED MARGAREE built 1972, Workboat, Fednav, Montreal, Quebec

VCZB  FORT MINGAN built 1962, Passenger Vessel, Logistic Navigation Incorporated, Montreal, Quebec; former NORDBEC/VCZB

VCZF  MIDNIGHT SUN built 1938, Fishing Vessel, Floe Fishing Company Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

VCZG  ISLAND COMMANDER built 1912, Workboat, B C Timber Limited, West Vancouver, British Columbia

VCZK  GULF BIRD built 1941, Tug, Komartec Services Limited, Coquitlam, British Columbia; former BLACK BIRD II/VCZK

VCZM  CELESTE M 1939 – 1944 Freighter, the Melanson Family, Gilberts Cove, Nova Scotia
VCZR  RENNER PASS  built 1925, Yacht, James Wallington, Prince Rupert, British Columbia; former VICTORIA STRAITS/VCZR

VCZW  BCP 45  built 1927, Fishing Vessel, Allen Chickite, Quathiaski Cove, British Columbia

VDA  HMCS NIOBE 1910 – 1920 Diadem Class Cruiser; former HMS NIOBE (Survived and notified the world of the Halifax explosion December 6th, 1917)

VDB  HMCS RAINBOW 1910 – 1920 Apollo Class Cruiser; former HMS RAINBOW

VDBB  SAN JUAN PRINCE  built 1976, Tug, British Columbia Forest Products Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

VDBD  ISLAND PRINCESS built 1958, Ferry, Minister Transportation and Highways, Victoria, British Columbia; became NORTH ISLAND PRINCESS/VDBD

VDBG  H. M. GRIFFITH  built 1973, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Niagara Finance Company, Toronto, Ontario; became HON. PAUL MARTIN/VDBG

VDBK  ABITIBI  built 1938, Tug, Gulf of Georgia Towing Company, North Vancouver, British Columbia

VDBK  SUDBURY II  built 1943, Tug, Seaspan International, North Vancouver, British Columbia

VDBL  POINT GREY SWELL  built 1939, Tug, Menzies Bay Marine Services Limited, Victoria, British Columbia

VDBM  EASTERN SHELL  built 1962, Tanker, Shell Canadian Tankers, Toronto, Ontario; former W. HAROLD REA/VDBM; became WESTERN SHELL/VDBM

VDBP  STANDON  built 1913, Tug, Frank Smith, Vancouver, British Columbia; former CURLY/VDBP

VDC  DGS CANADA 1912 – 1924 Armed 3rd Class Cruiser; Fisheries Protection & Customs Work; former DGS CANADA/MCT; sold and sank

VDCM  CANORA built 1918, Ferry Boat, V & L Logging Company, Vancouver, British Columbia

VDCM  TAHYSIS PRINCE  built 1920, West Coast Cargo Vessel; Northland Navigation

VDCS  DGS BIRNIE 1921 – 1951 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel based on the West Coast

VDCW  CEMENTKARRIER  built 1930, Three Rivers Boatmen, Quebec; Cargo Vessel; became GENERAL KARRIER/VDCW

VDCX  CHARLES R. HUNTLEY  built 1926, Carpac Leasing Limited; Dredge

VDD  DGS MINTO  built 1899, Icebreaker; Prince Edward Island Ferry (1899 – 1915) sold to Russia 1915

VDDDB  SS ROSEDALE PARK  World War II park ship
VDDC  SS RUNNYMEDE PARK World War II park ship

VDDD  ANY CANADIAN MERCHANT VESSEL assigned around 1946; I heard it used the once only in all my years operating radio

VDDD  SS MOUNT ORFORD PARK World War II park ship

VDDF  CANADIAN HUNTER built 1962, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former HAMILTONIAN/VDDF, PETITE HERMINE/VDDF

VDDF  SS CONNAUGHT PARK World War II park ship

VDDG  GULF STAR built 1944, Survey Vessel, Puddister Trading Company, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former MIQUELON/VDDG

VDDG  SS WESTEND PARK World War II park ship

VDDJ  SS SIBLEY PARK World War II park ship

VDDK  SS DENTONIA PARK World War II park ship

VDDL  SEAWAY QUEEN built 1959, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

VDDM  SS MILICAN PARK World War II park ship

VDDM  FIRBRANCH built 1944, Socodena Ltee Quebec, Coastal Tanker; former MILICAN PARK/VDDM (one of the last Park Ships built)

VDDN  SS AVONDALE PARK World War II park ship

VDDP  SIMCOE built 1966, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VDDP  SS BERESFORD PARK World War II park ship

VDDR  SS CONFEDERATION PARK World War II park ship

VDDS  SS SPRINGBANK PARK World War II park ship

VDDT  FUEL MARKETER built 1944, Ship Repair and Supplies, Coast Tanker; former WHITE ROSE/VDDT, JOHN IRWIN/VDDT, EGLINTON PARK/VDDT

VDDT  SS EGLINTON PARK World War II park ship

VDDV  SS OTTERBURN PARK World War II park ship

VDDV  SPRUCEBRANCH built 1944, Tanker, Branch Lines Limited

VDDW  ELMBRANCH built 1944, Tanker, Branch Lines Limited
VDDW  SS NORWOOD PARK  World War II park ship
VDDX  SS KAWARTHA PARK  World War II park ship
VDDY  SS YAMASKA PARK  World War II park ship
VDDZ  SS OUTREMONT PARK  World War II park ship; became FEDERAL PIONEER/VGZZ
VDE  DGS STANLEY  built 1888, Icebreaker; Ferry to Prince Edward Island
VDF  DGS LADY LAURIER  1912 – 1923 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; became DGS/CGS LADY LAURIER/CGSL
VDFC  MINNA
VDFL  NORMAN P. CLEMENT  1923 – 1968, Chemical Tanker, Chembarge Limited, Point Edward, Ontario
VDFN  SHIRLEY G. TAYLOR  built 1925, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Norris Grain Company Limited
VDFP  ALGOWAY  built 1972, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes
VDFR  SWIFTSURE 2  built 1975, Harbour Tug, Swiftsure Towing Limited, New Westminster, British Columbia
VDFW  LOUISE IDAHO
VDG  DGS ABERDEEN  1912-1923 Buoy Vessel; based at Saint John, New Brunswick; former DGS ABERDEEN/ABD; sank in 1923
VDGJ  SS PRINCE ALBERT PARK  World War II park ship
VDGN  BLIGH ISLAND  built 1938, Fish Packer, Joseph Domijan, North Vancouver, British Columbia
VDGQ  SS GATINEAU PARK  World War II park ship
VDGT  KOPRINO  built 1926, Fishing Vessel, Packers Steamship Company Limited, Richmond, British Columbia
VDGX  SS KOOTENAY PARK  World War II park ship
VDGZ  SS POINT PELEE PARK  World War II park ship
VDH  DGS DRUID  1912 – 1923 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy vessel; became DGS DRUID/CGSW
VDI  DGS EARL GREY  built 1909; Department of Fisheries Icebreaker; became HMCS EARL GREY/VDI
VDI  HMCS EARL GREY  1912 – 1914 Icebreaker; transferred to Russia 1914
VDJ  DGS MONTCALM 1904 – 1923 Icebreaker based at Quebec; became DGS MONTCALM/CGSM
VDJB  A. S.GLOSSBRENNER built 1966, Algoma Central Railway; Great Lakes Cargo; became ALGOSTEEL/VDJB
VDJB  SS MOUNT ROBSON PARK World War II park ship
VDJL  FORT WILLIAM built 1965, Canada Steamships; General Cargo; became STEPHEN B. ROMAN/VDJL
VDJS  SS BANFF PARK World War II park ship
VDJS  WHEAT KING built 1952 Upper Lakes Shipping, Bulk Carrier; former LLANDAFF
VDJT  OTIS WACK 1950 – 1995 Tug, Fundy Gypsum based at Hantsport, Nova Scotia; became WYATT MCKEIL/VDJT
VDK  DGS MONTMAGNY 1909 – 1914 lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel based at Quebec; sank from collision with collier LINGAN 1914
VDKV  FORT HENRY built 1965, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel
VDKX  BC FLYER built 1942, Seiner, Anton Baraka, Burnaby, British Columbia; former SNOW KING/VDKX
VDL  DGS LADY GREY 1912 – 1923 Icebreaker; became CGS LADY GREY/CGSY
VDLB  FRANK J. HUMPHREY built 1943, Cargo Vessel, Challenger Limited, Hamilton Bermuda
VDLC  JAMES NORRIS built 1952, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier
VDLD  HURON built 1875, Ferry, Windsor Detroit Barge Line Limited, Windsor, Ontario
VDLG  BAYQUINTE
VDLJ  GOLDEN HIND built 1952, Trico Enterprises, Coastal Tanker; former IMPERIAL WOODBEND/VDLJ
VDLQ  PATRICIA MCQUEEN A tug with this name served in the Navy at Gaspe, Quebec, during the war, 1941 – 1945
VDLT  HECATE CROWN became SEASPN CHALLENGER/VDLT
VDLX  HOCHELAGA built 1949, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo vessel
VDLZ  BC PRIDE built 1937, Fishing Vessel, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia
VDM  DGS ARCTIC built 1901, Arctic Patrol vessel (call sign 1912 – 1923 – broken up 1926)

VDM  DGS QUADRA West Coast Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel (1890 – 1916 – sold after a collision in 1916 – same call sign as DGS ARCTIC)

VDMC  BELVOIR built 1955, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Beaconsfield Shipping Limited

VDMG  QUEEN OF BURNABY built 1965, British Columbia Ferry

VDMG  SS PORT ROYAL PARK World War II park ship

VDMR  LA GARDE built 1942, Tug, North Arm Transportation Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; became NORTH ARM GUARDIAN/VDMR

VDMV  SIR JAMES DUNN built 1952, Canadian Shipbuilding and Engineering, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VDN  DGS ESTEVAN 1912 – 1923 West Coast Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; became DGS ESTEVAN/CGST

VDNB  HMCS BERSMIS 1941 – 1945 Tug; former Department of Public Works Tug BERSMIS/VDNB

VDNC  HMCS PAT DORIS (built 1913, The Maple Leaf Steamship Company Limited, Montreal – listed in 1979; former YORKMINSTER and ARDGARTH)

VDND  BLUENOSE built 1955, Canadian National, Ferry Yarmouth, Nova Scotia to Bar Harbor, Maine

VDO  DGS DOLLARD 1913 – 1923 Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; became DGS DOLLARD/CGSD

VDP  DGS NEWINGTON 1918 – 1923 West Coast Lighthouse Supply and Buoy Vessel; became DGS NEWINGTON/CGFK

VDP  HMCS NEWINGTON 1914 – 1918 Minelayer Patrol Vessel; former DGS NEWINGTON/VDP; became DGS NEWINGTON/VDP

VDPB  SEASPAN VICTOR built 1970, Tug, Seaspan International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ISLAND VICTOR/VDPB

VDPG  SS ROCKWOOD PARK World War II park ship

VDPJ  POWELL RIVER QUEEN built 1965, Ferry Boat, British Columbia Ferry Corporation, Victoria, British Columbia

VDPM  NITINAT CHIEF built 1941, Tug, Menzies Bay Marine Services Limited, Victoria, British Columbia

VDPQ  FRANQUELIN built 1955, Quebec and Ontario Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former GRIFFON/VDPQ; became EVA DESGAGNES/VDPQ

VDPS  SEASPAN CHAMPION Seaspan International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia
VDPT  SWELL built 1912, Tug, Thomas Stockdill, Vancouver, British Columbia

VDPW  SEASSPAN NAVIGATOR built 1970, Tug, Seaspam International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former LA GARDE/VDPW

VDPZ  SECOLA built 1951, Secela Shipping, Tanker; former CEDARBRANCH/VDPZ

VDQ  DGS ARANMORE 1912 – 1923 Lighthouse Supply vessel; became DGS ARANMORE/CGSP

VDQB  SS ALGONQUIN PARK World War II park ship

VDQC  BLUE CLOUD built 1973, Yacht, William Banyard, West Hill, Ontario?

VDQC  SS LANSdowne PARK World War II park ship

VDQF  SS LAURENTIDE PARK World War II park ship

VDQG  SS VICTORIA PARK World War II park ship

VDQQ  QUEEN OF NEW WESTMINSTER built 1964, British Columbia Ferry

VDQS  HOPEDALE built 1960, Newfoundland Coastal Freighter; became Patrol Boat, Minister of Transport, Ottawa

VDQV  QUEDOC built 1960, N. M. Paterson and Sons; Cargo Vessel

VDQW  EASTISLE built 1942, Seiner, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia

VDQX  SOUTHISLE Fishing Vessel

VDQY  RADIUM KING built 1937, Northern Transportation Limited, Tug; Operating on the Mackenzie River and Arctic Ocean

VDQZ  RADIUM QUEEN built 1937, Northern Transportation Limited, Tug; Operating on the Mackenzie River and Arctic Ocean

VDRC  AGAWA CANYON built 1970, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes; Cargo Vessel

VDRD  NORGOMA built 1950, Cargo Vessel, Corporation of the City of Sault Ste Marie, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario

VDRF  CACOUNA

VDRG  SS GLACIER PARK World War II park ship

VDRL  WILLOWBRANCH built 1950, Affiliated Marine Metal and Salvage; Tanker

VDRQ  SS DARTMOUTH PARK World War II park ship
VDRV  CANADIAN PROGRESS  built 1968, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier
VDRX  SHIERCLIFFE HALL  built 1950, Strathmore Terminals, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel
VDSB  CLAIRE SIMARD
VDSB  SS CRESCENT PARK  World War II park ship
VDCS  SHELBURNE COUNTY  (1946) Acadia Overseas Freighters Limited; former RIVERVIEW PARK/VDCS
VDCS  SS RIVERVIEW PARK  World War II park ship; became SHELBURNE COUNTY/VDCS
VDSF  CHUGAWAY II  built 1952, Tug, A. N. Z. Marine, Kitimat, British Columbia; former YOUNG HUSTLER NO. 2/VDSF
VDSG  SS ELM PARK  World War II park ship
VDSK  JOHN E. F. MISENER  built 1970, Misener Transportation; former SCOTT MISENER/VGLR
VDSL  WESTERN MARINER  built 1942, Fishing Vessel, British Columbia Packers, Richmond, British Columbia
VDSN  SS MAYFAIR PARK  World War II park ship
VDSP  OSSIAN A  built 1943, Workboat, William Joyce, Richmond, British Columbia
VDSV  ALEXANDER LESLIE  1900 – 1969, Great Lakes Cargo, Lake Erie Coal Company; former HUTCHINSON, H. A. ROCK
VDT  DGS ACADIA  1919 – 1923 Research Vessel; became DGS ACADIA/CGFS
VDT  HMCS ACADIA  1914 – 1919 Patrol Vessel; became DGS ACADIA/VDT
VDTB  SS HIGH PARK  World War II park ship
VDTC  CONFEDERATION  built 1961, Northumberland Ferries, Ferry Caribou, Nova Scotia, to Wood Island, Prince Edward Island
VDTC  SS CHIPPEWA PARK  World War II park ship
VDTD  OIL TRANSPORT
VDTF  SS ELK ISLAND PARK  World War II park ship
VDTG  SS GREEN GABLES PARK  World War II park ship
NORTHERN CRUISER built 1962, Ferry, Northern Cruiser Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former N. A. COMEAU/VDTJ

SS ROCKY MOUNTAINS PARK World War II park ship

INVERNESS COUNTY (1946) Acadia Overseas Freighters Limited; former KILDONAN PARK/VDTK

SS KILDONAN PARK World War II park ship; became INVERNESS COUNTY/VDTK

SS LAFONTAINE PARK World War II park ship

ROLAND DESGAGNES built 1952, Rail and Water Terminal Quebec; Great Lakes Cargo; former NORTHCLIFF HALL/VDTM, FRANKCLIFF HALL/VDTM

SS MOHAWK PARK World War II park ship

SS NEMISKAN PARK World War II park ship

SS POINT PLEASANT PARK World War II park ship

SS RIDEAU PARK World War II park ship

VEDALIN former GASPEDOC/VDTQ

SS RIVERDALE PARK World War II park ship

SS STANLEY PARK World War II park ship

MARINE COASTER former EVA/VDTV

SS WESTMOUNT PARK World War II park ship

SS TWEEDSMUIR PARK World War II park ship

SS YOHO PARK World War II park ship

SS ROCKCLIFF PARK World War II park ship

DGS MALASPINA 1913 – 1917 Fisheries Protection; became HMCS MALASPINA/VDU

DGS MALASPINA 1920 – 1923 Fisheries Protection; became DGS MALASPINA/CGFM

HMCS MALASPINA 1917 – 1920 Patrol Vessel; became DGS MALASPINA/VDU

HMCS GALIANO 1917 – 1918 Patrol Vessel; former fishing vessel GALIANO

DGS MARGARET built 1914, Customs Patrol Vessel prior to the RCMP Marine Section; became HMCS MARGARET/VDW
VDW  HMCS MARGARET 1915 – 1919 Patrol Vessel; former DGS MARGARET/VDW; became DGS MARGARET/VDW

VDWB  SS MOUNT DOUGLAS PARK  World War II park ship

VDWB  TADOUSSAC built 1969, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VDWC  MONTREALAIS built 1962, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

VDWC  SS MOUNT REVELSTOKE PARK  World War II park ship

VDWF  LACHINEDOC N. M. Paterson and Sons, General Cargo

VDWF  SS MONTMORENCY PARK  World War II park ship

VDWK  RADIUM EXPRESS built 1939, Northern Transportation Limited, Tug, Operating on the Mackenzie River and Arctic Ocean

VDWP  ALASKA QUEEN II built 1943, Seiner, Alaska Q Marine Incorporated, West Vancouver, British Columbia; former MERMAID II/VDWP

VDX  HMCS LADY EVELYN 1917 – 1919 Auxiliary Patrol Vessel; former Postmaster General Department Vessel LADY EVELYN/VDX

VDXC  CAPE MARK built 1943, Fishing Vessel, Canadian Fishing Company Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

VDXJ  RIVTOW VIKING built 1941, Tug, Rivtow Marine Limited, Vancouver; became CANADIAN VIKING/VDXJ

VDXK  VIKING STAR built 1978, Fishing Vessel, Westfjord Fishing Limited, Prince Rupert, British Columbia

VDXV  SILLERY built 1963, Tanker, Quebec Tug Limited, Montreal, Quebec; former IMPERIAL VERDUN/VDXV

VDXX  MARINE VOYAGER built 1948, Cargo Vessel, Puddister Trading Company; former BLANC SABLON/VDXX, VICTORIAN MARIE/VDXX

VDY  SS DURLEY CHINE 1914 steamer chartered to resupply northern stations

VDYB  SS BRENTWOOD BAY PARK  World War II park ship

VDYC  SS CLEARWATER PARK  World War II park ship

VDYF  ILE DE MONTREAL built 1910, Nittolo Metal, Tanker; former CREEK TRANSPORT/VDYF; became COASTAL CREEK/VDYF
VDYF  SS MEWATA PARK World War II park ship
VDYG  HUMBERDOC built 1937, Cargo Vessel, N. M. Paterson and sons, Thunder Bay, Ontario
VDYG  SS MOUNT MAXWELL PARK World War II park ship
VDYJ  SS WILDWOOD PARK World War II park ship; became IRVINGDALE/VDYJ; became IRVINGDALE/ZFNN
VDYK  SS LOUISBOURG PARK World War II park ship
VDYK  BAY TRANSPORT built 1950, Lother Loeb, Tanker; former COASTAL CARRIER/VDYK
VDYL  INLAND TRANSPORT built 1926, Tara Corporation, Great Lakes Tanker; former TRANSINLAND/VDYL
VDYL  SS MOUNT BRUCE PARK World War II park ship
VDYM  SS MOOSE MOUNTAIN PARK World War II park ship
VDYP  SS TECUMSEH PARK World War II park ship
VDYQ  CHRIS M built 1943, Tug, Joyce Rogers, Toronto, Ontario; former ASHFORD/VDYQ
VDYQ  EMPIRE SANDY built 1943, Empire Sandy Inc., Passenger Vessel
VDYQ  SS DUNDURN PARK World War II park ship
VDYR  SS TEMAGAMI PARK World War II park ship
VDYS  ATLANTIC NORMA built 1967, Fishing Vessel; (Newfishco) Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland
VDYS  SS SUNNYSIDE PARK World War II park ship
VDYT  IRVING BIRCH built 1967, Deep Sea Tug, Atlantic Towing
VDYT  SS TIPPERARY PARK World War II park ship
VDYW  SS WINNEPEGOSIS PARK World War II park ship
VDYX  SS WESTBANK PARK World War II park ship
VDYZ  SS BUFFALO PARK World War II park ship
VDZ  SS SHEBA Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
VDZB  CLYDE built 1950, The Lake Group limited; former HIRONDELLE/VDZB
VDZB  SS DUFFERIN PARK World War II park ship
SS KENSINGTON PARK World War II park ship
LABRADOC built 1953, N. M. Paterson and Sons, General Cargo
SS WASCANA PARK World War II park ship
PRINDOC built 1966, N. M. Paterson and Sons, Cargo Vessel
SS STRATHCONA PARK World War II park ship
NORTH STAR VI built 1944, Dartmouth Salvage Limited; former ARCTIC PROWLER/VDZJ
SS MOUNT ROYAL PARK World War II park ship
SS MANITOU PARK World War II park ship
SS WINDERMERE PARK World War II park ship
SS RIDING MOUNTAINS PARK World War II park ship
SS NIPIWAN PARK World War II park ship
SEASPA SOVEREIGN built 1944, Seaspan International; former ISLAND SOVEREIGN/VDZP
SS ARLINGTON BEACH PARK World War II park ship
NIPIGON BAY built 1951, Canada Steamships, Tanker; former IMPERIAL LEDUC/VDZQ
SS QUETICO PARK World War II park ship
R. BRUCE ANGUS built 1951, Upper Lakes Shipping, Tanker; former IMPERIAL REDWATER/VDZR
SS CYPRESS HILL PARK World War II park ship
SS SILVER STAR PARK World War II park ship
SS WOODLAND PARK World War II park ship
FORT LENNOX built 1944, Agence Maritime Inc., Quebec, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former R. A. MCINNIS/VDZW; became a training ship
SS BEATON PARK World War II park ship
SS AINSLIE PARK World War II park ship
DGS LORD STRATHCONA 1902 – 1923, Salvage Steamer, Quebec; became DGS LORD STRATHCONA/VGLS
SS CANADIAN TRAVELLER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
TUNDRALAND Freighter; Canada summer U.K. winter as GUDN; became ARCTIC TIDE/ZGQG
POLLAR FORCITE built 1921, Tug, McCreesh Trucking Limited, Victoria, British Columbia
SS CANADIAN MARINER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
NORTHERN SHELL built 1970, Shell Canadian Tankers, tanker; former FROBISHER TRANSPORT/VGBK, AXEL HEIBERG/VGBK, OLAU SYD/OUKD
SS CANADIAN SAPPER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
SS CANADIAN FISHER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
MAAGEN built 1909, Tug, John McGuin, Port Moody, British Columbia (only name on record)
SNOW PRINCE built 1937, Seiner, Canadian Fishing Company Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia
SS CANADIAN VICTOR Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
SS CANADIAN EXPLORER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
GILLFOAM became PLUNGER/VGBT
GILLFOAM Listed with the International Telecommunication Union in 1966
PLUNGER Listed with the International Telecommunication Union in 1974
SS CANADIAN FORESTER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
SCOTIA CLIFFE HALL built 1958, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Halco
SS CANADIAN SKIRMISHER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
SS CANADIAN HUNTER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
CANADIAN CONSTRUCTOR built 1947, Canadian National
GIBRALTER STRAITS built 1965, Tug, RSL Shipyards, Vancouver, British Columbia
SS CANADIAN TRANSPORTER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
SS CANADIAN HARVESTER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
HUBERT GAUCHER built 1982, Tanker, Sofati Ltee, Westmount, Quebec
MAPLEBRANCH built 1958, Les Chantiers Davie, Coastal Tanker; became L’ERABLE/VGCD (Maple Tree)
SS DORVAL PARK World War II park ship
VGCG  MICHIPICOTEN  built 1952, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Interlake Steamship Company; former ELTON HOYT/VGCG

VGCK  SUNSHINE COAST QUEEN  built 1951, B. C. Ferry; former PERE NOUVEL, JACK DALTON, VACATIONLAND; became GULF KANAYAK/VGCK

VGCL  POINT VIKING  Tug, Eastern Canada Towing (ECTUG); formed in 1971 from the Foundation Company

VGCM  ASHCROFT

VGCP  MARLIN II built 1906, Tug, Weldwood Transportation Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former CLAYBURN/VGCP

VGCQ  FUEL TRANSPORT

VGCR  C. A. BENNETT

VGCS  HMCS VENOSTA 1939 – 1942 Gate Vessel; former VENOSTA/VGCS

VGCS  VENOSTA built 1917, Fishing Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; became HMCS VENOSTA/VGCS

VGCT  POINT VIM built 1962, Tug, Eastern Canada Towing; former FOUNDATION VIM/VGCT

VGCV  COASTAL CLIFF

VGCW  SABLE ISLAND built 1929, Richelieu Dredging, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former BULKARIER/VGCW

VGCY  HOLIDAY ISLAND built 1971, Canadian National, Ferry New Brunswick to Prince Edward Island; launched as WILLIAM POPE/ VGCY

VGCY  S. A. QUEEN built 1899, Barge – Grain Elevator, Simjac Marine Limited, Prescott, Ontario; former H. C. M. No 15/VGCY

VGCZ  VACATIONLAND built 1971, Canadian National, New Brunswick to Prince Edward Island Ferry

VGDB  SS CANADIAN WINNER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGDC  CONGAR built 1946, affiliated Marine Metal and Salvage, Coastal Tanker; former IMPERIAL HALIFAX/VGDC

VGDC  SS CANADIAN HIGHLANDER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGDD  AMBROSE SHEA built 1967, Canadian National, Ferry Nova Scotia to Newfoundland and Labrador
VGDF  SMOKWA Passenger Vessel
VGDF  SS CANADIAN FREIGHTER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
VGDG  LAWRENDOC built 1962, N. M. Paterson and Sons, Cargo Vessel
VGDK  ARTHUR SIMARD built 1973, Les Chantiers Davie, Coastal Tanker; became LE CEDRE NO 1/VGDK (Cedar Tree)
VGDK  SS CANADIAN SCOTTISH Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
VGDL  MONDOC built 1962, N. M. Paterson and Sons, Cargo Vessel
VGDP  KAKAWI built 1961; former RITVA DAN/OZBM
VGDO  LANSDOWNE built 1884, Ferry Boat, Windsor Detroit Barge Line Limited, Windsor, Ontario
VGDR  CHICAGO TRIBUNE built 1930, Quebec and Ontario Transport, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel
VGDW  M. R. CLIFF built 1910, Tug, Transport Charters Limited, Port Moody, British Columbia; former ANNACIS/VGDW
VGDX  SEDCO 1 built 1970, Dredge, Southeastern Commonwealth Drilling Limited, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
VGDY  NORTH PIONEER
VGDZ  SS CANADIAN ROVER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
VGFC  MATHEWSTON former RALPH S. MISENER/VGFC
VGFF  PRINCESS OF ACADIA became PRINCESS OF NANAIMO/VGFF
VGFJ  H. M. GRIGGITH built 1973, Niagara Finance Company Limited, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier
VGFJ  HMCS RAYON D’OR 1939 – 1945 Auxiliary Minesweeper; former RAYON D’OR/VGFJ
VGFJ  RAYON D’OR built 1912, Fishing Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; became HMCS RAYON D’OR/VGFJ
VGFK  GRAND BARON built 1967; Fishing Vessel; Bonavista Cold Storage Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland
VGFN  UNGAVA TRANSPORT  built 1959 Halco, Tanker; former TOMMY WIBORG
VGFP  CUMBERLAND COUNTY  1946, Acadia Overseas Freighters Limited; former FORT PRUDHOMME
VGFP  IMPERIAL ACADIA  built 1966, Imperial Oil, Coastal Tanker
VGFQ  IMPERIAL ST CLAIR  built 1974, Imperial Oil, Coastal Tanker
VGFQ  ISLAND DESPATCHER
VGFT  NEWFOUNDLAND KESTREL  built 1967; Fishing Vessel; Gtx Leasing National Limited, Toronto, Ontario
VGFV  ATLANTIC OCEAN MAID  built 1966; Fishing Vessel; Ocean Maid Foods Limited, St. Andrews, New Brunswick
VGFW  HMCS PRINCE DAVID  1940 – 1943 Prince Class Armed Merchant Cruiser & Landing Ship; former PRINCE DAVID/VGFW
VGFW  SS PRINCE DAVID  Canadian Pacific Luxury Passenger Liner; Became HMCS PRINCE DAVID/VGFW
VGFY  ISLAND PLANET  built 1914, Tug, Island Tug and Barge Limited, Victoria, BC; former QUINITSA/VGFY; became THUNDER BAY/VGFY, BRUNETTE/VGFY
VGFZ  FORT YORK  built 1958, Cargo Vessel, Power Corporation of Canada
VGFZ  HMCS PRINCE HENRY  1940 – 1946 Prince Class Armed Merchant Cruiser & Landing Ship; former PRINCE HENRY/VGFZ
VGFZ  SS PRINCE HENRY  Canadian Pacific Luxury Passenger Liner; Became HMCS PRINCE HENRY/VGFZ
VGGB  JAMES TRANSPORT  built 1967, Halo, Coastal Tanker; became ENERCHEM TRAVAILLEUR/VGGB
VGGB  SS BOWNESS PARK  World War II park ship
VGGC  SEASPAN COMMANDER  built 1970, Coastal Tug; Seaspam International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former GULF JEAN/VGGC
VGGC  SS CRYSTAL PARK  World War II park ship
VGGF  MANTADOC  built 1967, N. M. Paterson and Sons, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel
VGGF  SS ASPEN PARK  World War II park ship
VGGG  ALL CANADIAN MERCHANT VESSELS  assigned around 1946; I used it once only in all my years operating radio
VGGG  SS EARLS COURT PARK  World War II park ship
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Built Year</th>
<th>Owners and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VGGJ</td>
<td>SS PARKDALE PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGJ</td>
<td>ZWEEOO</td>
<td>Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGK</td>
<td>SS SALT LAKE PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGK</td>
<td>ZINDER</td>
<td>Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGL</td>
<td>ATLANTIC JAG</td>
<td>Fishing Vessel; Zapata Canada Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGL</td>
<td>SS QUEENS PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGM</td>
<td>SS ATWATER PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGN</td>
<td>ATLANTIC BEATRICE</td>
<td>Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGN</td>
<td>SS SAPPERTON PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGP</td>
<td>NORTHERN VENTURE</td>
<td>Upper Lakes Shipping; Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former HILDA MARJANNE/VGGP, EDENFIELD/VGGP</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGP</td>
<td>SS LEASIDE PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGQ</td>
<td>SS GREEN HILL PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGR</td>
<td>HILDA MARJANNE</td>
<td>Upper Lakes Shipping; Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former KATE N L/SWEH</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGR</td>
<td>SS KITSILANO PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGS</td>
<td>SS ALDER PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGT</td>
<td>SS BELWOODS PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGV</td>
<td>ATLANTIC PATON</td>
<td>Fishing Vessel; Ocean Maid Foods Limited, St. Andrew’s, New Brunswick</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGV</td>
<td>SS LA SALLE PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGW</td>
<td>PRINCESS OF VANCOUVER</td>
<td>Canadian Pacific, West Coast Ferry</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGW</td>
<td>SS WITHROW PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGX</td>
<td>GRAND COUNT</td>
<td>Fishing Vessel; Bonavista Cold Storage Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGX</td>
<td>SS WHITESHELL PARK</td>
<td>World War II park ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VGGY  ATLANTIC RUTHANN  built 1967, Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VGGY  SS RONDEAU PARK  World War II park ship

VGGZ  NEWFOUNDLAND FALCON  built 1967, Fishing Vessel; Gax Leasing National Limited, Toronto, Ontario

VGGZ  SS HILLCREST PARK  World War II park ship

VGJB  RADISSON  built 1954, Ferry Boat, La Societe des Traversiers du Quebec, Quebec

VGJC  HMCS PRINCE ROBERT  1940 – 1945 Prince Class Armed Merchant Cruiser & Anti-Aircraft Ship; former PRINCE ROBERT/VGJC

VGJC  RICHELIEU  built 1967, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VGJC  SS PRINCE ROBERT  Canadian Pacific Luxury Passenger Liner; became HMCS PRINCE ROBERT/VGJC

VGJD  ALGOSOO  built 1974, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes

VGJF  LEMBERG  built 1914, Fishing Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia

VGJF  SKEENA PRINCE  built 1946, West Coast Cargo Vessel; Northland Shipping Company; former China Coast OTTAWA PAGE, former BLUE PETER II/VGJF

VGJG  C. S. SERVICE  former STANDARD SERVICE/VGJG

VGJL  SS CANADIAN COMMANDER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM 1919 – 1936)

VGJN  NORDALE  built 1929, Dale Transports, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former STADACONA/VGJN

VGJP  PRINCE GEORGE  built 1948, Wong Brothers, West Coast Ferry

VGJQ  FOUNDATION FRANKLIN  Tug, Foundation; (this company was sold in 1968 and became Eastern Canada Towing – ECTUG)

VGJT  SS CANADIAN SQUATTER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGJV  LAKE MANITOBA  built 1968, Nipigon Transport, Cargo Vessel; became ALGOMARINE/VGJV

VGJW  CAPE HOWE  built 1968, Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VGJW  SS CANADIAN COASTER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGJX  SS CANADIAN LEADER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGJZ  CAPE Bauld  built 1968, Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products Limited, Halifax, Nova Scotia
VGKB  BEAVERCLIFFE HALL  built 1965, Halco, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; became QUEDOC/VGKB
VGKD  CHIMO  built 1967, Canada Steamships, General Cargo; became CANADIAN RANGER/VGKD
VGKD  FOUNDATION JUPITER  Tug, Foundation; (this company was sold in 1968 and became Eastern Canada Towing – ECTUG)
VGKF  FOUNDATION FRANCIS  Tug, Foundation; (this company was sold in 1968 and became Eastern Canada Towing – ECTUG)
VGKG  DOAN TRANSPORT  built 1972, Halco, Tanker
VGKK  CHI-CHEEMAUN  built 1974, The Owen Sound Transportation, Great Lakes Ferry
VGKL  LEON SIMARD  built 1974, Les Chantiers Davie, Coastal Tanker; became L’ORME 1/VGKL (Elm Tree)
VGKM  ALGOCEN  built 1968, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes
VGKM  SS CANADIAN CARRIER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
VGKP  ATLANTIC PEGGY  built 1967, Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland
VGKR  COLCHESTER COUNTY  Acadia Overseas Freighters Limited; former FORT VENANGO
VGKR  H. C. HEINBECKER  built 1905, Robert S. Pierson, Great Lakes Cargo; former GEORGE W. PERKINS/WGVA, WESTDALE/VGKR
VGKS  HILLSDALE
VGKT  BEDEQUE  built 1968, Fishing Vessel; Riverport Seafoods Limited, North Sydney, Nova Scotia
VGKT  WESTMINSTER COUNTY  1946 Acadia Overseas Freighters Limited; former FORT KULLYSPELL
VGKV  ATLANTIC ELLEN  built 1967, Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland; became ZURITA/VGKV
VGKX  ASSINIBOIA  built 1907, Rail Ferry, Canadian Pacific
VGKY  GROVEDALE  built 1905, The Steel Company of Canada, Great Lakes Cargo; former DONALD B. GILLIES/KDXU
VGLB  SS CANADIAN PATHFINDER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
VGLC  PATERSON  built 1954, N. M. Paterson and Sons Limited, Great Lakes Cargo vessel; became ANDREW C. CROSBIE/VGLC
VGLD  TEXACO BRAVE  built 1977, Tanker, Texaco Canada Inc.; became LE BRAVE/VGLD
VGLJ  PRESTIGE  built 1975, Fishing Vessel, Prosperity Marine Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

VGLM  BAFFIN TRANSPORT

VGLN  IRVING ARCTIC  built 1974, Kent Line, Tanker

VGLQ  SS CANADIAN ENGINEER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGLR  SCOTT MISENER  built 1954, Misener Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former JOHN E. G. MISENER/VDSK

VGLS  DGS/CGS LORD STRATHCONA  1923 – 1947; Salvage Steamer, Quebec; former DGS LORD STRATHCONA/VFX; broken up in 1947

VGLS  SS CANADIAN LOGGER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGLS  THORNHILL  built 1906, Cargo Vessel, Upper Lakes Shipping, Toronto, Ontario; former ISHPEMING/WA6115

VGLT  HMCS NORSAL  1940 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former Powell River Company Yacht NORSAL/VGLT

VGLT  SS CANADIAN BRITISHER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGLV  CANADIAN HIGHLANDER  built 1967, Upper Lakes Shipping, Bulk Carrier; former CAPE BRETON HIGHLANDER/ VGLV, THORSDRAKE/ LMAZ

VGLW  BAYFAIR  built 1928, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former COALHAVEN

VGLX  SS CANADIAN CONQUEROR  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGLY  SS CANADIAN CHALLENGER  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGLZ  CAMILLE MARCOUX  built 1974, La Societe des Traversiers du Quebec, Ferry

VGLZ  SS CANADIAN CONSTRUCTOR  Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGMB  GODERICH  built 1906, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Cargo vessel; former SAMUEL MATHER/WPBG; became SOO RIVER TRADER/VGMB

VGMD  AIME GAUDREAU  built 1964, Kent Line Limited, Coastal Tanker Eastern Canada

VGMG  CAPE YORK  built 1968, Fishing Vessel, National Sea Products Limited, Halifax, Nova Scotia

VGMJ  ZAGREB  built 1967, Fishing Vessel, Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VGMN  CHIEF SKUGAID  built 1913, Fishing Vessel, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia

VGMP  MIDLAND PRINCE  built 1908, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Midland Navigation Company Limited
VGMQ  PROGRESSIVE built 1906, Tug, Surfside Shellfish Company Limited; former D. A. EVANS/VGMQ

VGMR  RUTH HINDMAN built 1910, Cargo Vessel, Western Metals Corporation, Thunder Bay, Ontario; former NORWAY/VGMV

VGMV  CANADIAN NAVIGATOR built 1967, Upper Lakes Shipping, General Cargo; former DEMETERTON/GWGU; became SAINT LAWRENCE NAVIGATOR/VGMV

VGMW  GLACIER QUEEN

VGMX  LAKE TRANSPORT built 1930, Steel Factors, Coastal Tanker; former CYCLO WARRIER/VGMX, TEXACO WARRIER/VGMX

VGNB  FRONTENAC built 1968, Canada Steamships, General Cargo

VGNB  SS CANADIAN CRUISER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGCN  BAYSHELL built 1967, Tanker, Shell Canada Tankers, Toronto, Ontario

VGCN  SS CANADIAN TRAPPER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

VGND  RENVOYLE

VGNJ  BAYTON

VGNK  SEASPAN GREG built 1964, Seaspan International, West Coast Cargo Vessel; former GREG YORKE/VGNK

VGNK  YALE COUNTY 1946, Acadia Overseas Freighters Limited; former FORT ST REGIS

VGNP  POINTE NOIRE built 1926, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former SAMUEL MATHER

VGNR  PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

VGNW  CANADIAN PROSPECTOR built 1964, Upper Lakes Shipping, General Cargo; former CARLTON/GMMU; former SAINT LAWRENCE PROSPECTOR/VGNW

VGNW  HMCS VIENOE 1939 – 1942 Boom Defence Vessel; former VIENOE/VGNW

VGNW  VIENOE built 1914, Fishing Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; became HMCS VIENOE/VGNW

VGNZ  COLLINGWOOD Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VGPC  CANADIAN TIDE
LAC STE ANNE  built 1924, Quebec and Ontario Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former BLANCHE HINDMAN/VGPD

YUKON STAR West Coast passenger vessel; former HMCS ST THOMAS/CZGL

TEXACO WARRIER  built 1970, Tanker, Texaco Canada Inc.; former ANTERIORITY/GZNV, THUNTANK 6/GZNV

ZEBULON  built 1966, Fishing Vessel, Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

HELEN EVANS built 1906 Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

ZORY  built 1967, Fishing Vessel, Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

WIARTON  built 1907, Steel Company of Canada, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

SENNEVILLE  built 1967, Mohawk Navigation, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

CANADIAN CRUISER  built 1947, Canadian National

QUEEN OF PRINCE RUPERT  built 1966, British Columbia Ferry; former VICTORIA PRINCESS/VGPZ

CHESLEY A. CROSBIE  built 1964, Chimo Shipping, General Cargo; became TERRA NORDICA/VGQB; the merchant ship that has gone the farthest north

ONTADOC  built 1975, N. M. Paterson and Sons Limited, Cargo Vessel

DONNAcona  built 1914, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier, Canada Steamship Lines

GOUDREAU

SEA TRANSPORT

GULF GUNN  built 1966, Fishing Vessel, H. B. Nickerson and Sons Limited, North Sydney, Nova Scotia

NEW YORK NEWS  built 1955, Quebec and Ontario Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former TECUMSEH/VGQP; became STELLA DESGAGNES/VGQP

RIDGETOWN  built 1905, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier, Upper Lakes Shipping

HARO  built 1910, Tug; became HMCS HARO; Vancouver Tug Boat Company Limited, Vancouver; became LE BEAU/VGQR, V.T.503/VGQR, ANNIE SUE/VGQR

HMCS HARO 1939 – 1945 Patrol Vessel; former Island Tug and Barge Tug HARO/VGQR

MANITOULIN  built 1966, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo

NORMAC probably a Tug
VGQZ  AGAWA became LIONEL PARSONS/VGQZ
VGRD  DOLORES T. JANDA built 1966, Fishing Vessel; Sank February 1982; former UNIPEC/VGRD
VGRK  PIERSON DAUGHTERS built 1923 after portion 1942, Pierson Shipping, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; became BEECH GLEN/VGRK
VGRN  ARGONAUT II Pleasure Craft
VGRP  HAGARTY
VGRR  MAYNE QUEEN built 1965, Ferry Passenger and Vehicles, British Columbia Ferry Corporation, Victoria, British Columbia
VGRS  GISLAIN
VGRT  V. W. SCULLY built 1965, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former DON DE DIEU/VGRT; became ALGOSOUND/VGRT
VGSC  SUSAN HINDMAN Tug, Diamond Steamship Company Limited; became HERBERT A/VGSC
VGSF  IRVING MAPLE built 1966, Deep Sea Tug, Atlantic Towing
VGSK  CANADIAN CHALLENGER built 1947, Canadian National; became ITALIA/SVNR (1979)
VGSK  MARTHA HINDMAN built 1905, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Hindman Transportation Company, Owen Sound, Ontario; became LAC DES ILES/VGSK
VGSM  OUTARDE built 1927, General Cargo, Desgagnes Transport Incorporated, Quebec; former STRATHBOGIE/VGSM
VGSN  SEA WAVE built 1923, Tug, Sea Wave Charters Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former SEASPAN WAVE/VGSN
VGSQ  K. A. POWELL built 1909, Goderich Elevator and Transit, Great Lakes Cargo vessel; former ELMDALE/VGSQ; became ELMDALE/VGSQ
VGSR  CONRAD MARIE
VGSR  RCMP ST ROCH 1928 – 1954 G Division Northern Patrol Vessel; became part of the Vancouver Museum, Vancouver, British Columbia
VGSX  IVANHOE built 1907, Tug, Ivanhoe Heritage Foundation, Vancouver, British Columbia
VGTD  SEASPAN DORIS built 1968, Seaspan International, West Coast Tug; former DORIS YORKE/VGTD
VGTF  BANKSLAND built 1953, Cargo Vessel, Northern Transportation Company Limited, Edmonton, Alberta; former AURIGA/VGTF
VGTG  HERON B built 1906; Trico Enterprises, Great Lakes Cargo; former J PIERPONT MORGAN/WEVG; former HERON BAY/VGTG
VGTK  SHAWANAGA
VGTM  LEMOYNE 1926 – 1969 Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Canada Steamship Lines
VGTN  BLANCHE HINDMAN built 1924, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier
VGTT  QUADRA QUEEN II built 1969, British Columbia Ferry capable of carrying 30 vehicles
VGTV  SUDBURY
VGTW  MACVIE built 1959, Tanker, Vanstad Shipping Limited, Victoria, British Columbia; former B. C. STANDARD/VGTW
VGTY  LA POINTE built 1906, Yacht, C. C. & R. Towing Limited, North Vancouver, British Columbia; former KINGSWAY/VGTY
VGTZ  G. B. CHURCH built 1943, Cargo Vessel, Centennial Towing Limited, Surrey, British Columbia; former CERIUM/VGTZ, G. R. VEIE/VGTZ
VGVB  SS NORANDA PARK World War II park ship
VGVC  SS SUNALTA PARK World War II park ship
VGVC  SS TOBIATIC PARK World War II park ship
VGVD  KVITFJELL
VGVD  SS DUNLOP PARK World War II park ship
VGVF  SAMSON IV built 1927, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia; former QUILLAYUTE/VGVF
VGVF  SS TUXEDO PARK World War II park ship
VGVJ  J. B. NICKERSON built 1967, Fishing Vessel, H. B. Nickerson and Sons Limited, North Sydney, Nova Scotia
VGVJ  SS RICHMOND PARK World War II park ship
SS SEACLIFF PARK World War II park ship

SS BLOOMFIELD PARK World War II park ship

SANDRA L. GAGE built 1960, Fishing Vessel, Fortune Fisheries Limited,

SS KELOWNA PARK World War II park ship

GRAND KNIGHT built 1967, Fishing Vessel, Bonavista Cold Storage Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

SS EASTWOOD PARK World War II park ship

ATLANTIC HAWKE built 1967, Fishing Vessel, Ocean Maid Foods Limited, St. Andrews, New Brunswick

SS GRAFTON PARK World War II park ship

HALIFAX COUNTY 1946, Acadia Overseas Freighters Limited; former LAKEVIEW PARK/VGVR

SIEUR D’AMOURS built 1966, Societe des Traversiers du Quebec, Ferry; became NORTHERN PRINCESS/VGVR

SS LAKEVIEW PARK World War II park ship; became HALIFAX COUNTY/VGVR

JOHN HAMILTON GRAY built 1968, Canadian National, Ferry, Nova Scotia to Newfoundland, summer, Nova Scotia to Prince Edward Island winter

SS DOMINION PARK World War II park ship

MIN TIDE

SS HASTINGS PARK World War II park ship

NONIA built 1956, Canadian Caribbean Navigation Limited, General Cargo; former CN Newfoundland Coastal Freighter

HAROLD A. JONES built 1966, Tug, Island Tug and Barge Limited, Richmond, British Columbia; became SEASPAN MONARCH/VGWW, ISLAND MONARCH/VGWW

SS BRIDGELAND PARK World War II park ship

SS WESTON PARK World War II park ship

SS CORONATION PARK World War II park ship

NIXON BERRY

SS LISCOMB PARK World War II park ship
VGWB  ZION

VGWC  ABEGWEIT  built 1947, Canadian National, Icebreaker Car Ferry, Cape Tormentine, New Brunswick to Borden, Prince Edward Island

VGWG  PRINCESS MARGUERITE  built 1948, Minister of Transport, British Columbia, West Coast Ferry

VGWK  R. O. PETMAN  Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VGWL  THORFINN  built 1952, whale catcher, Seaward Holdings Limited; former CHESTER/VGWL, THORFINN/VGWL

VGWM  CANADIAN CENTURY  built 1967, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

VGWN  LOCKEPORT  built 1949, Dredge, Sceptre Dredging Limited, Richmond, British Columbia; former HAFFAR

VGWP  BAIE JAMES  built 1959, Boreal Navigation Inc., Ice Reinforced General Cargo; former PERCY M CROSBY/VGWP, PERLA DAN/OWQI; became MOTHI/3FPX

VGWQ  PRINCESS PATRICIA  built 1949, Canadian Pacific, West Coast Ferry

VGWS  ARLENE E. MELLON  built 1967, Fishing Vessel, Fortune Fisheries Limited, Fortune, Newfoundland

VGWT  H1060  built 1964, Kent Line, Tanker; became H1060/ZCEK, H1060/VCJQ

VGWT  M. J. BOYLEN  built 1964, Kent Line, Tanker; became H1060/VGWT

VGWW  POLAR EXPLORER  built 1950, Puddister Trading Company, General Cargo Research; former THERON/VGWW

VGWX  SAGUENAY  built 1964, Voyager Colonial, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VGWY  GLENEAGLES  built 1925, Bulk Cargo Vessel, Canada Steamship Lines; became SILVERDALE/VGWY

VGWZ  ROYALTON  built 1924, Misener Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VGXD  TEXACO CHIEF  built 1969, Coastal Tanker, Texaco Canada Inc.; became A. G. FARQUHARSON/VGXD

VGXF  SIR THOMAS SHAUGHNESSY

VGXG  SUPERIOR STRAITS  built 1942, Cargo Barge, Dubarry Investments Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ABELE

VGXJ  SEASPAK KING  built 1968, Ocean Tug; Seaspan International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ISLAND KING/VGXJ
VGXK  HAIDA MONARCH  built 1974, General Cargo Vessel, Kingcome Navigation Company Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia

VGXK  LE BEAU  former UNIT SHIPPER/VGXK

VGXM  SARNIADOC

VGXN  SEA LION  built 1905, Research Vessel, Seatech Charters Limited, Victoria, British Columbia

VGXQ  CANMAR EXPLORER  built 1945, Dome Petroleum, Drillship; former SNAKEHEAD/ANWH

VGXR  BOWEN QUEEN  built 1965, Ferry Boat, British Columbia Ferry Corporation, Victoria, British Columbia

VGXS  CANMAR EXPLORER 3  built 1973, Dome Petroleum, Drillship; former HAVDRILL/LKBY

VGXV  METIS  built 1956, Canada Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

VGXW  ONTARIO POWER  built 1965, Upper Lakes Shipping, Bulk Carrier

VGYC  JEAN BRILLIANT  built 1935, Cargo Vessel Gulf of St. Lawrence – Newfoundland, Compagnie de Transport, Quebec

VGYD  HMCS VENCEDOR  1941 – 1945 Auxiliary Vessel; former yacht VENCEDOR/VGYD

VGYF  JOSEPH MCDILL PATTERSON

VGYJ  HELEN M MCALLISTER  built 1959, Tug, McAllister Towing and Salvage Limited, Montreal, Quebec

VGP  JEAN TALON  Cargo Vessel listed with the International Telecommunication Union 1975

VGYS  IMPERIAL QUEBEC  1957 – 1987, Imperial Oil, Coastal Tanker; became SIBYL W/VGYS

VGYT  BROWN BEAVER

VGYW  SEA SWELL  built 1922, Tug, Andrew Anderson, Cowichan Bay, British Columbia

VGYY  CONISCLIFFE HALL  built 1957, Grate Lakes Cargo Vessel, Halco

VGYZ  LA MADELON II  built 1925, Cargo Vessel, Cargo Navigation Voyageur Incorporated, Montreal, Quebec

VGZB  DENISE V  built 1905, Tug, Verreault Navigation Incorporated, Les Mechins, Quebec; former JAMES WHALEN/VGZB

VGZC  SENATOR OF CANADA  built 1957, N. M. Paterson and Sons Limited, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former CANADOC/VGZC

VGZD  JAMES B. EADS
CAPTAIN C. D. SECORD 1900 – 1968 Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former CHARLES VAN HISE, A.E.R. SCHNEIDER, A. B. WAY

FOUNDATION VIGALANT built 1952, Foundation Tug; former ABEILLE 26/FNGO; became ENNEA/SV3916

LORD SELKIRK built 1958, Northumberland Ferries, ferry from Caribou, Nova Scotia to Wood Island, Prince Edward Island

ST CUTHBERT built 1915, Fishing Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia

SS LADY NELSON Canadian National Steamship Passenger vessel and a hospital ship during World War II

SS LADY HAWKINS Canadian National Steamship Passenger vessel

SS LADY DRAKE Canadian National Steamship Passenger vessel

SS LADY RODNEY Canadian National Steamship Passenger vessel

SS LADY SOMERS Canadian National Steamship Passenger vessel

FRANK A. SHERMAN built 1958, Upper Lakes Shipping; Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

FRANK BRODERICK built 1965, Northern Transportation; West Coast Northern Supply Vessel

QUEEN built 1914, Tug/Yacht, Tug-away Enterprises Limited, Victoria, British Columbia

JOS SIMARD built 1964, Les Chantiers Davie, Coastal Tanker; became LA FRENE 1/VGZX (Ash Tree)

FEDERAL PIONEER 1944 – 1971 Cargo Vessel, Federal Commerce and Navigation Limited, Montreal, Quebec; former OUTREMONT PARK/VDDZ

SS FAWKNER PARK World War II park ship; Registered in Australia

ARCTIC BAY former ALGERINE/VOBB (Voice of Bon Bay – North Point, Newfoundland)

NEWFOUNDLAND CONTAINER built 1961, Cargo Vessel, Harvey Container Ship Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former ROE DEER/VOBD

FRED J. AGNICH built 1973, Rig Supply Vessel; Geophoto Services Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

BRAE SEA

HARMON I
VOBQ  LADY M. A. CROSBIE  built 1966, Chimo Shipping, Cargo Vessel; former BALTIC VANGUARD/GRWA

VOBT  HARMON II  built 1962, Fishing Vessel, Lake Group Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VOBV  CAPE AGULHAS  built 1919, Fishing Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; Nova Scotia registry VXRJ; Newfoundland registry

VOCC  SCHNOORTURM  built 1976, Supply/Anchor Handling Vessel, Hansashore Canada Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VOCD  CANMAR EXPLORER 2  built 1945, Dome Petroleum, Drillship; former MOORING HITCH/AOBB

VOCF  WIMPEY SEAHUNTER

VOCG  NORTHERN RANGER Newfoundland Passenger/Freight Vessel; sold to Nunatsiavut Marine, Newfoundland; scrapped 1967

VOCI  LEIF ERICISON  Ferry, Canadian National Newfoundland that entered service in 2001

VOCP  LADY FRANKLIN  built 1970, Chimo Shipping, General Cargo Vessel; former BALTIC VALIANT/GZSC

VOCR  GLIDE LAKE  built 1925, Tug; Wesley Parmiter, Point Leamington, Newfoundland; former GLIDE LAKE/VOCR

VOCT  KZEUZTURM

VOCX  HULL NO 37

VOCY  PETITE FORTE 1961 – 1983 Passenger/Cargo Vessel; CN Marine; operated around Newfoundland and Labrador

VOCZ  CARIBOU  1986 – 2011 Ferry, CN Marine; ferry from Nova Scotia to Newfoundland

VODB  ALGOSEA  built 1970, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes Ocean Class; former BROOKNES/DIPL; became SAUNIERE/VODB

VODC  CANMAR CARRIER  built 1963, Dome Petroleum, Drillship; former TRANSOCEANICA GIOVANNA/ICXT

VODF  GLENCOE  built 1947, small Cargo Vessel; D. Frampton and Company Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former Newfoundland Ferry

VODM  ARCTIC VIKING  built 1965, Cargo Barge, United Baltic Corporation Limited, London, England; former BALTIC VIKING/GWQH

VODP  MAI  Fishing Vessel; became government research vessel PROBE RESEARCHER/VODP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VODQ</td>
<td>BACCALIEU</td>
<td>Newfoundland Ferry; sold in 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VODV</td>
<td>CAPE NORTH</td>
<td>Refrigerated Fishing Trawler, National Sea Products, Halifax, Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VODZ</td>
<td>BURGEO</td>
<td>Newfoundland Ferry; sold in 1969; became NEUTOR/VODZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOFB</td>
<td>AGNES &amp; ANNE II</td>
<td>built 1938, Fishing Vessel, Chaffey’s Shipping Limited, Change Island, Newfoundland; former WESTERN EXPLORER/VOFB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOFF</td>
<td>BOLTENTOR</td>
<td>built 1976, Supply/Anchor Handling Vessel, Boltentor Supply Company Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOFG</td>
<td>PENNYSMART</td>
<td>built 1982, Fishing Vessel, John Penny and Sons Limited, Ramea, Newfoundland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOFG</td>
<td>AVENGER IV</td>
<td>built 1992, Tug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOGB</td>
<td>GEORGIAN BAY</td>
<td>built 1954, Canadian Shipping and Engineering, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; became POLAR DUKE/VOGB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOGQ</td>
<td>ATLANTIC MARIE</td>
<td>built 1966; Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOGS</td>
<td>MAGNUS SEA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOGT</td>
<td>ASTRON</td>
<td>built 1971, Labrador Newfoundland Ferry, Coastal Shipping Limited, Goose Bay, Labrador; became Labrador Marine Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOGV</td>
<td>TAVERNER</td>
<td>built 1962, small Newfoundland Freight/Passenger Vessel; The Minister of Transport, Ottawa, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOGW</td>
<td>MERSEY SEVEN</td>
<td>built 1952, Fishing Vessel; MV Mersey Seven Limited, Liverpool, Nova Scotia; former GAULTOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOJC</td>
<td>CANADA’S TOMORROW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOFJ</td>
<td>MARTHA E JOHNSON</td>
<td>built 1959, Tug, American Can of Canada Limited, Rexdale, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOJG</td>
<td>HENRI TELLIER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VOJK  NORTHERN RANGER Labrador Ferry, Labrador Marine Incorporated; former PORTLAND CARRIER/VOJK

VOJM  POINT HALIFAX Tug, Eastern Canada Towing

VOJT  ELMER W. JONES built 1926, Ferry Boat; Newfoundland Transportation Company Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VOJV  VISON CONSOL became J. A. Z. DESGAGNES/VOJV

VOKQ  THOR TRAWL Fishing Vessel

VOKW  MANITOBA

VOKZ  ERINDALE built 1915, Reoch Transports, Great Lakes; former W. F. WHITE/WBDM

VOLD  DGS NEPTUNE 1923 – 1944 Newfoundland Sealer; former DGS NEPTUNE/VOX

VOLG  OCEANEX SANDERLING built 1977, Cargo Vessel, Oceanex St. John’s, Newfoundland; former ASL SANDERLING/VOLG

VOLK  MARTIN KARLSEN built 1952, Cargo Vessel, Karlsen Shipping Company Limited, Halifax, NS; former KISTA DAN/OYJR; became BENJAMIN BOWRING/GYOH

VOLL  ATLANTIC PURSUIT built 1976, Fishing Vessel

VOLN  S ADRESSE

VOLP  ANGLIAN LADY built 1953, Tug, Home Port, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario

VOLQ  NEWFOUNDLAND EAGLE built 1967, Fishing Vessel; Bonavista Cold Storage Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VOLR  KYLE Newfoundland Ferry

VOLS  CASTOR CONSOL built 1959, small Cargo Vessel; Navigation-Consolidated-Bathurst, Montreal, Quebec; became PREGMA/VOLS

VOLT  AQVIQ built 1988, Stern Trawler Fishing Vessel, Ocean Choice International Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VOLV  JOSEPH AND CLARA SMALLWOOD 1989 – 2011 Newfoundland Ferry, CN Marine

VOLW  WILLIAM CARSON 1955 – 1977 Passenger Cargo Ferry, Canadian National Marine; sank off Battle Harbour, Newfoundland

VOLY  DEER LAKE built 1925, Tug; Bowaters Newfoundland Limited, Corner Brook, Newfoundland

VOLZ  RHEDA
VOMQ CLARENVILLE built 1944, Passenger Vessel, Highland Cove Marina Limited, Kincardine, Ontario; former Newfoundland Ferry

VOMS POLAR STORM Fishing Vessel

VOMZ DONALD MAC built 1914, Tug, Western Engineering Service Limited, Thunder Bay, Ontario

VONB CODROY Newfoundland Ferry; became NEWFOUNDLAND BOUNTY/VONB

VONG JACQUES DESGAGNES built 1960, Cargo Vessel, Desgagnes Company, Quebec; former LOUTRE CONSOL/VONG

VONS EASTERN EXPLORER built 1946, Patrol Boat; Fogo Transport Limited, Fogo, Newfoundland

VONY WILLING LASS built 1949, Fishing Vessel, Polly Enterprises Limited, Springdale, Newfoundland; former MAXINE JOHNSON/VONY

VOPB PARKER EVANS built 1908, Cargo Vessel; Quebec and Ontario Transportation Company Limited, St. Catherines, Ontario; became MARLHILL/VOPB

VOPC FERGUS built 1914, Cargo Vessel, G. Solway and Sons Limited, Toronto, Ontario; former BLUE SEAL/VOPC

VOPF BLUE TRADER former SANDY POINT NO 1/VOPF

VOPG SOODOC built 1976, N. M. Paterson and Sons, General Cargo

VOPK REXTON KENT built 1944, Kent Line Freighter, Saint John, New Brunswick; former HMCS LONG BRANCH/CZGK

VOPK RIMOUSKI built 1965, Cargo Vessel; Voyageur Colonial Limited, Ottawa, Ontario

VOPL GULF GATINEAU built 1976, Gulf Oil Limited, Coastal Tanker

VOPM CANADIAN OLYMPIC built 1976, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier

VOPP AIVIK built 1980, Container Ship, NEAS Iqaluit, Nunavut; became AIVIK/3EIX4

VOPQ GRAND PRINCE built 1966, Fishing Vessel; Bonavista Cold Storage Company, ST. John’s, Newfoundland

VOPZ CAPE ADAIR built 1989, Fishing Trawler, Newfoundland Resources Limited, ST. John’s, Newfoundland; became NEWFOUNDLAND PIONEER/VOPZ

VOQF ZEELAND built 1964, Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, ST. John’s, Newfoundland

VOQG BALSAM LAKE built 1941, Tug, The Minister of Industrial Development, ST. John’s, Newfoundland; former DETECTOR/VOQG
VOQJ  SPRUCE LAKE built 1941, Tug, Saint John Tug Boat Company, Saint John, New Brunswick; former SKIMMER/VOQJ
VOQL  ZONNEMAIRE built 1964, Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland
VOQM  BEDFORD II
VOQM  GALLOWAY KENT built 1943, Kent Lines Freighter, Saint John, New Brunswick; former HMCS NORTH BAY/CYTW
VOQP  NATHAN CUMMINGS built 1966, Fishing Vessel; Fortune Fisheries Limited, Fortune, Newfoundland
VOQR  CROWN PRINCESS VISTORIA A short lived Stena Lines cruise ship on the West Coast in 1990
VOQV  JOAN M. MCCULLOUGH built 1927, Cargo Vessel, Pierson Steamships Limited, Toronto, Ontario; became BIRCHGLEN/VORJ
VORB  HVITANES Fishing Vessel
VORJ  KIPAWO built 1925, Ferry; ran from Kingsport, Parrsboro and Wolfville, Nova Scotia; now a theatre at Parrsboro
VORL  ATLANTIC CHAMPION Fishing Vessel
VOSL  SPRUCEGLEN built 1983, Canada Steamships, Bulk Carrier; former SELKIRK SETTLER/VCWG
VOSY  BONAVISTA 1956 – 1986 Canadian National, Coastal Passenger and freight vessel that sailed around Newfoundland and Labrador
VOTB  CABOT STRAIT Newfoundland Ferry
VOTF  TERRA NOVA built 1962, Puddister Trading Company Limited, General Cargo; former SIR JOHN CROSBIE/VOTF
VOTK  FOAM V Fishing Vessel
VOTL  WELLINGTON KENT built 1944, Kent Lines Freighter, Saint John, New Brunswick; former HMCS HUNTSVILLE/CGWC
VOTM  CANADOC built 1961, N. M. Paterson and Sons, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel
VOTQ  E. J. NEWBERRY built 1925, Robert Pierson Steamships, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former WILLIAM C. ATWATER/WDDL; became CEDARGLEN/VOTQ
VOTR  MELDRUM BAY built 1950, Quebec and Ontario Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo; former GEORGE HINDMAN/VOTR, COVERDALE/VOTR

VOTT  BIRCHGLEN built 1983, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier; former CANADIAN MARQUIS/VCWJ

VOTV  SPRINGDALE Canadian National Coastal Newfoundland Freighter scrapped in 1974

VOTZ  BAR HAVEN Canadian National Coastal Newfoundland Freighter scrapped in 1974

VOVB  SARAH built 1958, Cargo Vessel, the Lake Group Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former GANNET/VOVB

VOVC  FORT ALBANY built 1941, Caro Vessel; former HMCS DRUMMONDVILLE/CGKS

VOVK  GREEN BAY TRANSPORT built 1967, Ferry Boat, Green Bay Transport Limited, Little Bay Islands, Newfoundland; former FOGO TRANSPORT/VOVK

VOVM  O K SERVICE XI 1949 – 1993 Cargo Vessel; former CARABOBO; became SANTA MONICA

VOVQ  CHRISTMAS SEAL 1943 – 1976 Rescue Vessel, Health Vessel, Research Vessel; former U.S. Army/Air Force P-102 burned and sank off Halifax

VOVY  ST LAWRENCE built 1962, Cargo Vessel, Canada Steamships

VOWL  SHELTER B built 1907, Quebec and Ontario Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former SHELTER BAY/VOWL, JAY C. MORE/WDPV

VOWM  OUTARDE built 1927, Quebec and Ontario Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo vessel; former ROBERT HOBSON/WB2105

VOWN  THOROLD built 1961, Trico Enterprises, General Cargo; former GOSFORTH/GHXA

VOWP  DOMINO RUN built 1946, Cargo Vessel, H. B. Dawe Limited, Cupids, Newfoundland

VOWS  LEIF ERICKSSON built 1966, Ferry, Canadian National Newfoundland

VOWN  ZURICH built 1965, Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VOX  DGS NEPTUNE 1912 – 1923 Newfoundland Sealer; became DGS NEPTUNE/VOLD; three mast schooner built 1872

VOXD  HOWARD HINDMAN Great Lakes Cargo Vessel scrapped in 1969

VOXG  GULF MACKENZIE built 1976, Tanker, Gulf Canada Limited, Toronto, Ontario

VOXQ  TARANTAU built 1964, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, Canada Steamships
VOXS  CSS CAPE HARRISON built 1976, Research Vessel, The Minister of the Environment, Ottawa; became LOUIS M. LAUZIER/VOXS

VOXW  BROOKDALE built 1909. Cargo Vessel, Reoch Transport Limited, Mississauga, Ontario; former FRED A. MANSKE/VOXW

VOXZ  LAKE NIPIGON built 1971, Nipigon Transport, Cargo Vessel, former TEMPLE BAR/GORV; became ALGONORTH/VOXZ

VOYF  EUGENE ROY

VOYP  SPENCER II

VOZQ  ATLANTIC JANE built 1966, Fishing Vessel; Fishery Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VXBK  ALMA CONNORS built 1916, Fishing Vessel, Connors Brothers Limited, Blacks Harbour, New Brunswick

VXCB  RCAF ABNAKI 1941 – 1952 70 foot High Speed Rescue Boat; became HMC HSL 208/CYWX

VXCD  RCAF BLACK GOOSE 1944 40 foot Wood Range Boat; based Mont Joli, Quebec

VXCF  RCAF BLUE GOOSE 1944 – 1952 40 foot Wood Range Boat

VXCG  RCAF BRANT 1942 – 1953 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat; based Bella Bella, British Columbia

VXCJ  RCAF CANADA GOOSE 1944 36 foot Range Boat

VXCK  RCAF DUCK 1938 – 1959 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat

VXCL  RCAF EIDER 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat; based Eastern Air Command, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia during World War II

VXCM  RCAF GREY GOOSE 1944 – 1952 40 foot Range Boat

VXCN  RCAF HURON 1941 – 1952 70 foot High Speed Rescue Boat; became HMC HSL 235/CZGN

VXCP  RCAF KINGFISHER 1942 40 foot General Utility and Diving Vessel

VXCQ  RCAF MALAHAT 1946 – 1952 86 foot Supply Vessel; became CNAV SCATARI/CZFZ

VXCR  RCAF MALECITE 1941 – 1952 70 foot High Speed Rescue Boat; became HMC HSL 231/CGJX

VXCS  RCAF MONTAGNAIS 1941 – 1952 70 foot High Speed Rescue Boat; became HMCS HSL 234/CGWD

VXCT  RCAF NOOTKA 1941 – 1951 70 foot High Speed Rescue Boat; became HMC HSL 208/CYWZ

VXCW  RCAF PELICAN 1941 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat; based at Ucluelet, British Columbia
VXCY  RCAF PUFFIN  1942 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat; based at Alliford Bay, British Columbia

VXCZ  RCAF REDHEAD  1940 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat

VXDB  RCAF SNIPE  1942 – 1952 38 foot Range Boat; based at Bella Bella, British Columbia

VXDC  RCAF SNOW GOOSE  1944 40 foot Range Boat

VXDF  RCAF SONGHEE  1944 – 1953 86 foot Supply Vessel; based at Vancouver, British Columbia

VXDG  RCAF TAKULI  1941 – 1952 70 foot High Speed Rescue Boat; became HMC HSL 232/CYWB

VXDJ  RCAF TEAL built 1941, 38 foot Aircraft Crash Boat; based at Bella Bella, British Columbia; became CONIFER II

VXFB  LA VERNE built 1962, Fishing Vessel, Cyril Dicks, Port Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia

VXFM  LELAND

VXFN  TEGUCIAGALPA built 1948, Tanker, Johnstone Shipping Limited; former IMPERIAL LONDON/VXFN

VXFP  SEAWAY TRADER built 1947, Shediac Bulk Shipping, Tanker; former IMPERIAL COLLINGWOOD/VXFP

VXFQ  CAPE TRANSPORT

VXFR  ISLE ROYALGE built 1947, McNamara Corporation, Great Lakes Cargo vessel; former SOUTHCLIFFE HALL/VXFR, OREFAX/VXFR

VXGG  HAMILDOC Great Lakes Cargo Vessel, N. M. Paterson and sons Limited, Thunder Bay, Ontario

VXGJ  G. G. POST Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; former G. G. POST/WA5376

VXGS  CANMAR EXPLORER III built 1973, Oil Barge, Dome Petroleum Limited, Calgary, Alberta

VXJM  JOHN FRITZ built 1898, Cargo Barge, Upper Lakes Shipping Limited, Toronto, Ontario

VXJT  RIVTOW LION built 1940, Tug, Rivtow Marine Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former CAUTIOUS/VXJT

VXJV  ISLAND PRINCE built 1958, West Coast Cargo Vessel; Northland Shipping Company

VXXF  BERNADINE built 1912, Fishing Vessel, Connors Brothers Limited, Blacks Harbour, New Brunswick

VXXM  IMPERIAL DARTMOUTH built 1970, Imperial Oil Tanker; based at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia for refueling ships
VXKW  CAPE CHARLES  built 1968, Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products, Halifax, Nova Scotia

VXLG  HAIDA BRAVE  built 1978, Kingcome Navigation; West Coast Cargo vessel; became COMMODOR STRAITS/VXLG

VXLS  CAPE ARGUS  built 1968, Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products, Halifax, Nova Scotia

VXMCG  ANY OR ALL ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE MARINE CRAFT  first assigned in 1946 and I have no knowledge of its use (CYSR)

VXMMS  ARCTIC TRADER  built 1958, Shell Canadian Tankers, Tanker; former TYEE SHELL/VXMM; became RIVERSHELL/VXMMS

VXMS  INDUSTRIAL TRANSPORT built 1969, Coastal Tanker; Halco; became ENERCHEM REFINER/VXMS

VXMZ  ATLANTIC TONI  built 1967, Fishing Vessel; Fisheries Products Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland

VXNW  FORT KENT  built 1943, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; Agence Maritime Inc., Quebec; former GUY BARTHOLOMEW/VXNW

VXNX  FORT GASPE  built 1943, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; Agence Maritime Inc., Quebec; former ROBERT MCMICHAEL/VXNX

VXNZ  RCAF SNOWBIRD  1949 – 1953 Supply Vessel built 1942; former USS LSM 323/NVKG

VXNZ  ZAANDAM  built 1967, Fishing Vessel, Newfishco Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former ATLANTIC TONI/VXNZ

VXRJ  CAPE AGULHAS  built 1919, Fishing Vessel; based at Halifax, Nova Scotia; Newfoundland registry VOBV; Nova Scotia registry VXRJ

VXRJ  GEORGE M. CARL  built 1923, Misener Transportation, Great Lakes Cargo; former MATHEW ANDREWS/WA5167, FRED G. HARTWELL/KFKJ

VXRQ  TEXADA QUEEN  built 1969, Ferry, Department of Highways, British Columbia; became TACHEK/VXRQ

VXRS  LEADALE  built 1910, Strathearn Terminals, Great Lakes Cargo; former CONSUMER POWER/KDUB, HARRY YATES/KDUB, FRED A. MANSKE/WB5602

VXRT  J. N. MCWATERS  built 1961, Great Lakes Cargo; Misener Transportation

VXRV  BC MAID  built 1926, Fishing Vessel, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia

VXSB  GULFSTREAM II  built 1943, Yacht, Alandrew Holdings Limited, North Vancouver, British Columbia; former JORM HOLM/VXSB
VXSC MARY MACKIN built 1944, Tug, C. J. R. Marine Services Limited, Richmond, British Columbia
VXSG GULF GERD built 1966, Fishing Vessel; Burgeo Fish Industries Limited, Burgeo, Newfoundland
VXSL RADIUM CHARLES built 1946, Tug; Northern Transportation Limited, Operating on the Mackenzie River and Arctic Ocean
VXSM RADIUM GILBERT built 1946, Tug; Northern Transportation Limited, Operating on the Mackenzie River and Arctic Ocean
VXSN FLORENCE FILBERG built 1944, Tug, Ridgeway Wilson, Nanaimo, British Columbia
VXSS LE MARS built 1967, Coastal Tug; became SEASPAN PACER/VXSS
VXVL KONA WINDS built 1944, Yacht, Pacific Adventures Enterprises Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former NORTHLAND PRINCESS/VXVL
VXXJ OCEAN ROCKSWIFT built 1945, Tug, Saint John Tug Boat Company Limited, Saint John, New Brunswick
VXWS MANIC
VXWT SUNDOWN built 1978, Yacht, David Dueck, Vancouver, British Columbia
VXVV PACIFIC TRADER built 1972, Fishing Vessel, Malcolm Brophy, Vancouver, British Columbia
VXXJ KIMSQUIT built 1944, Fishing Vessel, the Packers Steamship Company Limited, Richmond, British Columbia
VXXX ISLAND TRANSPORT built 1958, Great Lakes Tanker; Halco; former ROCKCLIFFE HALL/VXXX; became ENERCHEM LAKER/VXXX
VXYF WESTCLIFFE HALL built 1957, Cargo Vessel, Hall Corporation, Toronto, Ontario
VXYJ GRAND MANAN III Grand Manan Ferry, Canadian National, Moncton, New Brunswick
VXYK HAIDA TRANSPORTER built 1968, West Coast Ferry; Kingcome Navigation
VXYN BURA built 1926, Fishing Vessel, Tony Mladinic, Vancouver, British Columbia
VXYR CALGADOC Cargo Vessel, N. M. Paterson and Sons Limited, Thunder Bay, Ontario
VXYT SECHELT QUEEN built 1947, West Coast Ferry; Minister of Transport, British Columbia; former CHINOOK II
VXYW HESQUIAT built 1944, Fishing Vessel, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia
VXYY MARGARET PORTER built 1946, Tug, Michael Parsons, Halifax, Nova Scotia
WAYFARER No 1 built 1941, Tug, Iona Towing Company, Squamish, British Columbia

RCAF MALLARD 1955 – 1964 40 foot High Speed Rescue Boat; became CCGS MALLARD based at Vancouver, British Columbia

EAGLESCLIFFE HALL Cargo Vessel, Hall Corporation, Toronto, Ontario

SEA ROVER built 1909, Work Boat, Doug Cardriver, Victoria, British Columbia

CARINO built 1970, Caro Vessel, Carino Company Limited, Halifax, Nova Scotia; became FOGO ISLE/VXZM

H1070 built 1966, Tanker; Kent Line; became H1070/ZCEJ, H1070/VCKW (was to be LOUIS J. ROBICHAUD)

CANADIAN TRANSPORT built 1979, Cargo Vessel, Upper Lakes Shipping, Calgary, Alberta

TROISDOC built 1955, N. M. Paterson and Sons, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel

MAYMERE built 1946, Caro Vessel, Walter Sweeney, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

SCOTIA 2 built 1915, Ferry; Minister of Transport, Ottawa,

NORISLE built 1946, The Corporation of the Township of Assiginack, Great Lakes Ferry

SEASPN CHALLENGER Seaspan International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ISLAND CHALLENGER/VYBB

ISLAND CHAMPION built 1944, Tug, Island Tug and Barge Limited, Victoria, British Columbia; former U.S. Army TP-133

R. D. EVANS

A. C. CROSBIE built 1972, Chimo Shipping, Deep Sea Cargo; former IDA LUNDRIGAN/GPUD

SWELLMASTER built 1950, Deep Sea Dredge, Saint John Ship Building and Dry Dock; former SANDPIPER/VYBM

ISLAND NAVIGATOR built 1944, Tug, Island Tug and Barge Limited, Victoria, British Columbia; former U.S. Army LT-188; became ISLA, PABLO

SEASPN RANGER Seaspan International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ISLAND RANGER/VYBR

TWILLINGATE built 1946, Cargo Vessel, H.W.C. Gillett Limited, Twillingate, Newfoundland; former CORNCRAKE

BRION 1946 – 1976 Magdalene Islands Cargo Vessel; former China Coaster OTTAWA MAYSTAR
VYCM  YOUNG HUSTLER built 1977, Tug, Cyril Porter, Richmond, British Columbia

VYDB  GASPESIEN built 1945, Cargo Vessel, Gulf Brownsville Shipping Limited, Nassau, Bahamas; former ROC

VYDN  GULF FREDA built 1919, Tug, Gulf of Georgia Towing Company Limited, North Vancouver, British Columbia; former POLARIS/VYDN

VYDT  SEA COMET built 1944, Tug, Broughton Towing Company Limited, North Vancouver, British Columbia; former P. M. L. 18/VYDT

VYFB  ARRAWAC built 1910, Yacht/Pleasure Craft, Clay’s Wharf and Arrawac Charters Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former SUSIE W/VYFB

VYFL  RED WING 1960 – 1987, Upper Lakes Shipping, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier


VYFQ  G. W. ROGERS built 1919, Tug, Canadian Dredge and Dock Company Limited, Toronto, Ontario; former WEST HOPE/VYFQ

VYGB  JOHN A. FRANCE built 1960, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel; Misener Transportation

VYGJ  VIKING KING built 1921, Tug, Harken Towing Company Limited, Coquitlam, British Columbia; former SHAPODY/VYGJ

VYGQ  FOREST SURVEYOR built 1944, Research Vessel, Minister of Lands, Forest and Water Resources, Victoria, British Columbia

VYJC  IMPERIAL OTTAWA built 1967, Tanker, Imperial Oil Limited; became IMPERIAL OTTAWA/ZCVZ

VYJD  J. A. CORNETT built 1937, Tug, Canadian Dredge and Dock Company Limited, Toronto, Ontario

VYJG  FRANK DIXON

VYJM  MARINE EAGLE built 1962, Cargo Vessel, Puddister Trading Company Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland; former FORT LEVIS/VYJM, POLARIS EXPLORER/VYJM

VYJN  ESKIMO built 1959, General Cargo, Power Corporation of Canada; became MATHILDE DESGAGNES/VYJN

VYJN  MATHILDE DESGAGNES built 1959, General Cargo, Desgagnes Shipping; former ESKIMO/VYJN

VYJQ  ATOMIC built 1945, Tug, Great Lakes Marine Contracting Limited, Port Dover, Ontario

VYKF  CABOT built 1965, Cargo Ship, Canada Steamships,
BESSIE MAC built 1925, Seiner, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia

QUEEN OF SAANICH built 1963, British Columbia Ferry

FURY STRAITS fishing vessel; became SENATOR/VYLB; became MT REAM/VYLB

A. M. GERMAN

JOHN GUY built 1960, Ferry, Minister of Transportation, Ottawa, Ontario

MARTIAN

BREEZE built 1944, Yacht/Tug; former SEASPAN BREEZE/VYLX, LA BRISE/VYLX, SEA GIANT/VYLX, TP231

BAY GEORGE

KNIGHT built 1908, Salvage Tug, Slam Bang Logging Limited, Zeballos, British Columbia

HALLFAX built 1962, Great Lakes Cargo vessel; Halco; became COALER 1/H9VY

EVERETTON

ALGORAIL built 1968, Algoma Central Railway, Great Lakes

DANIEL MCALLISTER built 1907, Tug, McAllister Towing Limited, Montreal, Quebec; former HELEN M.B./VYNR, HELENA/VYNR; now a museum

CAPE ALERT built 1966, Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products, Halifax, Nova Scotia

LACHINE 1946, Salvage Tug; former HMCS LACHINE/CYQK

ROBERT JOHN

EMIL K built 1941, Fishing Vessel, Emil K Fishing Corporation, Vancouver, British Columbia; former HAIDA/VYPD

PETREL V built 1947, Research Vessel, Techno-Navigation Ltee., Sillery, Quebec; former PETRELÉVYPK

MALIBU PRINCESS built 1966, Passenger Vessel, Malibu Yacht Charters, Vancouver, British Columbia

SEASPAN WARRIOR built 1959, Tug, Seaspam International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ISLAND WARRIOR/VYPN

PACIFIC BUOY built 1943, Tug, 220101 British Columbia Limited, Surrey, British Columbia; former FRASER CROWN/VYPP
VYPQ  RIVER BELLE  built 1943, Tug, Nicholas Bot, Prince Rupert, British Columbia
VYPR  HELEN S  built 1899, Tug, William Grimshaw, Mississauga, Ontario
VYQD  AVALON TRADER  former BLUE CAPE/VYQD
VYQJ  IMPERIAL BEDFORD  built 1969, Imperial Oil, Coastal Tanker
VYRB  WESTERN CRUSADER  built 1942, Fishing Vessel, Wickham Fishing Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia
VYRF  CHEMICAL TRANSPORT  built 1969, Coastal Tanker; Halco; became ENERCHEM FUSION/VYRF
VYRL  ENTERPRISE
VYRP  CAPE BATHURST  built 1941, Fishing Vessel, Walter Caldwellader, Vancouver, British Columbia
VYRW  NANCY J. FLETCHER  built 1980, Fishing Vessel, Lake Group Limited, St. John’s, Newfoundland
VYSD  TRAILER PRINCESS  built 1944, West Coast Ferry, Canadian Pacific; former ARL10/VYSG
VYSK  COVE TRANSPORT
VYTM  LUCY MAUD MONTGOMERY  built 1965, Canadian National Ferry Souris, Prince Edward Island to Magdalen Islands, Quebec; former STENA DANICA/SDFG
VYSQ  CONGAR  built 1948, Tanker, Greater Sarnia Investment Corporation, Sarnia, Ontario; former IMPERIAL LONDON/VYSQ
VYSV  GRAND MANAN  built 1965, Ferry from GRAND MANAN to Blacks Harbour, New Brunswick
VYSD  METRIDIA  built 1928, Tug, Navires Oceanographiques Inc., Rimouski, Quebec; former GEORGE M. MCKEE/VYSW
VYSG  ACTIVE  built 1944, Tug, Mohawk Industries, Vancouver, British Columbia; former LT-496, J.S. FOLEY/VYSG, HAIDA WARRIOR/VYSG
VYTS  CAROL LAKE  built 1960, Carryore Limited, Great Lakes Ore Carrier; became ALGOCAPE/VYSZ
VYTB  CAPITaine SIMARD  built 1944, Tug, Techno Maritime Ltee., Sillery, Quebec
VYTC  CALM SEA  built, 1982, Fishing Vessel, Calm Sea Fisheries Limited, Bickerton West, Nova Scotia
VYTD  STERNECLIFFE HALL  built 1947, Halco, Great Lakes Cargo Vessel
VYTG  ABBY
VYTN  MENIHEK LAKE built 1959, Carryore Limited, Great Lakes Bulk Carrier
VYTS  MOUNT COMET built 1902, Tug, Seaforth Sea Services Limited, Port Moody, British Columbia; former OCEAN COMET/VYTS
VYTV  GILLKING built 1942, Tug, Pacific Towing Services Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former COLUMBIA KING/VYTV
VYTX  NORQUEEN built 1942, Fishing Vessel, Ocean Fisheries Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia
VYVM  GULF MARINER 1947 – 1964 Tug; former HMCS TRURO/CYQM
VYVQ  UNIVERSE built 1942, Seiner, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia
VYVT  C. R. C. built 1929, Tug, Charles Currie, Prince Rupert, British Columbia
VYVV  NORTH VOYAGEUR
VYVZ  CHELSEA LAKE built 1947, Fishing Vessel, Vada Fishing Limited, Delta, British Columbia; former GREAT NORTHERN 3/VYVZ
VYWD  EDGAR JOURDAIN built 1956, Cargo Vessel, Jourdain Navigation Limited, Montreal, Quebec; former PIERRE RADISSON/VYWD, GEORGE CROSBIE/VYWD
VYWJ  H. & L.
VYWX  VALERIE K II built unknown, Launch, Coast Marine Towing and Salvage Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former COMEBACK/VYWX
VYXD  J. E. JONSSON built 1964, Research Vessel, Geophoto Services Limited, Calgary, Alberta; former CALGARY-CATALINA/VYXD, GOLDEN SCARAB/VYXD
VYXX  WESTERN EXPRESS built 1943, Fishing Vessel, British Columbia Packers Limited, Richmond, British Columbia
VYYN  SEASPAN CHINOOK built 1943, Seaspan International Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former ISLAND MONARCH/VYYN
VYYY  JENSEN STAR built 1961, General Cargo Vessel; Jensen Shipping Limited; former FRENCH RIVER/VYYY; became WOODLAND/VYYY
VYZG  COMMODORE STRAITS built 1966, Tug, R S L Shipyards Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia; former HAIDA BRAVE/VYZG
VYZJ  LUDGER SIMARD built 1970, Les Chantiers Davie, Tanker; became LE SAULE NO. 1/VYZJ (Weeping Willow)
VYZM  CAPE PICTOU built 1966, Fishing Vessel; National Sea Products, Halifax, Nova Scotia
VYZN  LUBROLAKE

VYZS  SALT SPRING QUEEN built 1949, Ferry, British Columbia Ferry Corporation, Victoria, British Columbia; former DELTA PRINCESS/VYZS

XJAG  SVITZER BEDFORD built 2005, Tug; Svitzer towing; (Eastern Canada Towing (ECTUG) became Svitzer Towing in 2001)

XVA  SS CANADIAN WARRIOR Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XVF  SS CANADIAN RANGER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XVM  SS CANADIAN VOLUNTEER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XVN  SS CANADIAN TROOPER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XVP  SS CANADIAN TRADER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XVR  SS CANADIAN SAILOR Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XVS  SS CANADIAN SEIGNEUR Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XVU  SS CANADIAN SIGNALLER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XVZ  SS CANADIAN MILLER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWD  SS CANADIAN ADVENTURER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWE  SS CANADIAN GUNNER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWG  SS CANADIAN AVIATOR Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWH  SS CANADIAN SOWER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM) – 1919 - 1936

XWI  SS CANADIAN SETTLER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWJ  SS CANADIAN NAVIGATOR Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWK  SS CANADIAN FARMER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWK  SS CANADIAN SEALER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWM  SS CANADIAN SPINNER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWN  SS CANADIAN RAIDER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWO  SS CANADIAN RANCHER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)

XWP  SS CANADIAN PLANTER Canadian Government Merchant Marine (CGMM, 1919 – 1936)
The following are the ships missing some information from the above list. If you are able to supply any information on these ships please contact me.

A.A. HUDSON VCTP
A.M. GERMAN VYLD
ABBY VYTG
ABOUND CYRY
ADRIATIC STAR VCTQ
AGAWA VGQZ
ALASKA PRINCE CYGV
ALGERINE VOB
ALPACA NO 1 CYGY
ARCTIC BAY VOB
ARCTIC TIDE ZGQG
ARGONAUT II VGRN
ASHCROFT VGCM
ATLANTIC CHAMPION VORL
AVALON TRADER VYQD
B.A. SENTINEL VGSW
BACCALIEU VODQ
BAFFIN TRANSPORT VGLM
BANKS ISLAND CYCC
BAR HAVEN VOTZ
BATES PASS VCKC
BAY GEORGE VYMG
BAYQUINTE VDLG
BAYTON VGNJ
BCP 50 CYMF
BEDFORD II VOQM
BEECHY HEAD CYKN
BLUE CAPE VYQD
BLUE PETER II VCTW
BLUE TRADER VOPF
BMD NO 400 VCJS
BRAE SEA VOBL
BRICOLDOC VCJF
CONRAD MARIE VGSR
COVE TRANSPORT VYSK
CROWN PRINCESS VICTORIA VOQR
DOLOMITE CYNG
EARLESCLIFFE HALL VXZK
ELGIN CYLB
ENTERPRISE VYRL
ERIN T VCTS
EUGENE ROY VOYF
EVA VDTV
EVERETTON VYNB
FALMINGO CGGZ
FEDERAL HUDSON VCNP
FEDERAL HUSKY CYPB
FOAM V VOTK
FRANK DIXON VYJG
FUEL TRANSPORT VGCQ
FURY STRAITS VYLB
GASPEDOC VDTQ
GEORGE HINDMAND VCFB
GILLFOAM VGBT
GISLAIN VGRS
GLACIER QUEEN VGMW
GOUDREAU VGQJ
GRAEME STEWART VDRT
GRAINMOTOR CYLF
GRAND MANAN III VXYJ
GULF SENTINEL VGSW
GULF TRANSPORT CYJF
H & L VYWJ
HAGARTY VGRP
HARMON I VOBN
HASINGS CYLK
HENRI TELLIER VOJG
HERON CGGN
HILLSDALE VGKS
HOWARD HINDMAN VOXD
HULL NO 37 VOCX
HVITANES VORB
IMPERIAL VANCOUVER VCBX
INLAND CYKQ
ISLAND CHALLENGER VYRB
ISLAND DESPATCHER VGFQ
J.A.Z. DESGAGNES VOJV
JACQUELINE W CYND
JAMES B. EADS VGZD
JEAN TALON VGYP
JOAN I VGPB
JOHN ERICSSON VCSG
JOSEPH MCDILL PATTERSON VGYF
KVITFJELL VGVD
KYLE VOLR
KZEUZTURM VOCT
LE BEAU VGXK
LEIF ERICISON VOCJ
LELAND VXFM
LIONEL PARSONS VGQZ
LOUISE IDAHO VDFW
LUBROLAKE VYZN
MADELEINE VCFF
MAGNUS SEA VOGS
MAI VODP
MANCOX CYKV
MANIC VXWS
MANITOBA VOKW
MARIDAN C CYJV
MARINE COASTER VDTV
MARTIAN VYLS
MATHEWSTON VGFC
MELDRUM BAY VCFB
MIN TIDE VGVT
MINNA VDFC
MT REAM VYLB
NEUTOR VODZ
NEWFOUNDLAND BOUNTY VONB
NIPIGON VCBN
NIXON BERRY VGVZ
NORMAC VGQZ
NORTH PIONEER VGDY
NORTH VOYAGEUR VYVV
NORTHERN RANGER VOCG
NORTHERN RANGER VOJK
OIL TRANSPORT VDTD
P.M. CROSBIE CYKT
PACIFIC CHALLENGE CYND
PACIFIC PILOT VCGY
PACIFIC YARDER VCWX
PARKDALE VCPP
PETER MISENER VCPT
PICTON VCLG
PLUNGER VGBT
POINT GREY BELL CYFT
POINT HALIFAX VOJM
POLAR STORM VOMS
PORTLAND CARRIER VOJK
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND VGNR
PRINCESS OF ACADIA VGFF
PRINCESS OF NANAIMO VGFF
PROBE RESEARCHER VODP
QUEEN OF THE ISLANDS VCGX
R. D. EVANS VYBD
R.O. PERMAN VGWK
RALPH S. MISENER VGFC
RENOVOYLE VGND
RHEDA VOLZ
RIVER TRANSPORT VCNF
ROBERT JOHN VYNT
RODCO CYBR
ROYALTON VCPT
S ADRESSE VOLN
S. FOY VCLF
SANDY POINT NO 1/VOPF
SARNIADOC VGXM
SEA BREEZE III CYDB
SEA FOX II CYNQ
SEA SPRAY I VCYK
SEA TRANSPORT VGQK
SEAFORTH ATLANTIC VCBL
SEASPAN CHALLENGER VYRB
SEASPAN CHAMPION VDPS
SENATOR VYLB
SHAWANAGA VGTK
SIR THOMAS SHAUGHNESSY VGXF
SMOKWA VGDF
SOUTHISLE VDQX
SPENCER II VOYP
SPRINGDALE VOTV
SPRUCEDALE VCJC
ST NICHOLAS VCQT
STADACONA CYDT
STENA NORDICA SEWN
SUDBURY VGTV
SWEDEROPE VCJD
THERESA I CYDR
THOR TRAWL VOKQ
THUNDER BAY CYDT
TRANSBAY CYNB
TUNDRALAND GUDN
TUNDRALAND VGBD
UNIT SHIPPER VGXK
VEDALIN VDTQ
VICTOR F CYDV
VICTORIOUS VCTG
VISION CONSOL VOJV
WESTCOASTER VCMY
WESTERN GIRL CYDD
WESTERN STAR VCPL
WESTERN WARRIOR CYDC
WESTWHALE 7 CYND
WILLIAM S VOPF
WIMPEY SEAHUNTER VOCF
WINDOC VCSR
YUKON STAR VGPF
ZION VGWB